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This is WORKLAB's Newsletter No. 5. The 

year is 2002, the month of editing is October, 
not May as was promised rather optimistically. 
The delay is due to heavy workloads and low 
staffing at The Workers' Museum in Copenha
gen. We regret the inconvenience inflicted on 
our readers and hope that the authors, who 
were promised that their articles would be pub
lished, will accept our apology. The confer
ence,  Migration, Work and Identity,  was our 
principal activity in 2001 and so the papers 
from the conference are the main feature of the 
Newsletter. The conference involved all par
ticipants of the Migration, Work and Identity  
group of WORKLAB members. In this News
letter you will also find reports on the activi-

ties of the various projects which have taken 
place at the museums participating in the EU-
funded project on migration.

The next cooperative project is on its way. 
An  international  exhibition  on  migration, 
"Crossing Borders", is being produced in Aus
tria, supervised by the Museum Arbeitswelt in 
Steyr. The exhibition is going on tour to the 
various partner museums in 2003-2004 and is 
subsequently available for any museum that 
would like to show it.

Last but not least, we refer to the final activity 
of the Migration, Work and Identity project - an 
international conference in Terrassa, near

Barcelona, in October 2003.

Te second generation: Yugoslav street kids in Vienna. 1988.

Editorial



Speech of Welcome from "Migration, 
Work and Identity" Conference 2001

Öle Sohn, Danish Socialist People s Party
It is a great pleasure to welcome you all to the 

conference, "Migration, Work and Identity". 
First and foremost I must mention that you are 
visiting  a country which, after the recent elec
tion, will be governed by a right-wing govern
ment.  One of  the election campaign's 
overwhelming topics was the so-called refugee 
and immigrant problem, thus demonstrating 
the importance of this conference.

One reason that it is a pleasure to attend this 
conference is that it might improve on current 
discussions. Denmark is an affluent country, 
the Danes are a well-educated people; in many 
respects we are at the top, but we are also self-
centred  and  narrow-minded.  Unfortunately, 
none of the two candidates for the premiership 
dared to lead the debate away from this self-
centredness and into the question of how to 
draw up a proper policy of integration. I sin
cerely hope that the result of the conference 
will be an improvement of this debate through 
enhanced understanding.

Another reason for pleasure is the interna
tionalism at the heart of this conference. Being 
an old internationalist myself, I welcome all in
ternational efforts. At the same time however, I 
think you should be extremely critical, because 
ultimately this is the only way to achieve good 
results.

Here we are, in the middle of a project sup
ported by the EU's Culture  2000 programme, 
seeing the value of co-operation and seeing 
that transverse experience is important for un
derstanding. But we also have to fight a system - 
the building of  EU  institutions  -  where de
mocracy no longer can keep up. It is your inten
tion to work for a broader understanding of 
ethnic groups, towards a common ethnic living 
space, but you are actually doing so supported

by an international institution with an obvious 
lack of common democratic space.

So even when working with cultural identity it 
is important to maintain a critical attitude to 
those institutions which are subsidising your 
work. Maybe they do it because the topic is po
litically correct or maybe because it might 
move the discussion away from the topics that 
would be more life-threatening to the self-
affirming bureaucracy.

In the third place I would like to mention 
cross-cultural  understanding,  i.e.  understand
ing between people of different ethnic back
grounds, skin colour or whatever the yardstick 
might be at a certain moment.

This nation has been more or less a mono
culture until very recently; that is also the rea
son why an election campaign that derails us 
culturally to such a degree hits us so hard. In 
Denmark we have always been internationally 
minded, we love Denmark in the World, but we 
make absolute reservations as soon as the 
World - to our utmost surprise - comes to Den
mark. That hurts, but whom does it hurt most? 
The one who observes narrow-mindedness or 
the ones who are exposed to it in their everyday 
life  -  changing their cultural integrity at the 
same time?

Perhaps in the Netherlands, and a few other 
places in the EU, I can see outlines of a reason
able integration policy. But I am so much of an 
optimist that I believe discussions and co
operation, like the ones you will have during 
this conference, can contribute to the improve
ment of human understanding, which seems to 
be lacking to such a high degree these days.



International Migration in a Globalizing 
World
Current Situation and Predicaments

Thomas Faist
Address prepared for the Conference on 

"Migration, Work and Identity", organized by 
the International Association of Labour Muse
ums, held at the  Arbejdermuseet,  Copenhagen, 
November 21-23, 2001.

Summary
Globalizaztion in international migration is 

distinct from the global flows of goods, capital 
and partly services. In international migration 
globalization does not necessarily mean the 
decreasing importance of state borders or the 
declining ability of states to control border 
flows. Rather, globalization of this sphere im
plies growing interconnectedness of persons, 
groups, organizations and communities in sys
tems comprising spaces in and between the 
states of origin and destination. Using this in
sight helps to answer a baffling puzzle: Why 
are there so few migrants from so many places 
and so many from only a few places? On the 
one hand, there is relative immobility - only a 
very small percentage of potential migrants is 
moving abroad, about 2 percent of the world's 
population.  Most  persons  migrate  domesti
cally, and an even greater share never move 
considerable distances for extended periods of 
time at all. And, on the other hand, we can un
deniably speak of international chain migra
tion. Once migration processes have started, 
more and more people move.

This lecture first portrays and explains this 
puzzle. In short, human and social assets of 
persons are sometimes hard to transfer across 
state borders. But once chain migration and 
flows  of  refugees  are  in  place,  sustained 
border-crossing ties of emigrants and immi
grants and relatively immobile people are 
existing. Therefore, migration and post-

migration processes impacting on states' func
tions such as security, welfare, rule of law and 
democratic participation usually proceed in re
gionally specific migration systems. Second, 
the lecture moves on to raise some of the global 
problems ahead in migration systems, encom
passing  both  immigration  and  emigration 
countries:  bodily security for people,  eco
nomic development and social protection. To 
address these problems, it is essential that sov
ereign states cooperate to establish interna
tional migration regimes and abstain from 
using international migration and emigration 
or immigration as an instrument of symbolic, 
populist politics.

Introduction: Globalization or 
Non-Globalization?

Nowadays, keen observers interpret  interna
tional migration in two starkly contrasting 
ways. One version, which I call the mobility 
scenario, says that international migration has 
been ever increasing over the past  decades 
-and, if not carefully controlled, could virtually 
flood the richer countries. This corresponds to 
the prevailing image that all kinds of flows 
-capital, goods, services and persons - undergo 
globalization in very similar ways; namely as 
the gradual reduction of border controls, exem
plified by the realm of trade where the World 
Trade Organization  (WTO) sets  such  stan
dards, and the decreasing ability of once sover
eign states to control these flows. Another 
interpretation, which I call the immobility ac
count is more cautious and even downplays the 
alleged threat immigration poses in arguing 
that only 2 percent of the world population are 
living outside the borders of their country of 
origin and thus are international migrants. This



second story suggests that not all factors of 
production are globalised to the same extent. 
Persons seem to be exempt, being a case of 
non-globalization. Sovereign states,  at least 
those in the North, seem 10 be quite capable of 
controlling their borders effectively.

I argue that both the mobility and immobility 
accounts  of  interna t iona l  migration and 
globalization are  only partially true and thus 
need lo be replaced by a more realistic  and so
phisticated interpretation which allows us to 
gauge the current and fuiure impact of interna
tional migration on bol h  the emigration and 
immigration regions in Ibc world. The flow of 
persons is distinct  tron* the flow of goods, 
capital and services because once persons have 
crossed state borders they do not usually sever 
ties with the areas and suites they come from. 
In nuce, globalization in international migration 
means that the social, cultural and economic 
and political sies between countries of origin 
and destination;nd especially non-state  actors 
become closer,  (ilobalization in  this  field 
does not necessarily imply the evergrowing 
openness of siale borders for the movement 
of persons  bul a growing intcrcon-nectedness 
of state and non-state actors.

As to the globalizatiors or mobility account, 
media portrayals and statistics suggest that the 
pressure for international movement of per
sons is constantly increasing. Thus, so the con
ventional thinking goes, disparities  in wealth 
and poverty and wars contribute to the growing 
potential  for  migration and,  allegedly,  actual 
migration rates are also showing an upward 
trend. Disparties in  G \ P are immense and 
some conclude that  this should lead to in
creased migration; also, because these dispari
ties are widely disseminated through mass 
media and thus even known in the remotest 
corners of the world. According to this drama
tizing mobility account.,  the discomforting 
news still is that the potential mass of persons 
in the so-called South is much larger than could 
be accommodated in the North. This mobility 
interpretation has also been fed, among other 
factors, by restrictive i-mm t gra tion policies in 
many countries in North America and Western

Europe throughout the  1980s  and 1990s.  Sur
veys suggest that the more restrictive public 
policies, the more the mass public is inclined to 
believe that international migration is a dire 
threat to jobs of native workers and national 
cultural homogeneity. At first sight, there is 
some truth to the mobility account: A look at 
the migration flows in the early 1960s and in 
the early 1980s shows that actual migration 
flows have increased over the past decades.

The  non-globalization  or  immobility  ac
count says thai there is not much to worry 
aboul. Often  told by left-leaning social scien
tists il claims that not mass migration but rela
tive- immobility reigns the current international 
migration scene Approximately only 2 percent 
of the world's population, that is a little more 
lhan  130  million persons,  actually  reside 
outside their country of origin. And the rates 
are not lower or higher between countries char
acterized by less  striking differences in in
come, security and life chances, for example, 
between the countries the European Union 
(El i), such as Portugal and Denmark. In the EU 
case, the intrastate mobili ty also only 
amounted to 1.7 percent in the 1990s. In sum, 
although the actual number of international 
migrants has grown over the past decades, es
pecially among refugees, the world's popula
tion has grown even faster. And even when 
viewed in comparative historical perspective, 
increasing chain and mass migration - about 2 
to 4 million more each year - is not at an un
precedented high. There is no conclusive evi
dence  that  would  support  the  widespread 
expectations  concerning  steadily  increasing 
volumes of international migration as a pro
portion of the world's population during the 
20th century, For example, in what the historian 
Eric Hobsbawm has called the "short 20th cen
tury" from 1919 until 1989,  the relative vol
ume of international migration in the case of 
voluntary migration was considerably lower 
compared to the rather long 19th century from 
18)4-1914. This suggests that the sheer vol
ume of international migration is not a valid in
dicator of  current  as  opposed  to  former 
globalization.



Thus, we are left with two opposing accounts 
of international migration. The first interpreta
tion, the mobility story, is often accompanied 
by a picture of people as having an inherent, 
natural  Wanderlust.  In this  view mobility, 
nowadays reinforced by the image of flexible 
labor markets and globalization, functions as a 
sort of natural human trait. The second inter
pretation,  the  immobility  story,  frequently 
goes along with an image of people as being 
naturally sedentary who, as a rule, rather stay 
put than move abroad. Surprisingly, these two 
interpretations of migration are usually not 
brought together. But we most start with this 
venture to begin accounting for pressing prob
lems, such as the protection of human rights, 
lagging economic development in the South 
and threats to the welfare state and the potential 
devaluation of citizenship in the North - and go 
beyond anthropological images of people as 
naturally mobile or immobile. The questions 
are not: why so many? Or: why so few? The 
really interesting questions are: Why are there 
so few migrants out of most places on earth? 
AND: Why are there so many migrants out of 
so few places? This is especially striking when 
looking at South-North migration patterns.

1 first answer the question of why there are so 
many and so few migrants at the same time. My 
answer is that we need not only consider factors 
such as poverty, ecological disasters, civil  and 
interstate wars but also at how easily potential 
international migrants can actually  transfer 
their  assets  such  as  educational  credentials 
and social ties. Once international migration 
has  taken  off,  emigrants  and  immigrants 
usually maintain ties across the borders of the 
countries  of  origin  -  through  remittances, 
family  visits,  marriages,  economic  en-
trepreneurship  such  as  trade  between  the 
countries, and political activities such as in
volvement in nationalist movements or the 
cause of human rights. Human and social as
sets viz. capital of persons is sometimes hard to 
transfer across state borders. But once chain 
migration and flows of refugees are in place, 
sustained border-crossing viz. transstate ties of 
emigrants and immigrants and relatively im
mobile people are existing. Therefore, post-

migration processes such as immigrant inte
gration usually proceed in migration systems. 
A focus on either immigration or emigration 
countries is not enough to understand post-
migration processes. Second, taking  this an
swer seriously, I ask about the post-migration 
implications in both emigration and immigra
tion regions for the bodily security of people, 
economic development and social protection. 
What is striking in this regard is the virtual ab
sence of international agreements to protect in
ternational migrants. There are only partial 
regimes such as the Geneva Convention and 
mostly bilateral agreements between countries 
of origin and destination - which can be can
celled at will by the receiving countries in the 
North and West.

Current Situation: Why are there so few 
migrants out of most places and so many 
out of so few?

There are four main reasons for the high de
gree of relative immobility in South-North in
ternational migration, hence answering the 
question of why are there so few migrants out 
of most places in the Sout

( 1 )  Alternatives to International  South-
North Migration: Internal and South-South 
Migration

Internal migration generally constitutes a vi
able alternative. But while internal migration 
can function to restrict international labor mi
gration and refugee flows, it can also be a first 
step towards long-distance migration across 
nation-state borders  -  but only if networks, 
groups and organizations reaching abroad are 
available. Also, there are considerable South-
South migration flows. At least half of those 
who migrate move from one developing country 
to  another  and  not  to  developed  countries. 
South-South migration flows are numerically 
more significant than South-North streams. 
Overall, in 1990, about 55% of the world's esti
mated  130 million migrants resided in devel
oping countries. Specifically, it is estimated 
that 97% of the world's refugees remain in de
veloping countries. Even more remain in their 
country of origin, the so-called displaced per-



 
sons. It is imperative to include refugees in any 
analysis of migration, since they are the majority 
of international migrants.

The same picture emerges if we look at mi
grant stocks. In the late 199()s. over half of the 
world's refugees and asylum seekers lived in 
the Middle East and South Asia. Two groups, 
Palestinians  (3.7  million» and Afghanis  (2.6 
million - since the undeclared war has started 
in October this number has undoubtedly in
creased despite tight border controls by coun
tries neighboring Afghanistan such as Iran, 
Pakistan and Tajikistan) constitute over  40% 
of the world's refugees and asylum seekers. 
The top five countries from which refugees 
and asylum seekers came, Palestine and Af
ghanistan plus  Bosnia-Herzegovina,  Liberia, 
and Iraq accounted for over 60% of the total. 
And on the destination side, one unlikely country, 
Iran,  included  almost  one-fourth  of  the 
world's more than  20  million international 
refugees.

(2) Despondence
The degree of absolute deprivation, such as 

utter poverty and misery, severely restricts the 
degrees of freedom or choice. Therefore, wide
spread despondence purports that most of the 
people in some regions of the South com
pletely lack resources for exit arid voice. They 
are in a state of resignation to a hostile environ
ment around them. For example, a majority of 
persons in sub-saharan Africa lack the basic 
means to migrate from South to North. Due to 
severe structural constraints, such as poverty, 
these persons cannot bo considered to be po
tential migrants anymore. It is not surprising 
that a fair share of those internally displaced 
have no recourse to move abroad in the first 
place because of a lack of resources to over
come barriers of transportation. The victims of 
the civil wars in Rwanda and Burundi illustrate 
this point.

(3)  Location-Specific Assets: Human and 
Social Capital

Many assets available to potential migrants, 
be they human capital such as educational cre
dentials or vocational qualifications, financial

capital, political capital such as membership in 
parties, or social capital such as family and 
community ties, are tied to certain places. A 
certain part of the abilities and assets of indi
viduals and even groups are location-specific, 
because they can only be used in a well-defined 
place and are not readily transferable to other 
places of residence abroad. This points to the 
fact that there are problems involved in trans
ferring the assets of potential international mi
grants. There is already a global labor market 
for professionals,  managers,  information tech
nology experts,  and scientists in all fields. 
However, there are  still licensing and profes
sional association barriers to the full recogni
tion of qualifications obtained abroad. Thus, 
the knowledge and skills of highly qualified 
immigrants and refugees are seriously under
utilized in many countries. Anyway, individual 
actors  weigh  the  corresponding  costs  and 
benefits.  For example, potential  migrants de
cide to stay or to move in the country of origin 
because they cannot adequately deploy their 
educational  and  professional  qualifications 
abroad.

As an alternative to migration, insider ad
vantages allow potential migrants to reap the 
rewards of staying relatively immobile. Lan
guage skills are a prime example of an asset 
that  constitutes  an  insider  advantage.  Of 
course, language is an indispensable means of 
communication in acquiring diverse resources. 
Migrating to another country sometimes incurs 
costs of learning another language. Unless a 
migrant is proficient in the immigration country 
language or willing to learn it quickly, there are 
usually serious obstacles to 'good'jobs, self-
employment  and  even  housing.  Think  of 
Indian software specialists who prefer to move 
to the UK or the LISA instead of Germany - not 
only because of well-established bridges to the 
former countries but also because of the con
gruence of language.

Also, international migration may only be a 
short-term time-space strategy for people who 
are otherwise relatively sedentary viz. immo
bile. They transfer their human capital abroad 
but their social capital remains concentrated in
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the country of origin. For ages, persons working 
as seasonal farm laborers, domestic servants, 
construction  workers,  oilrig  operators,  and 
even  doctors,  nurses,  teachers,  scientists, 
managers and many other occupations work 
temporarily abroad - and even go abroad more 
than once during their lifetime or even during 
one year - and always return to the country of 
origin or even engage in onward migration. 
Nowadays, for example, many more persons 
work outside their country of origin on tempo
rary visas and work permits, than are admitted 
as permanent residents. And this is indeed a 
feature we might associate with globalization. 
But, again, note that European or Asian labor 
markets in the 19th century were probably even 
more characterized by temporary migration 
than today. This may have to do with the fact 
that sovereign states have increased their ca
pacity to control borders within the last  100 
years, institutionalizing comprehensive external 
checks such as passports and visas and internal 
checks such as work permits.

(4) Alternatives to Exit: Loyalty and Voice
Loyalty to groups ranging from family and 

kin to nation-states favors relative immobility. 
Often, tradition is mentioned to denote this 
phenomenon. Yet, a host of allegiances better 
accounts for this connex. Take personal ties to 
kin or symbolic attachments to specific spaces 
or groups. In addition, to better one's life, there 
are alternatives to geographical exit, as for ex
ample political voice  -  meaning political par
ticipation. This  option often antecedes, 
accompanies, or follows territorial exit. Voice 
means political expression and action in the 
state of origin. Moreover, exit and voice are not 
exclusive alternatives. They can be used in a 
sequence or at the same time. An extreme case 
is refugee warriors who seek to liberate their 
country of origin by force - such as Palestini
ans in the third or fourth generations in camps 
in Lebanon, Jordan or the Gaza Strip.

On the other side of the coin, under propi
tious  circumstances,  international  migration 
surges out of selected places in the South;

hence the question: Why so many international  
migrants out of a few places?

Immigration States' Admission and 
Recruitment Policies

There has been no single incidence of mass 
migration from South to North which was not 
originally instigated by entry policies of immi
gration countries in the North and West. The 
direction of contemporary international migra
tion therefore is quite clear: About 70-80 mil
lion international  migrants  have settled  in 
sovereign states with a high degree of industri
alization and in oil-rich countries. Six of the 
world's  wealthiest  countries  -  France,  Ger
many, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and 
the United States - count for about one-third of 
the world's migrants and more than two thirds 
in the North. And in the Middle East, migrants 
form the backbone of the labor force. In short, it 
is clear that most South-North labor migration 
has been from former colonies or dependent 
territories  to  the  dominant  centers  of  the 
North, or has been instigated through selective 
recruitment by states in the North short of 
cheap or high-skilled but always docile labor. 
There have not only been most migrants out of a 
few places but also to few places.

(2) High Degrees of Freedom: Chain Migra
tion

If the degrees of freedom concerning deci
sions for actual migrants are relatively high, 
movement occurs within strong inter-country 
linkages in migration systems. And if social as
sets can be readily used in networks, groups 
and organizations via mechanisms of reciprocity 
and  solidarity  in  families,  neighborhoods, 
villages and other communities then the pros
pects for chain and mass migration out of few 
places are excellent. In other words, when 
self-feeding dynamics of migration are able to 
develop, we usually see relatively voluntary 
chain migration.

(3) Low Degrees of Freedom: Involuntary 
viz. Forced Migration



 
If the degrees of freedom for potential mi

grants are very low, as s generally the case in 
involuntary migrations such as in  civil wars-
then the self-feeding dynamics of migration 
are generally unlikely to evolve, or are of only 
very short duration. Many refugee flows and 
asylum seekers attest to this pattern of forced 
migration. In this case, it is external constraints 
which do not allow for f be. internal dynamics of 
self-feeding migratory chains to develop.

As a rule, at some point in flows of interna
tional migration, imn  • g  ration countries de
ploy restrictive policies to curb flows. This 
occurs for various reasons, such as alleged or 
real strains on the social infrastructure, compe
tition of foreign with native workers, or fear of 
cultural  change  this list could be extended 
further. We can  illustrate this insight graphi
cally. Generally, the diffusion of persons in mi
gratory processes  characterized by  high 
degrees of freedom follows an S-shaped diffu
sion curve. We arrive at such a general social 
diffusion curve, which  also  applies to the spe
cific  case  of  migration  when  we plot  the 
number of migrants ir.  i\  cumulative manner 
over time. When the process of migration dif
fusion runs for a sufficiently long time, the fre
quency of migration almost always follows an 
S-shaped curve: After pioneer migrants have 
sowed the seeds, the number of desired exits 
tends to increase quite rapidly, in fact almost 
exponentially. There follows an approximately 
linear increase,  until the increase finally slows 
down and is barely perceptible. Then all potential 
migrants  willing lo  engage  in  international 
migration have done s< >

However,  most  international  South-North 
migration  flows  have  never  reached  their 
endogenously-induced  turning points.  This 
can be seen,  for  example,  in the Turkish-
German curve. Instead, public policies of the 
countries of immigration have curbed flows 
significantly.  Interestingly,  restrictive  immi
gration policies usually come in the second pe
riod following initial recruitment or flows. In 
the first phase, when employers get their way,

the benefits accrue to them in the form of 
docile workers. In a second phase, the costs of 
immigration  generally  become  visible  and 
have to be shouldered by a broader public - be it 
burdens  on  the  social  infrastructure  such  as 
integration costs in schools or moral concerns 
about cultural pluralism. Moral concerns arise 
because immigrants do not tend to remain eco
nomic actors but turn into political and moral 
ones too. But restrictive policies  are not simply 
an outgrowth of material and moral costs and 
benefits of various political actors, including 
the immigrants themselves. There is also a 
purely political dynamic at work: certain po
litical parties, populist and nativist groups tie 
immigration and immigrant adaptation to serious 
political  and policy problems in a globalizing 
world. Populist politicians refer  to 
international  migration  and  immigration  as 
causes of manifold problems in a context of 
persistent  structural  unemployment,  welfare 
state retrenchment and a perceived loss of ex
ternal and internal security because of growing 
cross-border  traffic  of  persons.  Immigration 
control and immigrant integration thus serve 
what 1 call a meta-issue. Such issues allow to 
unite multiple, complicated policy issues under 
one  umbrella,  offering  a  simple  solution. 
Organizations such as English First  in the 
USA. Le Pen's  Front National  in France, the 
Vlarns Bloc  in Belgium, the  Republikaner  in 
Germany and the Nationalist Party in Australia 
exploit immigration and migration as a meta-
issue. In sum, while the politics  of immigration 
does not exhaust itself in symbolic politics and 
has a grounding in clear economic costs and 
benefits to different parts of the electorate and 
interest groups, some collective agents try to 
define the cultural terms and images that serve 
above all strategic and tactical purposes of po
litical competition.

Current and Future Predicaments
When the diffusion of international migra

tion has reached a sufficiently high stage and 
has proceeded for at least a number of years if
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not a generation, emigration and immigration 
states form migration systems, often reaching 
back into the times of colonial penetration in 
the case of countries such as the UK, France 
and The Netherlands or economic domination, 
as in the relations of Germany to states in Eastern 
and  Southeastern  Europe.  In  recent  years, 
many more countries have become both emi
gration and immigration countries, especially 
relating to labor migration. An ILO analysis of 
migration patterns in  152  countries showed 
that, between 1970 and 1990, the number of 
countries classified as major receivers of labor 
immigrants rose from 39 to 67. Over the same 
20 years, the number of countries designated as 
major international labor suppliers rose from 
29 to 55. And some of the countries are both 
demanding and supplying labor. This is espe
cially true for highly-skilled specialists mov
ing not between South and North but between 
OECD countries, such as the UK and the USA.

We know that international migrants in mi
gration systems do not travel along one-way 
streets but on two-lane highways. Return mi
grants attest to this phenomenon. Also crucial is 
the fact that even settled immigrants and return 
migrants  frequently  maintain  social  and 
symbolic ties abroad. For example, people 
staying in the immigration country sometimes 
not only maintain and build up relations within 
the new place of settlement but also maintain 
ties to the country of emigration. Quite fre
quently, immigrants and emigrants are active 
across the borders of the respective emigration 
and immigration states. In some cases of un
folding strong and dense circular flows of per
sons, goods, ideas and symbols within an 
international migration system and attendant 
social structures such as transstate families, 
communities,  organizations  and  issue  net
works even extend beyond the first generation. 
Phenomena such as religious communities and 
ethnic diasporas have attested to this for centu
ries. Newer expressions include the religious 
diasporas  of Muslims in Europe, participants 
in so-called national liberation movement in 
the case of Kurds, Sikhs or Tamils, or migrants 
active  in  human  rights  organizations  to 
increase protection of persecuted persons.

Nowadays, improved means  of 
communication and transportation and the 
growing  tolerance  of  multiculturalism  in 
liberal-democratic states  -  despite resurgent 
nativism  and  right-wing  populism  -  have 
spurred the diffusion of ideas and thus border-
crossing nationalist and religious projects, the 
activities  of  non-governmental  organizations, 
economic entrepreneurs and other groupings.

I propose that we cannot limit problems of 
immigration  and  emigration  to  sovereign 
states. Instead, we need to expand our horizon 
to include all states, groups and organizations 
involved in the border-crossing exchange of 
persons, ideas, beliefs  -  in addition to the 
well-analyzed flows of goods, capital and serv
ices. This also implies that we should concep
tualize the globalization of people in a manner 
different from the flow of goods, services and 
capital. For people, globalization does not 
mean open borders but dense and sustained re
lationships across the borders of states and 
within migration systems, so-called transstate 
spaces. It involves migrants, immobile people, 
governments, organizations such as firms and 
political parties, communities such as village 
and religious communities, and groups such as 
families.

Among the problems arising in migration 
systems affecting both emigration and immi
gration states are many: human and state secu
rity,  human  rights  and  the  rule of  law, 
democratic participation and legitimacy of 
government, economic development and the 
welfare state. For reasons of time and space, I 
focus on three only: first, human and state se
curity;  second, economic development;  and 
third, social protection and welfare.

Security
When looking at how international migra

tion concerns security, it is clear that the forma
tion, deformation and dissolution of states are 
among the prime causes of forced migration. 
Nevertheless, many of the contemporary states 
in the South are not 'strong' states in the sense 
of  state  capacity  towards  a  monopoly  of 
authority. They are thus amenable to the pres-
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sure of diverse actors such diverse as human 
rights organizations and warlords which often 
operate across borders.

Thus, not only does the lack of security con
tribute to forced migration, but migration has 
implications for human and state security. The 
mechanisms of influence include,  inter alia,  
emigrants engaging in political voice from 
abroad  through  non-governmental  organiza
tions, governments- and parliaments-in-exile.

In many contemporary emigration states the 
legitimate monopoly of  the state to authority 
and violence has been heavily contested. One 
of the most important sources has been the rise 
of ethnic nationalism at the end of the 20th century 
-  associated  with  the  failure  of  communist 
regimes in the former Soviet Union and Yugo
slavia. Once nearly impermeable borders are 
now open and people may migrate and/ or en
gage in political protest. Formerly authoritarian 
regimes  are  challenged by  these  new 
freedoms.  Ethnically  and nationally  diverse 
states are disintegrating in the face of civil war 
and irredentist movements. Not only in Eastern 
Europe but also in parts of Africa arid Central 
Asia, nationalist movements strive to reunite 
ethnic or religious groups previously separated 
by arbitrary state frontiers. Among the results 
are waves of forced migration. Thus, there are 
huge problems of human security, not only 
state security. The estimated number of per
sons who were forced lo move globally has 
risen from about 5 million in 1978 to about 30 
million in the year 2000. U is striking that most 
refugees nowadays are not the result of inter
state wars, such as the Indian-Pakistani con
flict in the late  1940s,  or social revolutions, 
such as the Cuban case. It is very obvious that 
domestic conflicts such ;is civil wars now pro
duce most refugees. One of the mechanisms 
spurring these intra-sta-e nationalist wars, ethnic 
conflicts, genocida! threats and terrorist activities 
is  a  global  arms  bazaar,  implying  the 
proliferation of small fire weapons. The diffu
sion of violence across state borders and the es
tablishment of what ethnologist  Georg Elwert 
has aptly  called "markets for violence"  (Ge
waltmärkte). Increasingly, non-state actors

such as warlords dominate such markets, not 
only in sub-saharan Africa but also the former 
Soviet republics in Central Asia and other 
break-apart empires such as Afghanistan and 
Ethiopia. Consider the case of  Islamist  Interna
tionalists, financed by Saudi Arabian agents, 
who have played a vital role in trying to erase a 
national tradition in Afghanistan by destroying 
centuries-old Buddha statues.

As we all know, the United Nations Organi
zation is not a supreme coercive power on the 
international level and thus not able to impose 
its will upon warring parties, be they states or 
non-state agents such as tribal, terrorist, or re
gional groups. Recently, even the so-called hu
manitarian interventions by powerful states 
such as the USA and other liberal-democratic 
countries in Afghanistan, the Horn of Africa, 
Rwanda, Bosnia, Kosovo, Macedonia and East 
Timor have been accompanied by huge flows 
of forced refugees and internally displaced 
persons.

On the immigration side, border (external) 
controls have - by and large been quite effective 
despite  a  greater  concern  with  human  traf-
ficking. The  main  concern  are  issues  of 
internal security, internal controls, such as un
authorized employment or the exploitation of 
domestic servants.  Nowadays, state security 
plays a large role in arguing for restrictions 
placed on both immigration and even integra
tion with questionable implications for human 
security and  civil rights. Consider the after
math of the events around  11  September of 
2001.  In Germany, for example, some politi
cians demanded that - in addition to the regular 
checks  upon  criminal  records  of  applicants 
-all applicants to citizenship are thoroughly 
checked by the Service for the Protection of the 
Constitution (Verfassungsschutz).

Nonetheless, not only does a lack of security 
cause  migration  but  post-migration  voice, 
combined with previous exit, may also impact 
on security. In certain circumstances, such as 
migration systems encompassing the EU and 
associated or acceding states such as Morocco 
or  'Turkey,  human rights  have achieved a 
highly publicized status as prerequisites for the
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further integration of applicants into the Un
ion. Among those participating in such games 
of "cops and robbers" are migrants active in 
human rights  organizations.  Generally,  the 
prospects for success of such activism in issue 
networks has increased in past decades be
cause of a quasi-universal appeal of human 
rights in legitimating governance of political 
communities around the globe. Even the dis
cussion whether such rights are only Western 
or European, to what extent they are applicable 
to cultural spheres outside their alleged origin, 
or whether they could be derived from sources 
such as the Qu 'ran is a sign of the growing dis
cursive and actual impact of human rights. 
Nowadays, human rights organizations have a 
higher potential than ever before. However, 
such developments do not herald the emer
gence of a transstate civil society. There are 
also  organizations  and  social  movements 
propagating violence and terror.

Economic Development
Potentially, international migration has pro

found developmental effects. For example, the 
amount of remittances sent from immigration 
to  emigration countries  almost  equals  the 
worth of global oil trade annually. And coun
tries such as Bangla Desh, the Philippines, 
Egypt or El Salvador receive most of their for
eign currency through remittances of emi
grants. Nevertheless, the impact of economic 
development, especially on emigration coun
tries, is very contested for the contemporary 
period. Concerning the contribution of interna
tional migration to economic development the 
contemporary configuration is without prece
dent in two respects. The prospects for interna
tional migration to contribute perceptibly to 
economic development in the South are not as 
favorable as they used to be more than a hun
dred years ago for European emigration coun
tries, sending their surplus population across 
the Atlantic to the Americas and Australasia.

Rates of population growth in the South are 
much higher than the potential for labor market 
absorption in the North. And this is so although 
UN demographers project the growth to de
cline over the next decades. The world's popu-

lation reached an estimated six billion in the 
year  2000.  If present trends continue (and de
spite the spread of AIDS which devastates 
above all sub-saharan Africa) it could reach 
nine billion by the year 2050. In the case of 
Europe and North America in the 19th and early 
201'1 century, the migration that made the greatest 
contribution to dynamic economic transformation 
occurred at the time when there was a general 
shortage  of  population  and  the  industrial 
process  was  labor-intensive  and  expanding 
rapidly. Since the demand for labor was high 
in the face of its limited supply, urban migrants 
could  be  productively  incorporated  into  the 
industrial  process  of  the  receivers.  The  dis
mantling of the feudal remnants and the capi
talization of agriculture in the countries of 
origin drove labor into urban areas and pro
pelled economic growth. Later, when the in
creasingly  capital-intensive  industrial  process 
produced a relative population surplus, the 
European industrial powers had ready access 
to the colonies of Africa and Asia, where they 
could profitably employ both excess population 
and  vagabond  capital.  Growth  and  full  em
ployment in the more industrialized countries 
depended on the availability of an abundant 
supply of labor, and the problems of the poorer 
countries could be more easily overcome if 
they were able to reduce the pressure of their 
manpower surpluses on their society and econ
omy. Yet, this felicitous coincidence of immi
gration  country  demand  and  emigration 
country supply was limited to fortuitous and 
specific historical circumstances in the late 
19th and early 20th century that do not seem to be 
applicable  to  the  contemporary  period.  For 
example, in the European-North African sce
nario, studies project striking discrepancies in 
labor force growth between neighboring re
gions that differ in wealth; the EU labor force 
rose by about 1% in the 1990s, while the labor 
force of the Southern and Eastern Mediterra
nean increase by about  27%.  In sum, interna
tional migration is for most states in the South 
of a magnitude too low to effectively contribute 
to measurable macro-economic development.
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If the prospects look bleak in terms of using 

migration as a tool for economic development - 
what  about  the  other  way around,  bringing 
economic development to the South to dis
courage international n: ignition? Indeed, some 
policy makers favor a so-ea lied root causes ap
proach. This would  involve the encourage
ment of investment, and the promotion of 
education and training in the South in order to 
create more employment opportunities. These 
are manifestly desirable; goal but, contrary to 
expectations, economists have not tired to tell 
us that better educated,  ijualified and experi
enced persons will take advantage of a global 
labor market to seek opportunities wherever 
they occur. In the short.- and middle tenn, the 
root causes approach would lead to more not to 
less international migration. In short, poverty 
and inequality, in themselves, are not necessarily 
causal factors in migration.

For immigration countries the issue of eco
nomic development connected to international 
migration is not as essential as for most emi
gration  countries.  Nevertheless,  lately,  immi
gration of desirable highly-skilled personnel 
has been high on the public agenda, combined 
with plans to use immigration to alleviate 
demographic gaps and :o relieve  the burden on 
old age pension systems, which has arisen 
through a proportional shrinkage of the actual 
workforce and an increase in the percentage of 
those retired. The basic arguments is that a 
shrinking population would also mean a loss in 
the  economic productivity  in  economically 
highly-developed  OECD  countries. While it is 
extremely contested  exactly how many immi
grants are needed to achieve the desired ef
fects, it is evident  that the impact of skills 
transfer from South to North is not as dire for 
the South as usually claimed. In this respect 
one often hears the charge that  this would in
volve brain drain and thus a waste of human 
capital,  educated in the sending countries. 
There is not much evidence for this elaim. Sys
tematic studies point  10  the fact that foreign 
graduates who stay in  the country are better 
able to help their countries from abroad if the 
working conditions in the country of origin arc 
miserable, e.g. laboratories missing. For exam-

ple, more than half of all scientists from so-
called developing countries who stay in the 
USA cooperate on a regular basis with col
leagues in the countries of origin. Therefore, 
the migration of highly-skilled  -  especially 
academic personnel is one of the few cases of 
mutually beneficial brain circulation and ex
change of knowledge.

Much more problematic for immigration 
countries is the illegal employment of persons 
because there is a potentially much higher dis
placement effect for native workers than in the 
highly-skilled area where immigrants usually 
contribute to job growth. For example, studies 
evaluating the German "Green Card" project 
of inviting software specialists on a temporary 
work and residence permit estimate that for 
each high-skilled worker employed two addi
tional jobs have been created in the service sector. 
By contrast, potential displacement effects have 
been  observed  in  the  European  construction 
industry for about a decade. The construction 
industry  is  an  example  of  services  to  be 
rendered on the spot. In contrast to most other 
labor-intensive industries,  such  as  garment, 
production cannot be relocated to low-cost 
countries. But we have to add a caveat regarding 
the dire effects of clandestine immigrants  in 
selected  labor  market  sectors.  We are  talking 
about unauthorized employment and not nec
essarily about illegal immigration. Once the 
problem is defined in this way, it becomes clear 
that immigrants without work authorization 
constitute, on average, only a part of the infor
mal  or  unauthorized  workforce  in  OECD 
countries. The crucial problem is thus only 
marginally an immigration issue. Rather it is a 
matter of labor market regulation and production 
processes  which  involve  mostly  domestic 
workers and employers. Of course, this state-
and capital-centric evaluation is not to deny a 
multitude of flagrant abuses of human rights 
involved in  illegal employment-evidencedby 
the trafficking of prostitutes or domestic ser
vants from Eastern Europe and South Eastern 
Asia. Rather, the punch line  is that a strong em
phasis on the problem of unauthorized migrant 
employment contributes to the symbolic politics 
of immigration as a mcta-issue.
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Social Protection

Migration also has profound effects for social 
protection. At first sight, welfare states matter 
in the countries of destination as one of  the 
reasons why the borders of states are tightly 
controlled. Open borders, so the argument 
goes, would lead unleash competition between 
native and immigrant workers, would lead em
ployers to quit bargains with unions and could 
finally lead to the downfall of hard-won social 
rights to unemployment, sickness, accident 
and retirement insurance. Also, so another now 
fashionable argument goes, most countries of 
destination in the North-West corner of the 
world need higher numbers of highly-skilled 
immigrants in the years ahead to both fill labor 
shortages and to make up for demographic 
shortfalls. Otherwise, the pensions of the retirees 
cannot be paid anymore at meaningful levels. 
Whatever the merit of such arguments (e.g., 
high-level managers and academic scientists are 
not known to have numerous children), there 
is also another connection, not usually noted 
but of utmost importance when looking at both 
the immigration and emigration regions. This 
neglected  aspect  concerns  the  impact  of 
international  migration  on  the  welfare mix 
between states, markets and families.  All the 
three corners in the state-market-family triangle 
usually contribute to the delivery  of  social 
protection.  Unpaid  and  thus  mostly 
informal care work carried out by  women 
in families counts a lot in the delivery of social 
services  such  as  old-age  care.  International 
migration which occurs at first sight in mostly 
clan-like  structures,  may  be  thought  to 
contribute to the growing informalization of 
care work. This fits trends towards the privati
zation of social services.

Another trend shows the implications for so
cial insurance systems. Young immigrants and 
gainfully employed temporary migrants in 
their prime working age between 20 and 40 
years of age tend to contribute both to the in
surance funds of the countries of destination 
plagued by ageing and to support their families 
in the countries of origin. And migrants are net 
contributors to insurance systems in the country 
of origin. During the 1990s, for example,

immigrants in Germany made up for about 10 
percent of all income of old age insurance but 
claimed only about 2 percent of the pensions. 
This mechanism also helps quite a few coun
tries of origin, such as Algeria or Mexico, to re
lieve their  overburdened  social  security 
systems. To the extent that emigration states 
are associated with regional integration sys
tems such as the European Union (EU), their 
emigrants are able to re-export social rights 
back to the country of origin - for example, 
upon retirement. This legal link strengthens a 
sort of border-crossing social policy. However, 
we should not get overboard and see this as the 
beginning of transstate social policy. Feelings 
of solidarity usually do not go beyond the limits 
of nations. Finnish steelworkers are unlikely 
to consent in subsidizing the pensions of Greek 
farmers.

Policy Recommendations: Global 
Governance and Multiple Citizenship

To sum up the most important argument, in
ternational migration involves a special sort of 
globalization, not characterized by open bor
ders but by dense ties and relations between 
countries of origin and destination in migration 
systems. Certainly, most of the problems re
lated to international migration and post-
migration processes which I have addressed 
cannot be solved in the short- and mid-term. 
This is especially true for pernicious and dire 
problems of state and human security, often 
going along with bloody internal and civil wars 
of state formation - as evidenced nowadays at 
the Horn of Africa, the Balkans and Central 
Asia. Similarly vexing problems relate to eco
nomic development in some countries of ori
gin, especially in Africa. Nevertheless, there 
are a number of policy options available which 
could be implemented right away and instill a 
sense that international migration  -  like envi
ronmental problems - need to be addressed by 
elements of international governance, called 
global governance, and increased tolerance to
wards official ties in sovereign states, such as 
multiple citizenship.

Elements of global governance  could 
strengthen the cooperation of emigration and
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immigration  countries As recommended by 

the "Commission  on Global  Governance", 
there should be "more comprehensive institu
tionalized co-operation" or multi-lateral man
agement of international migration. This is 
hard to achieve and the only full-fledged mi
gration system in the world is the EU. And the 
Geneva Convention for refugees is only a partial 
international regime because the countries  of 
destination one-sidedly decide on accepting  or 
rejecting  refugees.  Instead  of  imposing  re
strictions that only encourage clandestine mi
gration,  governments  should  facilitate 
temporary  and  permanent  border-crossing 
movements in migration systems. In particular, 
the  fight  against  discrimination  of  migrant 
workers needs to be stepped up: Many more 
countries should sign the ILO draft "Conven
tion on the Protection of the Flights of All Mi
grant Workers and their Families". This would 
go a long way in removing some of (he abuses

currently associated with the employment of 
temporary workers, such as posted workers 
and domestic servants.

An increased recognition or at least toler
ance towards border-crossing ties of immi
grants  and  emigrants  could  help  to  foster 
debates on cultural  pluralism associated with 
human movement.  Governments  should pro
mote a sense of civic pride and citizenship 
while, at the same time, promote knowledge 
and understanding of the world to which we all 
belong. One instrument is the tolerance of 
mulitple citizenship,  overlapping  member
ship. Multiple citizenship  still recognizes the 
affiliation to particular political communities 
and the patriotism related to citizenship but 
also acknowledges the pluralization of ties 
which  citizens  sometimes  entertain  across 
state borders.
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Guest Workers" in Austria 1945 - 2001
Migration to Austria

Michael John
Austria is located at an European crossroads, 

an intersection of developed and less devel
oped regions, the junction of East and West. 
For centuries it has been an attractive destina
tion for immigrants. Vienna was in  1900  an 
ethnic mosaic and the capital of the multina
tional  Habsburg  Empire. After World War  II, 
during the years of the so-called Second Aus
trian Republic  (1945-2000)  approx.  1.5  mil
lion foreigners were integrated into society. In 
the  1960s  the so called  Gastarbeiter  (guest-
workers) started to come to Austria and this 
type of labour migration is still going on. Citi
zens of foreign citizenship make up today just 
under a tenth of the resident population of Aus
tria, which currently has about  8  million  in
habitants.  Vienna  is  still  by  far  the  most 
important urban agglomeration which attracts 
migrants with foreign citizenship in Austria, 
the  proportion  of  foreigners  was  18,1%  in 
2000,  the number exceeded  290.000  inhabi
tants. Austria is in this respect within the Euro
pean Union a state with one of the highest 
percentage of foreigners.

A Land of Immigration
Demographic data make it clear that since 

undergoing industrialization Austria has been a 
land  of  immigration.  Nevertheless,  a  repre
sentative opinion poll published in early May 
2001  indicates that only  45%  of respondents 
hold the opinion that Austria is a land of immi
gration  and that  54%  reject  this  view.  The 
"elites" are a different story altogether: 60% of 
opinion leaders in cultural affairs, academia, 
business and politics regard Austria as an im
migration land, versus  38%  who dispute this. 
In the prevailing climate of opinion, the fact 
that Austria has been a land of immigration for 
approximately 150 years is not given adequate 
consideration. In 1900 in Austria (within the
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borders of modern Austria), many inhabitants 
of the population originally came from regions 
and lands beyond the borders of the present-
day Republic of Austria; in Vienna, the propor-
tion of  immigrants  from  non-German-
speaking regions exceeded  30%.  There  lived 
altogether more than half a million Czechs, 
Hungarians and Jews plus ten thousands of 
Croats, Italians and Slovaks. It can be assumed 
that, even in the interwar period, its population 
included almost a million persons (from  6.5 
millions) originally from lands outside Austria or 
who  were  descended  from  non-German-
speaking minorities. One argument for focusing 
a certain amount of attention on developments 
during the Imperial Age is  the  multi-
ethnic  mass  migration  that  set  Austria-
Hungary apart from migration to Germany, 
Scandinavia, Italy, France, England and Spain.

During the Nazi era things concerning the 
quantity of foreigners did not change very 
much: the quantity was still high but now the 
relations between the indigenous population 
and the so-called foreign workers were packed 
into a racist framework. The Nazi years and es
pecially interactions with slave laborers can 
still  be characterized as repressed history 
among some segments  of  the  population. 
Viewing Austrian history of the years 1938-45 as 
a part of the history of the Third Reich does not 
pennit  this  phase to be ignored.  In this  con
nection, reference must ultimately be made to 
Ulrich  Herbert's theory that regards the atti
tude toward "foreign workers" and "forced la
borers" propagated during the years of Nazi 
rule as also having molded the mental attitudes 
held by broad segments of the population to
wards Gastarbeiter in the 1950s and '60s, who 
were also initially referred to as Fremdarbeiter 
("foreign workers.")



 
Some essential points can he formulated that 

basically hold true for Austria during the last 
100-150 years:

The migration to the territory of present-day 
Austria was highly distinctive; in contrast to 
many other countries, mass migration was 
much more multi-ethn c and characterized to a 
greater extent by long-distance and supra-
regional migration.

The multiethnic  Habsburg  Monarchy was 
primarily a reservoir of immigration. Even after 
the  Monarchy's  demise,  a  pattern  of  immi
gration dominated, whereby it was for the most 
part Slavic (and Jewish) migrants from Eastern 
and Eastern Central Europe who immigrated to 
Austrian cities and industrial centers. Vienna 
and eastern Austria were long characterized by a 
posture that rather turned its back to the Alpine 
provinces than of sen/ing as a destination  for 
domestic  immigration  from  western  and 
southern Austria.

For  150  years, "foreign" immigrants have 
been more or less at the local point of political 
discussions. The rejeclion of immigration and 
foreigners had at times been a highly socially 
acceptable view and it si ill is at present. This 
normative principle is currently exerting an en
during influence on the climate of opinion in 
questions having to do with immigration and 
an open society As contradictory as it may 
seem, though, immigranis as well as their cus
toms, unique habits, accessories of everyday 
life, etc. have indeed been adopted by or inte
grated into Austrian society. It is interesting to 
note that those elements that have achieved 
strongest  acceptance  by  Austrian  society  as 
„cultural capital" are nonverbal. Indeed, there 
are numerous examples of the integration of 
individual expressions into common or collo
quial parlance; nevertheless, the traces that im
migrants have been leaving behind in Austrian 
society are predominantly of a nonverbal na
ture. Elements having to do with food, cloth
ing, tarditions, skills, music and sports have 
been much more integrated than those related 
to language. And this was the case in the last 20 
years and still is in the current sitviation.

Austria and Germany are territories in which 
the ins sanguinix has been operative since time 
immemorial.  This  means that  origin/descent 
was of chief relevance for group membership 
(acceptance/belonging), as opposed to France, 
the US, Australia, etc., where diverse varia
tions of the im solis applied. In France and the 
U S, i t was long - or still is - the case that citizen
ship was automatically granted to those born 
there. For the most part, integration in Austria 
has been possible only when a migrant assimi
lates to a high degree. Despite the existence of 
certain  strongly  multicultural  milieus,  assimi
lation and strong pressure to assimilate have 
been characteristic  of  Austrian  development 
for  150  years.  Depending upon the socio
political situation, refusal to conform or doing 
so only hesitantly led to exclusion or isolation.

The Immigration of Gastarbeiter 
("guest-workers") during the Second 
Republic

Hundreds of thousands of men and women 
-mostly so-called  "Volksdeutsche"  (ethnic Ger
man) exiles and refugees from Eastern and 
Southeastern Europe  -  were recruited to join 
the workforce of a revived Austria in the years 
1945-1948. This served as a substitute for a de
velopment that  began to occur in Western 
European countries during the business cycle 
upswing of the  1950s.  In Austria, however, it 
was not until the '60s that there was any sig
nificant immigration of foreign laborers. The 
Raab-Olah Agreement  providing for  the  re
cruitment of foreign labor contingents was 
signed in 1961.  The period 1961-73 were the 
years of classic  Gastarbeiter  policy. In accor
dance with the logic of a labor market policy of 
compensation, the effort was made year after 
year to close the gaps created by the drain of 
Austrian labor to countries  like  Germany, Swe
den, and Switzerland. Foreign workers were 
brought in via recruitment bureaus or other 
systematic methods. As the international eco
nomic crisis of 1973-74 put an end to the post
war  business cycle upswing,  and  many 
Austrians who had been working abroad or 
commuting to jobs in neighboring countries 
found themselves competing for work on the
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domestic labor  market,  Austria in turn reduced 
its own employment  of  Gastarbeiter,  Between 
1975  and  1985,  almost  half  of  all  labor mi
grants were let go, and it was not until 1991 that 
employment  of  foreigners  again  reached  the 
level of 1973.

Despite a dramatic cut-back in the employ
ment  of  foreigners,  it  turned  out  over  the 
course of the '80s that the idealized conception 
of a rotation policy whereby the number of for
eigners  was  to  be  adjusted  according  to  the 
country's  economic  and  employment  policy 
requirements  no longer  functioned in  reality. 
Labor migrants who were originally "in transit" 
anticipating better opportunities in prosperous 
neighboring  countries  like  Germany  and 
Switzerland  rethought  their  position,  es
tablished their legal right to remain in Austria 
and began to send for the rest of their families. 
For this reason and also as a result of new mi
gration  under  changed  macropolitical  circum
stances in the wake of the dismantling of the 
Iron  Curtain,  the  proportion  of  foreigners 
among all inhabitants of Austria rose over the 
following  10  years from under  5%  to almost 
10%.

In the late  1980s,  a new debate of immigra
tion and integration took place in the Austrian 
political forum.  1989 and  1990  were decisive 
years as immigration increased rapidly. As part 
of the process of conforming to conditions pre
vailing within the EEC and the EU, and as a re-

At the Danube: Vienna - Austria's center of  
migration, 1986

action to the unexpected fall of the Iron Cur
tain, Austria began to internationally coordi
nate its immigration policy. The enactment in 
1992 of a whole package of measures having to 
do with immigration law made it possible to 
implement  the  acceptance  criteria  of  the 
Schengen Agreement and the European Un
ion. A year before, the generally more or less 
liberal asylum policies that had been in force in 
Austria until then had already been abolished. 
This step garnered tremendous popular ap
proval and was accompanied by public opinion 
pressure exerted by a segment of the popula
tion. Populist movements had campaigned for 
tightening these legal regulations. In 1995 the 
figure of foreign labour in Austria reached 
300.000 persons and it remained at that level 
till 1999.

During the last 40 years ex-Yugoslavs made 
up the largest group of Austrian citizens of for
eign origin, with more than 40 % of all foreign 
citizens und approx. 50 % of foreign laborforce 
in Austria. (In former Yugoslavia Serbia was 
the mainland for migrants to Austria, followed
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Yugoslav workers arriving 1967 in Linz, Aus
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Foreign Workforce in Austria 1963 - 1995 (Citizenship)

 

 
 

Source: Austrian Statictirnl Yearbook 1963 - 1996

by Bosnia) The percentage of the citizens from 
Turkey, a group that, in recent years, has been 
surpassed by the so-called ''others." consisting 
primarily of immigrants from the Third World, is 
just under 20 %. The number of those coming 
from  CEEC  (Centra!  and  Eastern  European 
postcommunist countries, without former Soviet 
Union) is on the rise. Whereas the figure of the 
foreign population coming from CEEC ist

ers and employees are concentrated in several 
main branches. They work mainly in the con
struction sector, in restaurants and hotels, agri
culture and forestry,  textile, clothing and 
leather industry,

The proportion of both Eastern Europeans 
and  immigrants  from the  Third  World  in
creased markedly over the 1990s; this is an up-
shoi of fhft ml lanse of communist re£imes_in_
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Table: Naturalizations in Austria, 1984 - 1999
f o r m e r  c i t i z e n s h i p

 

source: Austrian Statistical Yearbook 1985 - 2001

ing the last years the position of the Turkish mi
grants was strengthened. This fact has to do 
with the EU-regulation of favored nation status 
of Turkish citizens. Changes in the Turkish 
legislature and policy is the background that 
Turkish and especially Curdish migrants tend 
very markedly to adopt Austrian citizenship. 
The naturalization rate (naturalizations in per
cent of foreign population) increased from 2,0 
% in 1991 to to  2,2% in 1997 and 3,3% in 
1999. In this year two third of the new Austrian 
citizens were former „guest-workers", coming 
from Turkey (approx.  40%)  and former Yugo
slavia (25%). So it's basically citizens of Non-
EU-countries, who adopt the Austrian citizen
ship, this enables them not only to move and 
live freely within Austria but also within the 
EU.

Assimilation Policies
The historical background of the multina

tional  Habsburg  Empire and the development 
of immigration to Vienna and other parts of 
Austria led, however, during the whole 20th
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FormerYugos
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1.411 304
1.437 284
1.439 314
1.391 378
1.723 496
2.293 709
2.639 1.102
3.217 1.801
4.329 1.987
5.780 2.686
5.621 3.377
4.529 3.201
3.118 7.492
3.659 5.064
4.151 5.683
6.745 10.350

CEEC 
-Easter
Europe
1 .139
1 .368
2 .179
1 .831
1 .974
1 .648
2 .112
2 .401
1 .838
1 .945
2 .663
2 .593
2 .096
2 .762
3 .527
3 .266

EÜ-
countries
2 .916
2 .261
2 .105
1 .189
1 .062

708
646
650
572
613
444
305
228
217
207
139

OthersTotal
Europa
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

7.792
7.311
8.060
6.616
7.314
7.305
8.980
11.137
11.656
14.131
15.275
14.366
15.627
15.792
18.321
25.032

.02
2
,96
1

2.023
1,827
2.051
1.947
2.481
.06
8
.93
0

3 
.107
3 
.170
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century to specific varieties of the phenomena 
xenophobia and chauvinism. Under the given 
historical  conditions,  non-German  compo
nents of cultural and national identity were for 
the most part rigorously repressed, including 
on the part of the individual actors themselves. 
National chauvinism on a massive scale can 
also be identified on the part of the majority of 
the Austrian population. The fact of overcom-
pensation with respect to national identity, 
along with the repression of other components 
of identity on the part of quite a considerable 
minority, however, led (not only in Austria but in 
Czechoslovakia,  Hungary and other  successor 
states of the Habsburg Monarchy as well) to an 
intensification  of  the  problem  and  to  its 
manifestation in absolutely bizarre forms in
cluding unpredictable behavior and events. 
The practice of unreflected and forced assimi
lation did not remain free of consequences for 
the identity of considerable segments of the 
population. In the case of many immigrants 
and minority group members, prejudices were 
internalized into an individual's own self-
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image in the form of compensation for group or 
personal feelings of inferiority. Historically 
anti-Semitism played an important role for 
non-Jewish foreigners: ii was the ticket for ac
ceptance. In the 1920s. .Austrian writer Hugo 
Bettauer had a best-seller  with "Stadt ohne Ju
den'' (City without Jew?;) in which he played 
out the scenario of a Vienna without Jews; this 
novel was subsequently made into a that was a 
big success. The mosi  radical  German-
Nationalists in the novel had Slavic names.

Norbert Elias and John Scotson's theory of 
"the established and the outsiders," an analytical 
approach focusing  chiefly on "earlier" versus 
"later"  settlement,  can help  to  explain  this 

phenomenon. This theory can be applied to the 
conflict between moie or less assimilated im-
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migrants from the identical social class (labor 
migrants) as well as of the same national origin 
(e.g. Bohemia and Moravia) in turn-of-the-
century Vienna and Lower Austria. The find
ings of  Klias and Scotson demonstrate the 
functioning of the following processes: locals 
who had been themselves immigrants and 
could be categorized as belonging to the same 
social class assumed a higher position in the 
social hierarchy  vis-å-vis the new arrivals. 
These  longer-established  individuals  with 
strong intra-group ties resorted to methods of 
differentiation and exclusion. In this way, new 
immigrants are kept at a distance and estab
lished individuals are able to both maintain 
their positions and bolster their self-esteem. In
deed, this process can be observed almost uni
versally, at least in those countries which do



 

IhaaßKdaric 

du haaßt Kolaric
Warum sogns1 

zu
Poster: „ My name is Kolaric - yours also Kolaric - -why they call you 
names? " (Tschusch = invective for a migrant coming from (south) eastern  
Europe; similar to 'Bohunk'), Vienna 1973.

not define themselves as immigration lands (in 
which,  among  other  characteristics,  immi

grants are regarded as a welcome addition to 
their ethnic group) and is thus by no means a 
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phenomenon typical of Vienna and Austria 
alone

All in all hundreds of thousands migrants of 
Bohemian  and  Moravian  origin  lost  their 
Czech indentity in Austria during the 20th cen
tury. Albert Massiczek, a Viennese civil ser
vant, had this to say about the legacy of the 
Habsburg  Monarchy during the interwar pe
riod: "Assimilation was the axis around which 
the Austrian merry-go-round spun. If ones aim 
was middle-class respectability  (...)  a Czech 
surname  was  by  no  means  conducive  to 
achieving it, and Massiczek was no less un
seemly than Watzlawik." Back then, a certain 
Walter Watzlawik changed his name to Wald-
heim; his son Kurt Waldheim would go on to 
achieve renown as UN secretary general and 
later as the scandal-rocked president of Austria. 
It was precisely this generation descended

from immigrants that mostly or completely 
assimilated and later played a key role in Aus
trian politics. According to a 1965 study, 27% 
of the names in the Viennese telephone book 
were Czech. At that time, the president of Austria 
was  Franz  Jonas,  a  man  who  sometimes 
spoke  Czech  at  home.  Shortly  thereafter, 
Bruno Kreisky, a man of Jewish and Moravian 
descent, became chancellor, followed by Fred 
Sinowatz, son of  Burgenland  Croats. The Vi
enna chief of police during the 1960s, '70s and 
'80s was named Joschi Holaubek, and numerous 
government ministers bore Czech names  like 
Erwin Lane and Karl Sekanina. In the 1990s 
president Waldheim was in turn succeeded by 
Thomas  Klestil,  whose  name is  of  Slovene 
origin.

It happened as soon as in the early 1970s that a 
campaign  was  financed  by  some  entrepre
neurs to do something against the strong xeno
phobia in the lower classes. In these days the 
economy needed more labour force. With this 
campaign a pressure group tried to strengthen



 
the acceptance of the new migrants from South 
Eastern Europe by remembering of Austria's 
past as multinational stale. Both persons on 
that poster were really named ..Kolaric": the 
Viennese born boy whose family was of Czech 
origin as the slaughterhouse worker Kolaric, 
coming from Yugoslavia, But with this cam
paign the irritating facettes of xenophobia in 
Austria did not disappear

The Social Democrat Minister who substan
tially tightened the Austrian immigration laws 
during the 1990s was named Franz Löschnak 
who was born in a family of Bohemian origin. 
His right-hand man in the ministry to execute 
the new and stricter laws was top bureaucrat 
Manfred Matzka,  bearer of a Czech name as 
well. The new conservative Minister of Inte
rior has his own right-hand man for asylum 
politics and  his name is Wolf Szymanski, 
which does riot sound very German at all. And 
the current parliamentary leader of the Free
dom Party changed hie slavic name Hojac into 
Westenthaler. The Freedom Party made a shift 
during the 1990s from 6 "••<> to more than 25 % 
of the votes in Vienna under the leadership of 
Viennese Freedom Parly  politician Rainer 
Pawkowicz,  Pawkowicx  again  a  name  of 
Czech origin. And  Stefan Stortecky,  Chief of 
the  Austrian  Directorate of  Immigration 
(Fremdenpolizei) was  responsible for the deci
sion to send a 14year old boy who grew up all 
his life in Vienna and who had no family 
abroad to a Turkish village, because he had stolen 
a lady's handbag etc. The head of Municipal 
Office 62 (MA 62 i, flans W. Sokop, bearer of a 
Czech  family  name  as  Stortecky  and  re
sponsible for residence permits for foreigners in 
Vienna,  attracted  aitenlion  in  the  late  1990s 
because of racist and ami-Semitic poems as 
well as his harassment of foreigners. The MA 
62 rejected applications for a residence permit 
with motives such as Turkish women were 
"not able to integrate due to her cultural back
ground" ( -  because they wore a scarf). Appli
cations were rejected even on the grounds of 
"excessive  foreign  presence  (Überfremdung) 
in Vienna".

Ail the above mentioned persons were com
pletely assimilated, in 2nd, 3'd or 4th generation. It 
is interesting to mention that some politicians 
who  still  had  some  ties  to  the  culture  and 
ethnicity where their families came from re
strained from any xenophobic attitude, for ex
ample former prime ministers Fred Sinowatz, 
who speaks fluently Croat, as former chancellor 
Franz  Vranitzky,  whose  father  still  spoke 
Czech and Ferdinand Lacina, formerly Minister 
of  Finance,  who  personally  spoke  Czech  at 
home in his  young days and received an educa
tion in Czech language.

The Future of Migration to Austria 
-Scenarios

There are a number of scenarios for the 
course of future developments; it can be as
sumed that a genera] stop to immigration will 
not occur. In a European Union understood as a 
post-national social sphere consisting of the 15 
current members plus the five adjacent Central 
European reform states (Poland, the Czech Re
public, Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia) and 
several associate members (including Turkey, 
Croatia, Serbia, Morocco, Tunisia, and possibly 
Egypt), the medium-term outlook is for more 
migration. The question of social justice  will 
thus be discussed separately from the concept of 
the nation, whereby it may well be that a concept 
of  sovereignty  that  takes  precedence  over 
individual nations assumes renewed validity - 
a development that is already evident today. A 
traditional immigration land like Austria imbued 
with a revived sense of its pre-nationalistic 
collective consciousness  could  well  play a 
key role in this process.

Diverse  studies conducted by individual 
states and by the EU point to not only a current 
shortage of skilled labor in the economy but to a 
longer-term shortage as well.  To this can be 
added momentous demographic shifts. "In the 
early 2! '  century, there will be almost 40% 
fewer potential young parents [in Austria] as 
there were in the early '90s," predicts demog
rapher  Rainer Muenz.  "This almost automati
cally means fewer births in the future, and this 
process can be decelerated but not completely 
stopped by means of immigration from
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abroad.'" "Replacement migration" is the new 
keyword for a migration policy which even 
suggests the UN to overcome the effects of a 
negative  birth-death-rate-balance.  Neverthe
less, a contrary opinion is often heard from 
many different social strata: "Austrians aren't 
going to die out."

Moreover replacement migration is regarded as 
a potential source of conflict by a majority of the 
Austrian population. This disdain on the part 
of  considerable  segments  of  the  population 
gives  rise  to  a  dilemma.  A  representative 
opinion poll taken in May 2001 refers to a 
prognosis by Austria's Economic Research In
stitute (Wifo) that predicts a nationwide shortfall 
of  165,000  workers as early as  2005.  Only  a 
mere 44% of the population are for "alleviating 
[this labor shortage] by means of a custom-
tailored program of immigration from abroad." 
(On the other hand, 77% of opinion leaders in 
cultural affairs, acadetnia, business and politics 
are  in  favor  of  this.)  Neither  continued 
immigration from abroad nor the concept of a 
strongly multicultural society will be supported 
by a majority of the population in the foreseeable 
future. And particularly in midsized cities like 
Linz,  Wels  and  Steyr  and  its  surrounding 
areas,  there  already  exists  an  aggravated 
situation in this respect with a comparatively 
high proportion of the native-born  population 
not  engaged in  gainful  employment  (retirees, 
women,  long-term  jobless,  individuals  in 
various  social  welfare  programs).  A 
shortage of manual laborers as well  as of 
skilled high-tech workers is already looming 
and will be exacerbated in coming years. Nev
ertheless, a considerable portion of the local 
population  categorically  rejects  immigration 
by foreigners.

Austria - A Unique Case or European 
Normality ?

Does Austria comprise a unique case  (Sön
derfall)  of especially xenophobic convictions 
and policies in Europe, or are such phenomena 
by no means specifically Austrian, and is re
cent Austrian history rather to be seen as part of a 
trend evident all over the continent that manifests 
itself in a "Fortress Europe" solution?

As is well known, the Nazi years were on the 
whole  characterized  by disintegration,  dissi
milation arid so-called 'racial policies' pursued 
throughout society that went as far as mass 
physical  extermination.  Decades-old  anti-
Semitic  practices,  anti-Slavism and racism 
aimed at non-Germans were implemented over 
the course of years. After World War II, it was 
not until the  1950s  that the government and 
parliament  adopted  integrative  measures, 
which were followed in the '60s by the rotation 
policy applied to 'guest workers.'The  '70s and 
'80s,  in turn, were rather characterized by cau
tiously integrative measures on the part of the 
state, above all in permitting the immigration 
of the families of foreign workers who were al
ready established in Austria. With the excep
tion of Vienna, which pursued a tolerant and 
proactive naturalization policy in light of the 
disproportionately high percentage of elderly 
persons in its population, municipal policy-
making was  rather  characterized  by  absti
nence. Naturalization policies also remained 
quite liberal during the  '90s.  Otherwise, that 
decade witnessed another paradigm shift: fed
eral laws were in almost all cases made more 
stringent, and this was true of most provinces 
as well, whereas various integrative policy 
measures have been implemented in the larger 
cities over recent years. Since the change of 
government in  2000,  the avoidance of labor 
migration from non-EU-member nations and a 
change in asylum policy has been apparently 
official state opinion in Austria.

As to the level of Austrian mentalities, mi
gration researcher  Rainer Bauböck  has writ
ten: "The lines of connection linking together 
the Habsburg Empire - which collapsed as a re
sult of nationality conflicts - the First Republic 
which strove for unification  (Anschhtß)  with 
Germany, and the Second Republic that suc
ceeded in becoming a nation are clear enough. 
In the vocabulary of psychoanalysis, these may 
well be described as resistance to, recurrence 
of, and projection of repressed ethnicity." In 
1945 and thus at the very outset of the Second 
Republic, there were once again massive prob
lems with national identity in that there existed 
neither an undisputed republican conception of
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self nor a clear ethnic identity Whereas the 
Federal Republic of Germany,  Bauböck  wrote, 
developed a double ethnic-republican identity 
during the postwar era,, the Austrian identity 
was determined by a double  deficit.  Under 
these circumstances, he continues, the process 
of self-differentiation from the German nation 
did not diminish the tendency to exclude that 
which was ethnically foreign, and this has 
characterized both the Second Republic's poli
cies towards minorities as well as its immigra
tion policies

It has also been a social reality that most of 
the majority population has assumed a clearly 
distanced  stance  toward  immigrants  from 
Yugoslavia and Turkey,  und  that xenophobia 
has now become a key political issue that is at 
times capable of deciding elections. The im
portation of foreign laborers has made a con
siderable contribution to the enhanced social 
status of the native-born workforce. This and 
the establishment of  a social welfare state 
along Western lines also strengthened the ini
tially frail construction of a uniquely Austrian 
national identity. Nevertheless, the social ascent 
of  the  Austrian  work  fore  -  eone  which  was 
formed over the course of decades and is com
prised of diverse ethnic groups - did not bring 
forth  solidarity  with  newly arrived  immi
grants,  the so-called guest  workers.  Rather, 
most  Turkish  and  Yugoslavian  immigrants 
have made up a sub-proletariat; with respect to 
social structure, they can be said to comprise 
an underclass arrayed below the native-born 
workforce. Most non-self  employed Austrians 
are salaried staffers and skilled workers; the 
overwhelming majority  o f  southeast European 
guest workers are  unskilled or semi-skilled la
borers. This led to massive processes of social 
differentiation and demarcation with respect to 
immigrants during the  1970s, '80s  and  '90s, 
which, to a certain extent, can be interpreted as a 
revival  of  the  "national  community"  (Volks
gemeinschaft)  ideology  of  the  1930s  and 
1940s. Opinion polls regularly show a high de
gree of xenophobia in Austrian society. The 
Austrian Freedom Party and its former leader 
Joerg Haider played this card by publicly arguing 
against migration and defaming migrants

coining from outside Europe. It was partly this 
propaganda why the far-right Freedom Party 
became the second-placed party in Austria's 
Parliament.

All of this supports the hypothesis that Austria 
must be regarded as a special case  -  on one 
hand, as a land in which National Socialism be
came a reality and was supported by a majority 
of the population; on the other hand, as one that 
after  1945 succeeded in portraying itself inter
nationally as a victim of National Socialism, 
and therefore could not so successfully carry 
out the process of coming to terms with this 
past.  Throughout the Second Republic,  ap
proximately a fifth of the country's population 
can be associated with assimilation under high 
general opinion pressure. According to the 
above discussed "established and outsiders 
theorem"  (Norbert  Elias/John Scotson),  this 
assures conflict and exclusionary practices.

A paradox? Migration and naturalization 
still on the rise

Nevertheless, there are also arguments sup
porting the "no special case" (the No-Sonder-
falf)  hypothesis.  First  argument:  The mass 
xenophobia does not effect very much the de
velopment of the number of migrants and as 
well it does not effect very much the naturali
zation of foreign citizens. The last SOPEMI-
report  (Systeme d'observation permanente des 
migrations  internationales,  OECD-report), 
written by Gudrun B iff! on labour migration in 
Austria, released in 2001, is the result of the re
search of economists: it says that first entry 
into the labour market in Austria is not so difficult 
and  "Foreign  workers  are  increasingly 
having their temporary work and resident per
mits changed into a more permanent permit, 
suggesting that settlement is the main objective 
of the foreign workers of third country origin in 
Austria." The brilliant report shows that there is 
a strong demand of the Austrian labour market 
for foreign workers and at the same time we 
can observe aggravating demographic problems.

In Europe the Total Fertility Rate (TFR) is 
1.4 children per woman, about a third below
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Figure: Natural increase and naturalizations
Source: Gudrun B iff!, SOPEMI-Report on Labor Migration in Austria, Vienna 2001

the 2.1 rate required to merely "replace" a 
population over time. The TFR of Austrian 
women decreased over the 1990s to 1.23 chil
dren per women (1999). The birth-death rate 
shows meanwhile a deficit of approx. 10.000 a 
year. The TFR of foreign women in Austria is 
approx.  2.0  children per woman, the birth-
death rate of foreigners is highly positive. Up 
to 1999 not only the TFR of foreign women but 
also a rising number of naturalizations easily 
compensated the birth-death-deficit. But what 
happened after the entry of Jörg Haider's Free
dom Party into the Austrian Government in 
February 2000? In the European context net-
migration and naturalization rate are still very 
high, even under the new government of Con
servatives and Freedom Party. The Freedom 
Party declared a stop of immigration and re
strictions to naturalization, but still the country 
lost nothing of its variety andpluriculturality.

Statistical data of the years 2000 and 2001 
show that immigration is still going on as in 
2001 a new record of naturalizations has been 
established. However the high figures of natu
ralizations could be interpreted partly in con
nection with xenophobia in Austrian politics

and everyday life: because the atmosphere is 
xenophobic migrants feel safer by getting the 
Austrian citizenship. But nevertheless it needs a 
permissive policy to make the high number of 
naturalizations possible. The dilemma behind, 
the  negative  birth-death-rate  might  have 
helped to exercise a more or less pragmatic 
policy both concerning migration and naturali
zation. Concerning the labour market a new-
peak was reached: the number of foreign la
bour was never as high as in 2001. While during 
the years of Social Democrat chancellors  the 
number of foreign workforce reached approx. 
300.000  during  1999,  it  rose  then  to  a 
maximum of 344.600 in July 2001. The de
mand of the market seems again to have fa
vored a more pragmatic policy than the radical 
rhetoric of the Freedom Party might suggest. 
(No question that in Austria the human rights 
of foreigners have been violated during the last 
two years. But this is nothing new, in the last 
decade it happened quite often that asylum 
seekers from Afghanistan, Irak, Iran and similar 
countries were refused refugee status. In 1999 
Nigerian asylum applicant Marcus Omo-fuma 
suffocated while being deported in the
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presence of three Austrian police officers. Re
sponsible Social Democrat Ministry of Interior 
Karl Schloegl  drew sharp criticism from hu
man rights and refugee advocacy groups. It 
was typical for Austria's asylum politics during 
the whole period of the Second Republic that 
refugee status was often refused. Interventions 
from politicians,  political organizations  and 
NGOs granted then temporary resident status 
- or not.)

Second argument: Nowadays one can find 
xenophobia and racism all over Europe, it's riot 
only located in Austria, Through the  1980s, 
1990s and to the present day, there have in fact 
been hardly any acts of physical v iolence com
mitted against the non-native-born population. 
In Germany, on the other hand, hundreds of 
foreigners died as a result of violence by right-
wing extremists during the  '90s  In Italy, the 
navy fired upon boats carrying Albanian refu
gees, ships were sunk, and tens of thousands of 
asylum-seekers were turned away. And in the 
February  2000  in Andalusia, Spain, angry  vil
lagers hunted down Moroccan harvest workers 
and dozens of  them were wounded.  From 
France and England regularly violent clashes 
are reported between  police, ethnic minorities 
and racist gangs. Even the verbal radicalism of 
Austrian politicians docs not seem to constitute 
a special case if  v e  consider the example of 
Denmark. In the election campaign 2001, the 
(former)  Danish  premier  Poul  Nyrup  Ras
mussen has come out ibi a ban on Moslems 
praying in the workplace The advice his lib
eral rightist challenger  land now new prime 
minister) Anders Fogh Rasmussen from Venstre 
Party  gave  to  immigrants  with  adjustment 
problems: "If you are so opposed to our cul
ture, you should go back where you came 
from." The rightist populist  Pia Kjærsgaard 
raised eyebrows with statements that  were 
even more xenophobic, and contributed to her 
acquiring the epithet "the Danish  Jörg Haider." 
Over the last eight year?., immigration laws 
have been tightened  38  nines. And who can 
forget the demand by the  ionner  Social Demo
crat Danish  Minister of the  Interior that 
asylum-seekers charged with crimes be ban
ished to an island until iheir cases are con-

cluded. These fragmentary facts and quotes 
brought up here by no means constitute a scien-
tifically grounded comparison. In my opinion, 
they do. nevertheless, cast doubt upon the ex
ample of Austria. So it seems to be that Austria is 
not a special case after all.
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Migration and Migration Research in 
Denmark
Ulf Hedetoft

At the beginning of 2001. a new research 
center for studies in migration and migration-
related issues was set up in Denmark. Its name 
is AMID - the Academy for Migration Studies 
in Denmar - kand it is funded jointly by the 
Danish Research Councils for the Humanities 
and the Social Sciences for a five-year period. 
It is based at Aalborg University, but also com
prises migration researchers and research units 
at five other universities or research institutes. 
Thus it's an initiative which spans the whole 
country and is in the process of launching a 
broad range of new research projects. (I'll re
turn to some of these toward the end of this 
talk.) In the following I'll address three ques
tions: 1. AMID's main purpose and objectives, 
2.  Migration processes today in an interna
tional and Danish perspective, and 3. Research 
areas and selected projects. For those inter
ested in further information about AMID, we 
have a website where all relevant information 
is available: www.humsamf.auc.dk/amid

By pooling and coordinating the resources of 
different research units into a partnership net
work, the goal of AMID is to create a genu
inely interdisciplinary  center  for  migration 
studies, drawing on national and international 
data, records and statistics, as well as a wide 
span  of  theories  and  methodological  ap
proaches. We want to focus on strengthening 
and upgrading the research-based knowledge 
and competencies  on  migration  processes, 
policies and strategies in Denmark (empiri
cally as well as theoretically), in the context of 
transnationality and globalization.  On that 
background,  the primary objectives of the 
Consortium are the following:

(1)  To push research on migratory issues for
ward in order to better understand and cope 
with social, cultural and political problems of 
integration, exclusion and co-citizenship.

(2) To provide an informed knowledge base 
for political  decisions, public debates and 
popular perceptions of migrants and immigra
tion.

(3)  To create high-quality research training 
and graduate curricula in migration issues.

(4) To forge a diversified set of channels for 
disseminating and mediating research on mi
gration issues to different target audiences.

(5) To build a center of high quality which in
teracts with individuals and institutes in Den
mark  and with  centers of  exce l l ence 
internationally.

Migration in an international and Danish 
perspective

The period since WWII has witnessed sub
stantial changes in the numbers and patterns of 
persons and groups of persons moving from 
one locality to another  -  across borders, to
wards cities, between regions. Recent numbers 
show that  150 mio people currently reside out
side the country of their birth, and some 30 mio 
of these are refugees/forced migrants (excluding 
displaced persons within state - sanother 30 mio 
people). Particularly the flow of migrants  and 
asylum-seekers  from  South  and  East  into 
Europe has undergone significant  changes, 
both as regards numbers, the composition and 
(to some extent) the origin of migrants, the 
push and pull factors involved, the means and 
routes used to move, and the expectations, be
havioral patterns, identity structures and tran
snational orientations of many contemporary 
migrants. Different European states have been 
impacted differently and have different historical 
traditions  for  perceiving  themselves  as  im
migrant countries, but all have been influenced 
by  population  movements,  including  DK, 
where some 7% of the population is currently 
registered as "immigrant" - as compared with



 
less than 2% in 1980 - and IT» spite of the fact 
that Denmark has maintained an exclusionary 
immigration policy - ie. in effect a ban on im
migration - since 1973.

Migration has always  entailed a significant 
national as well as international dimension, 
and its forms and consequences have largely 
been determined by interactions between the 
internationality of the phenomenon itself and 
the different ways it has been handled  by 
nation-states in terms of policies of integrating 
or excluding (different categories of) foreign 
nationals, by host populations in terms of their 
treatment and perceptions of newcomers, and 
by the immigrants themselves in terms of ac
commodating to new cultural, political and 
economic conditions and coping with relations 
to their countries of origin.

However, developments over the last couple 
of decades have made it apparent that the in
creasing transriationalizat-on of the economy, 
the globalization of communication processes 
and the growth of political interdependence re
gimes have transformed the forms and impli
cations of citizenship, participation, identity 
and organization as far as migrants and states 
are concerned.

The main differences of migration patterns 
as compared with earlier times can be briefly 
stated in five points:

* there is a larger proportion of refugees to 
economic migrants, and hence more focus on 
asylum questions, both by states and interna
tional organizations

* receiving countries arc more diverse and 
often—as in the Danish case -are not used to 
large-scale immigration and to handling inter-
cultural and multicultural questions

* the global impact on borders (tendency: 
less borders) and more highly restrictive immi
gration regimes (tendency more borders and 
border controls) interact in new fashions. Con
sequence: The militarism ion and securitiza-
tion  of  the  immigration  question  and  the 
displacement of controls to other places and 
other agencies. As a result, visa policies have 
acquired a new significance for western coun-

tries, something which in turn is connected 
with an increase in migrant trafficking and illegal 
entries.

*  return migration is less prevalent than 
before, migration patterns less predictable
—there's a tendency to stay, or to move on. In 
brief, migrants use more calculating strategies 
re life chances and opportunity structures.

* networking across borders: we've seen the 
birth of the "virtual" transnational migrants 
and their uses of information and communica
tion  technologies,  ethnic/diasporic  organiza
tions,  international rights  regimes—the 
awareness of being a migrant and of belonging 
to different groups and places has been gener
ally heightened.

So we are seeing, not just a redefinition of 
borders, sovereignties and democratic rights, 
but also new forms of networking across bor
ders, new types of identity politics on the part 
of migrant communities and consequently a re
definition of civic participation, public spaces 
and cultural political allegiances.

Relations between the global and the local, 
between societies and communities, between 
participation  and  marginalization,  and  be
tween  assimilating  and  othering—classical 
themes in the literature on migration—are con
sequently undergoing significant changes.

As  mentioned,  one  dimension  of  these 
changes is the increased engagement by immi
grants in national as well as transnational politics 
of identity, their participation in networks  of 
mobility,  and  the  universalist  outlook  and 
rights-based structures of expectation within 
which they navigate between states, nationalities 
and  citizenships.  These  types  of  processes 
entail that migrant organizations (though to 
different degrees, dependent on ethnic and 
class background) increasingly engage in po
litical lobbyism, based on an awareness of their 
opportunities, resources and rights—e.g. as re
gards welfare provisions in the Scandinavian 
countries—often  trying  to  steer  delicate 
courses between national integration/civic par
ticipation and "diasporic" forms of orientation. 
On the one hand, modern immigrants want to
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be recognized as full, bono fide members of 
their new communities; on the other, they just 
as often do not want to be "homogenized" in 
terms of values, beliefs and traditions, champi
oning instead positions of cultural diversity 
and ethnic group rights as the proper road to
wards national membership.

Such new structures and orientations in the 
making find themselves confronted by new 
kinds of immigration regimes in highly devel
oped countries of the western world—regimes 
which have three salient characteristics in need 
of further exploratory studies:  1  .They increas
ingly base themselves on attempts at suprana
tional monitoring, regulation and control of 
migration processes (the EU, through its Justice 
and Home Affairs pillar, the Schengen Accords, 
the Dublin Convention etc, being an obvious 
case in point); 2. The supranational dimension is 
triggered by the transformed nature of national 
borders,  which  due  to  new national  interest 
configurations  and more  potent  transnational 
forces are becoming less easy to control;  3.  In 
other  ways  it  is  a  rigid,  highly  regulated 
regime  (legally  as  well  as  politically), 
mainly  in  response  to  anti-immigrant 
reactions among western publics  that  feel 
sqeezed between their own claim to national 
sovereignty and the increasingly transnational 
orientation of their political elites.

Migrants,  therefore,  frequently  find them
selves as the political and racialized object of 
processes beyond their control. The politiciza-
tion of their own attitudes and behaviour, 
whether in the form of transnational networking 
and  the  creation  of  "virtual  territorialities", 
militant ethnic policies or individual/group 
violence, or attempts to (re)act democratically 
within existing national polities, mirrors this 
new regime of migration, exclusion or integra
tion.

Being located in  Denmark,  AMID must 
naturally give special attention to "Danish 
questions  and  perspectives",  and  examine 
Denmark's place within the current configura
tions of migration. Denmark is a small, highly 
developed,  European/EU  nation-state,  per
ceiving itself as possessing a high degree of

cultural homogeneity and political consensu-
alism, and traditionally cultivating a national 
image of tolerance, friendliness and interna
tionalism. Historically—though not in the per
ceptual universes of most contemporary Danes - 
Denmark is an "immigrant country", and no 
less than in most other nation-states the com
position of the population is the result of a mul-
tilayered  accumulation  of  "internal"  and 
"external" migration movements, a redrawing 
of borders, and the consequent encounters and 
mixes between different groups.

Most of the substantial external in-migration 
to Denmark, however, took place relatively 
long ago and originated from the European 
continent  (Huegenots,  Dutch,  Jews,  Poles, 
Gentians). Hence it is a country without a 
long-standing track record in terms of  in-
migration and the assimilation/integration of 
significant numbers of immigrants and refu
gees of a radically different ethnic, civiliza-
tional and religious origin.

Nevertheless, since the late 1960s it is this 
kind of  immigration which has  picked up 
speed (not least due to provisions for family re
unification), and issues related to immigration, 
like rules for acquiring citizenship, asylum, 
marginalization,  2nd generation violence,  ghet-
toization, welfare benefits, integration policies 
and processes, the diversification of Danish-
ness, and repatriation currently dominate the 
political  agenda and public debates.  These 
phenomena must further be viewed in light of 
the fact that Denmark is a nation-state with a 
special history and status in the EU, partly due 
to widespread scepticism about political inte
gration and the benefits of abandoning tradi
t ional sovereignty.  This  scept icism is 
entrenched in the exemptions deriving from 
the Edinburgh Decision in 1992,  one of these 
being  the  opt-out  regarding  supranational 
decision-making in the area of migration and 
refugees  (JHA).  The  relationship  between 
Danish  EU scepticism and the currently high 
level of suspicion and hostility surrounding 
immigrants to Denmark is an area in need of 
further studies.
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In broad terms, five "barriers to integration 

of immigrants" in Denmark can be identified:
* The Danish perception of the country as 

culturally homogeneous
* The Danish system of welfare provisions 

and its ideological underpinnings—the stereo
typical consequence is the creation of "welfare 
scrounger" images of immigrants

* The structure of wages and qualifications 
in the labour-market

*  The pervasive perception, bolstered by 
people, media and politics,  that "immigration 
is a problem" - which tends to develope into a 
self-fulfilling prophesy  with a particular and 
biassed optic on e.g. "juvenile delinquency" 
among young immigrants, which comes across 
as a genetic result of immigrants' dispositions 
rather than a consequence of their sociological 
and cultural situation.

* This is linked with a host of hostile stereo
types of "alien cultures and religions" - some-

thing which hardly needs to be documented in 
this post-September 11 age.

Research areas and projects
On this  background,  some  of  the  areas 

-broadly define - dthat AMID wants to investi
gate as regards Denmark can be defined as fol
lows:

The  historical  construction,  constitutional 
and legal foundation, and current problems of 
Danishness and the Danish welfare model in 
the context of migration, identity structures 
and socio-cultural othering processes;

*  the reasons, forms arid consequences of 
marginalization,  stigmatization  and  exclusion 
in the framework of legislative and bureau
cratic practices, popular stereotyping and edu
cational resources;

* the national specificities of the Danish im
migrant discourses, policies and practices;

The grandmother from Yugoslavia pays a visit to the factory in Denmark where her son and 
daughter-in-law are working,
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* the role of the media, political culture and 

public debates in the creation of climates of ac
ceptance or rejection of immigrants;

*  motives for immigration, immigrant net
works and cultural strategies, and attitudes to 
the Danish welfare model, with its culture of 
regulation, public provision and economic re
distribution.

There is also a demand for quantitative and 
qualitative investigations of processes of inte
gration and civic cooperation (or segregation) 
between  Danes  and  "ethnic  immigrants", 
whether in groups or individually (in work
places, sports clubs, housing units, associa
tions, educational contexts, childcare 
institutions...).

More generally, our research focusses on the 
following five domains:

1. Causes, forms of organization, and conse
quences of mobility and migration in the con
text of globalization and Europeanization, and 
international migration regimes.

2. The reception of immigrants, the politics 
of integration and acculturation, conditions for 
citizenship, and political participation.

3. Issues related to the labour market, ethnic 
business, educational resources and social 
conditions (e.g. residential).

4.  Issues related to public debates and the 
media, mutual stereotyping, cultural encoun
ters and forms of representation of Self and 
Other.

5. The politics of identity, cultural strategies, 
ethnic networking and transnational citizen
ship.

A few project examples (out of currently 17 
projects altogether):

1.  Multicultural Europe -  an analysis of 
the European vision of "multiculturalism" 
and its relation to member-state perceptions 
of immigrant cultures (Lisanne Wilken)

The project addresses the European vision of 
multiculturalism and its relation to member-
state attitudes, with specific reference to per
ceptions of immigrant cultures. On the one

hand, the project will document and analyze 
the vision of multiculturalism which has been 
developed in the European Union over the last 
15-20 years, and on the other discuss the rela
tionship between this vision and the percep
tions  of  and  attitudes  to  policies  toward 
immigrant cultures in three member-states: 
Austria, France and Denmark.

2.  Discourses and images of belonging: 
Migrants between "new racism", liberal na
tionalism and globalization (Ulf Hedetoft)

The altered conditions for nationalism and 
the nation-state in the age of globalization im
pact both migration patterns and identity poli
tics, in the process engendering new discourses 
and images of belonging. The project will pursue 
the following three specific objectives:  l.To 
develop  a  theoretical  framework  to  explain 
salient  configurations  between  nationalism, 
globalization and migration as they  impact 
images  and  discourses  of  belonging  and 
othering. 2. To explore patterns and processes 
in Europe and the USA, respectively, as regards 
discourses  of  immigration,  multiculturalism 
and belonging, in a comparative perspective. 3. 
To analyze images and discourses of belonging 
in  the  Danish  context  and  as  they  express 
themselves in current and historical  debates 
about in- and well as emigration, in order  to 
identify  what's  specifically  Danish  about 
Danish  migration  debates  and  how  this 
specificity springs from and impacts senti
ments and politics of belonging.

3. Migrations, new political cleavages and 
the Radical Right: Denmark in comparative 
perspective (Susy Meret)

Along with increasing immigration, many 
European countries have witnessed the emer
gence of new Radical Right parties. Criticizing 
the economic costs of immigration and the idea 
of multiculturalism, and coupled with preju
dices and xenophobia, they have mobilized 
new political cleavages across traditional lines 
of conflict. The project will concentrate on the 
Danish  People's  Party  and  its  underlying 
sources of support, but in a comparative per
spective. It will try to understand e.g. the na
ture of this new cleavage and the reasons why it
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has been possible to  launch new parties in 
some countries but not in others. To what extent 
these  new  parties  and  cleavag.es  may  be 
considered a reaction to a much broader pro
cess of globalization and tmendant threats of 
marginalization.

4.  Migration and  the labour market 
(Vibeke Jacobsen, Helena Sky t Nielsen, Mi
chael  Rosholm,, Peder J. Pedersen, Anders 
Holm, Hans Hummelgaatd, Leif Husted, 
Kræn Blume Jensen)

The project has three main parts. The first 
part deals  with the  integrat ion of  first-
generation immigrants into the Danish labour 
market and in particular with the transferabil-
ity of human capital obtained in the home 
country. The second part focusses on second-
generation immigrants,  since then- are large 
differences in the way different groups of 
second-generation immigranls manage on the 
labour market.The last part examines whether a 
higher  risk of  marginalization and permanent 
reliance on income transfers can primarily be 
explained by a lack of qualifications or should 
be attributed to other causes

6.  Ethnic entrepreneurship as an accul
turation strategy. Biographical analyses of 
immigrant entrepreneur!-;  in  six European 
countries (Trine Lund Thomsen)

Whereas the mainstream approach to ethnic 
entrepreneurship  emphasizes  structural  exclu
sion of immigrants as a constraint, the innova
tive approach  suggests tha t  structural 
exclusion can also be seen as a resource, in the 
sense that it legitimates innovation. The project 
will  focus  on  three  types  of  innovation 
among ethnic entrepreneurs:  illegality,  strate
gies for breaking out of ethnic enclaves, and 
market opportunistic behaviour, while using 
an existing European qualitative database for 
the analysis.

7.  The discourses of Danish immigration 
policies since the  70s (Lærke Klitgaard 
Holm)

This PhD project is based on the fact that im
migration and immigration policies in Den
mark have loomed large on the public and

political agenda over the last 10-15 years and 
have increasingly developed into one of the 
dominant media issues. The following ques
tions will be addressed: To what extent is the 
rising focus on immigration policies an expres
sion of a change in the discourse on immigra
tion? What  effect  does  interdiscursivity 
between  social institutions have on public 
opinion and immigration policies and vice 
versa'* Why do discourses on immigration 
change? The intention is also to set the Danish 
discourse on immigration policies in an inter
national and global perspective in order to es
tablish if  the discourse on immigration in 
Denmark is a discrete phenomenon or if there 
is a tendency to treat the issue in comparable 
ways in other countries.

8.  Social activism among young Muslims 
in Denmark, with a comparative analysis of 
similar trends in Sweden and the United 
States (Garbi Schmidt)

The purpose of this  project is to describe sec
ond- and third-generation immigrantsto whom a 
religiously defined  Muslim identity  has  be
come the nucleus of extrovert social activism. 
Most of these youngsters are educated in a 
Western intellectual tradition, they are socially 
and  politically well informed, and they are 
skilled propagators in news media and on the 
Internet. The project will seek to throw light on 
identity-forming  processes,  political,  social, 
spatial and linguistic engagement and objecti-
fication in the host society, as well as the rela
tionships between youngsters and adults in 
Muslim immigrant groups in Denmark, Swe
den and the United States. Data collection will 
take place through interviews and participant 
observation in settings such as after-school 
programs, NGOs, grassroots and student asso
ciation - sail run by Muslims and addressing 
what they believe to be the social and ideological 
needs  of  the  host  society and minority  com
munity.

Networking
The research program and the single projects 

outlined above - though to a large extent fo-
cussirig on Denmark - must and will be ana-
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lyzed in the context of Nordic, European and 
global developments. Therefore it is important 
to learn from similar and comparable research 
carried out and theories developed in other 
countries. For this purpose and to maximize 
the learning process, a collaborative network 
with international research institutions on mi
gration issues is being set up. Furthermore, this 
international network will form the base for 
comparative studies and sub-national/regional 
studies, and will be an invaluable resource in 
e.g. the organization of symposia and the re
cruitment of visiting fellows.

Dissemination
We have a range of different means for the 

dissemination and mediation of research: Con-

ferences and workshops - e.g. our recently held 
Opening Conference; a Discussion Paper Se
ries; a website offering a full overview of ac
tivities, projects, research results, networks, 
personal profiles and current events; a printed 
and electronic Newsletter; and national and in
ternational mailing lists. In addition, we recog
nize our responsibility for more general public 
information and for providing adequate foun
dations for  political  decision-making,  and 
would therefore target activities and energy to
ward ongoing public debates, be at the disposal 
of expert committees dealing with specific social 
and political problems, and focus on building 
constructive  links  to  different  users  and 
practitioners in the immigration field.

A rich life - iheYognslav family has bought a car. Denmark 1978.
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Immigration, the National State and the 
Welfare State
Mehmet Urn it Necef

The main point of this article is that immigra
tion challenges two fundamental traits of mod
ern, democratic and wealthy countries in the 
Western World: that they are nation states and 
that they are welfare states. At the same time, I 
will attempt to prove and document the fact 
that immigration and the presence of ethnic 
minorities most radically challenge certain 
forms of national and welfare states: the Euro
pean national states and the Nordic welfare 
states models. This can be said in another way: 
European states,  especially  Northern Euro
pean states, have difficulty integrating immi
grants into the labor force and into society in 
general.

The challenge to nation states concerns the 
countries'  ethnic  and cultural  composition. 
The American political scientist, Rogers Bru-
baker,  emphasizes  that  immigration  after 
WWII has constituted a "fundamental chal
lenge" for nation states in the West and forced 
them to  "rediscover  themselves  as  nation 
states".' Nation states are understood as political 
entities where  political and  cultural 
boundaries are identical. The nations' ethnic 
homogeneity is often normative rather than 
factual in nature. But, it can be ascertained, that 
the nations have attempted to make culture and 
political  boundaries  identical.  This  attempt 
-especially in Europe - has been highly success
ful. If we take the Scandinavian countries as 
examples, nearly all Swedes, Danes and Nor
wegians live in Sweden, Denmark and Norway 
respectively and there are very small Danish, 
Swedish and Norwegian minorities  in the 
neighboring countries. In addition, the ethnic 
and religious groups in these countries such as, 
for example, Germans, Jews, Finns, Lapland
ers, and Poles etc. have been relatively small 
and their size has not particularly challenged 
the ethnic and cultural uniformity.
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In the meantime, the groups that immigrated 
in the period after 1960, and whose culture and 
religion were often thought of as very different 
from the native born, challenged the nation 
states' ethnic, cultural and religious homoge
neity. The immigrants' permanent settlement 
in the host country gave occasion for a number 
of problem areas that can be labeled "multicul-
turalisrn". Is it possible and necessary for im
migrants to protect their culture, language and 
religion? How ought the state deal with the 
multicultural problem complex - ought the im
migrants' preservation of their culture, for ex
ample, be the task of the state just as other 
national  welfare  obligations?  When immi
grants settle permanently in a country, the new 
situation gives problems to the common defi
nition of a given nation: Should one regard im
migrants and their descendants as e.g. "Danes" 
(cf:  neologisms  "New  Danes"  and  "Old 
Danes") and how ought one in such a case de
fine Danishness in order to make it more broad 
and open in relation to the diversity that immi
grants represent. Or should one, alternatively, 
not attempt to "make them Danish" and instead 
within the same public welfare frame attempt 
to help them preserve and strengthen their na
tional, ethnic and religious identities?

Traditionally,  comparisons  between  the 
USA and Europe have been made in the com
prehensive international research on multicul-
turalism. Glazer points out that although the 
USA will have multiculturalism even without 
immigration  because  if  the  black  (Afro-
American)  population,  multiculturalism in 
Europe is a result of immigration.2 Moreover, 
while multiculturalism is mainly a question of 
affirmative action in the US, in Europe it is es
sentially restricted to public acceptance and 
toleration. French researchers have pointed out 
that there are various models of integration of 
immigrants. Examples are: a French Republi-



 
can model, an explicit multicultural British and a 
post-national  German  On  the  other  hand, 
other researchers have pointed out that differ
ences on a public, political or ideological level 
often contain very comparable problems and 
basically identical factual w.ws of integrating 
immigrants/'

Meanwhile, there is general agreement that 
European nationhood has  built in ethnic con
notations in contrast to the US: In no single 
European country has immigration become a 
nation creating myth as in the States. Joppke 
claims that this makes the integration of immi
grants more difficult in Europe than in the US 
where there is no ethno-nationa! culture that 
one must become integrated into. Instead, 
there is a more open national mythology that is 
more accepting of diversity.

The challenge posed by the immigration of 
large groups of ethnic minorities is. increased 
by a gradually more widespread multicultural 
discourse, which demands that the cultural 
identities of groups of immigrants' ought to be 
preserved in the host society. This preservation is 
not only concerning private initiatives and the 
establishment  of  a  civi!  society.  This  task  of 
maintaining political  identity is also consid
ered a public responsibility.

In the public debate in Denmark, immigra
tion is understood as a challenge both to the 
Danish society's ethnic, cultural and religions' 
homogeneity (the nation state) and to the wel
fare state.""1 Although the understanding of im
migrants as a threat or challenge to the welfare 
state is often used as an argument in the political 
debate,  this  viewpoint  has  never  had  much 
trenchancy in immigration research. Only a 
few researchers, a number of political scien
tists and anthropologists, have discussed im
migration in connection  w i t h  the welfare 
society and its political and economic rational
ity.6 Klausen writes, for example:

"Concerns over the budgetary strain on so
cial services that immigrants represent can 
take exaggerated form...yet there is no denying 
that, in the case of local governments with high 
concentrations; of immigrant populations, con
cern is often justified. Xenophobia and scape-

goating  sometimes  inform  anti-immigrant 
rhetoric, but still not all conflicts because of 
cultural issues can be reduced to intolerance".7

Danish research has,  on the other hand, 
mainly focused on the problem of "multicul
tural ism". The debate as to whether Denmark 
is or  ough t  to be  mul t i -e thnic /mul t i -
cultural/multi-religious etc., as well as how 
much foreign cultures arc a threat or an enrich
ment, is a result of the main theoretical prob
lem. One could say that there is a definite over 
focusing on the (multi) cultural aspect and, 
vice versa, a neglect of the welfare state's as
pect. This focus, largely due to the fact that cul
tural researchers have conducted the Danish 
research in the area of immigration, includes 
the tendency that the Danish (Nordic) model is 
taken for granted as the obvious factual and 
normative point of reference.

The American philosopher and political sci
entist,  Walzer,  further develops this line of 
thought: "The idea of distributive justice pre
supposes a bounded world within which distri
but ion takes place: a  group of people 
committed to dividing, exchanging, and sharing 
social goods, first of all among themselves. That 
world...  is  the  political  community  [i.e.  the 
nation  -  mün],  whose  members  distribute 
power to one another and avoid, if they possibly 
can, sharing it [with] anyone else. When we think 
about  distributive  justice,  we  think  about 
independent cities or countries capable of ar
ranging their own patterns of division and ex
change,  justly or unjustly. We assume an 
established group and a fixed population...".8

Walzer  has observed a historical and cross-
cultural pattern: open borders lead to closed 
districts because the local population often re
jects allowing persons from other cultures to 
live in their own neighborhood. Open districts 
presuppose, at least in principle, closed bor
ders, i.e. restricted admission to the country: 
"The restraint of entry serves to defend the lib
erty and welfare, the politics and culture of a 
group of people committed to one another and 
to their common life".9

The American political scientist, Freeman, 
also pointed out that welfare states are forced
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A Finnish immigrant in a Swedish textile factory. 1960s.

by their own logic to be closed systems. These 
systems attempt to isolate themselves from ex
ternal pressure in a global economy and limit 
rights and services solely to their own citi
zens.10 He stressed, however, that anation cannot 
close itself hermetically in a global economy 
characterized  by  competition,  mutual 
dependence and extreme inequality.

Every welfare state in the wealthy and demo
cratic countries in the West is challenged by 
immigration and the existence of ethnic mi
norities. Nonetheless, as will be claimed here, 
the model of welfare state, which is most radi
cally challenged, is the Nordic model. In the 
literature of political scientists on the welfare 
state, one  often  operates  with Esping-
Andersens theory of the three forms (regimes) 
of the welfare state: the first form is a liberal 
welfare state, where a relatively low level of 
universal services and a relatively low level of 
social security characterizes the social policy. 
''  The  classic  examples  here  are  the  USA, 
Canada and Australia. The second form is cor-
poratist and state-dominated and aims to main
tain the influence of the state and the family in

social politics. Typical countries in this group 
are: Austria, France, Germany and Italy. Fi
nally, one finds the "Social Democratic" form 
that is found mainly in the Nordic countries. 
These nations are all recognised by their high 
level of social services and social security.

The Danish or Nordic model has been the 
given and hidden basis of analysis in much of 
the debate and research on immigrants. The as
sumption has been that the Nordic model was 
the natural choice and, if not the best, then at 
least the only imaginable, for the integration of 
immigrants. As a result, if problems arouse, 
such as a high level of unemployment among 
immigrants and refugees, they were due to either 
the  immigrants'  culture  or  to  racism  or  dis
crimination, not the least of which came from 
the employer's side. There have not been many 
researchers who have investigated as to how 
the method of which the Nordic model func
tions, the method in which the employment 
market and the social system function in the 
Nordic countries can affect ethnic minorities' 
integration negatively. Neither have there been 
very many who have examined how the
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Esping-Andersen s  three  models  have each cre
ated their  own specific  form of  multicultural-
ism and tolerance of ethnic diversity.

Until recently, there has been widespread po
litical consensus in Denmark that there is a uni
versal welfare state, which distributes the same 
rights to all of its citizens as well as to foreigners 
with  residence  permits.  The  debate  on  im
migrants in the past few years, i.e. the debate on 
the Law of Integration of 1999 (which gave the 
newly  arrived  fewer  services  than  Danish 
citizens and those immigrants who had arrived 
earlier) questioned this consensus. Furthermore, 
there  is  a  growing  concern,  not  only  in  the 
general population, but also among some of  the 
political  elite  about  how  the  presence  of  im
migrants and their growing numbers can create 
problems for the welfare stale.

Togeby  and  Gaasholt  write,  for  example, 
"The  economic  crisis  has  marginalized  those 
immigrants  who  earlier  had  found  work  in 
Denmark and have almost made it  impossible 
to carry out a gradual absorption of new immi
grants and refugees into  the Danish economy... 
One must strain himself in order not to consider 
immigrants a burden on the Danish soci-ety".12

Political  movements are arising in all  Euro
pean countries  that  are  definitely concerned 
with both the  national  states'  and welfare 
states' future at a time where international or
ganisations and institutions arc obtaining more 
and more areas of influence from the national 
states and where the amount o! immigrants and 
refugees is rising. The American political sci
entist, Gary Freeman, has predicted us early as 
in 1986 a dilemma, which immigration and in-
ternationalization  will bring to European 
States. In an article where he discusses the con
sequences of immigration for the European 
welfare states' economic and political stability, 
he writes: "Migration has contributed to the 
Americanization  of  European  welfare  poli
tics...The relatively free movement of labor 
across national frontiers exposes the tension 
between closed welfare states and open econo
mies and that, ultimately, national welfare 
states cannot coexist with tree; movement of la-

bour".  Retrospectively,  one  must  find  that 
Freeman's  conclusion  about  "Americaniza
tion" is exaggerated. Nonetheless, it still has a 
grain of truth with respect to future changes.

That there was an opposition between, on the 
one hand, a defense of the welfare state and its 
universality and support of a relatively high 
rate of services toward citizens and the newly 
arrived and on the other hand to defend a rela
tively open immigrant and refugee policy was 
unthought of for many researchers and debaters. 
Because of this  there were not many European 
researchers  in  the  Held  of  immigrant 
conditions who were willing to take Freeman's 
analysis seriously. Today the situation is the 
opposite: K is difficult to be taken seriously as a 
researcher in immigrant relations if one does 
not link the specific research theme with the 
welfare state ideology.

Links between immigration and the welfare 
state in a Danish and European context rela
tively new. This is because until recently there 
has been a tradition of seeing the immigrant 
problem through a "culture-problem complex" 
point of view or on the basis of an equally cul
turally  anchored  racist  and  discrimination 
point of view. Much of the debate was lead by 
cultural researchers and was about how much 
the immigrants should be allowed to conserve 
their original culture and language and where 
the government's responsibility was in this 
connection. The discussion about the justification 
for mother tongue teaching is an example  of 
this. In addition, the problems of immigrants are 
often  virtually  reduced to  a  pure  racism and 
discrimination problematic.  As  a  conse
quence, it is often mixed with a high degree of 
moralizing and activities relating to social hy
giene. Therefore, immigrant research has been 
dominated by cultural research, thus giving a 
particular "culture focus". Conversely, political 
scientists, economists  and  sociologists 
have, for the most part, been absent in the Danish 
immigration debate and research until the mid 
'90's.  But  there  has  recently  been  a  rising 
interest in  using the general political science 
and economic approach among Danish econo-
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mists and political scientists toward normal so
cial problems in the immigration area.14

Comparisons Between Denmark and 
Other Countries

Researchers,  who  have  studied  different 
populations'  opinions  toward  their  own  and 
others' welfare states' models, have concluded 
that each country defends its own model and 
strives  against  the  importation  of  "foreign" 
elements, mainly because they are foreign. 0s-
tergaard  and  Hettne  write  that  "the  Nordic 
countries  are  not  immune to  social  political 
chauvinism  either,  even  though  resistance 
against  others  countries'  systems  is  always 
camouflaged as solidarity with the weak and 
couched with theoretical and ideological argu
ments".15

It is not popular in Denmark either, after having 
compared other welfare states models with  the 
Danish  model,  to  point  out  that  the  other 
countries are better than Denmark concerning 
certain  social  areas.  In  the  newspaper,  Poli
tiken,  professor  of  political  science,  Peter 
Nannestad has said: "Each country and people 
have their own vital lies. We have a few in Den
mark. One of them is that we have a welfare 
state that is much more developed and better 
than that of other countries. But it is not true". 
He is backed up by other lecturers and profes
sors  from different  universities  in  Denmark. 
Sociologist,  Peter  Abraharnson,  who has  re
searched  the  welfare  states'  various  adapta
tions  points  out:  "It  is  pure  rhetoric  when 
politicians...  say that we have the world's best 
welfare  system".  Another  expert,  associate 
professor, Bent  Greve,  believes that the Danish 
model is better than the others in some areas 
but this superiority is definitely not unequivocal: 
In  some  areas  Denmark  is  better.  In  others 
Denmark is worse.

There has not been much of a tradition of 
making  comparative  analyses  in  Danish  re
search. The first general comparison was made 
by  Preis  who compared Tamil refugees'  inte
gration in Denmark and in England.16 The purpose 
of this article is not to compare the Danish  and 
other models and to give the Danish Wel-

fare Model a general evaluation. Besides pre
senting  Preis'  pioneer comparative analysis I 
will also present two comparisons made by 
professor of political science, Togeby, and the 
Danish Department of the Interior and supple
ment the Danish comparisons with compari
sons between Holland and the USA.l7 In each of 
the three Danish cases the comparisons are not 
to  Denmark's  advantage.  The  fact  that  the 
comparisons are made by Togeby and re
searchers connected to the Ministry of the Inte
rior, who can be thought of as the defenders of 
the Danish Model against other models, espe
cially the American model, and of Preis, who is 
also critical of the English model, naturally 
make the comparisons more relevant. The in
vestigators cannot be disregarded as persons 
with hidden motives (forming an ideological 
and not a pragmatic, concrete and down-to-
earth criticism). Togeby writes, for example, 
that" when it is the USA that will be compared 
to is not a result of special research strategic 
considerations, but because there exists material 
making such a comparison possible".18 I  will 
later bring up how much this characterization of 
her  comparison  strengthens  or  weakens  the 
argumentation.

One of the toughest myths one has in Den
mark is that the Danish immigration policy is 
better, more humane, communal, and tolerant, 
etc. than other countries'. In reference to this, 
both the American and the English immigra
tion policies seem to be the poorest in the world 
because the American and English models of 
society are understood as absolute opposites of 
the Danish model. Many do not even under
stand the USA and England as welfare states.

Lise  Togeby  has  compared  Danish  and 
American attitudes concerning national identity 
and ethnic and cultural variety.14 The article is 
interesting both because of what it says about 
the difference between Denmark and  USA 
and for what it does not say. First, here is what it 
says about the difference:

"The attitudes in both the USA and in Den
mark grow more negative the closer one gets to 
the core of the multi-cultural. It is, however, 
characteristic that the limit is reached earlier in
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Denmark than in the US, The demand for as

similation is by far more widespread in Den
mark than in the US".20

Later she adds: "The greatest difference con
cerns support of and acceptance of ethnic and 
cultural  differences. Openness and making 
room for others is much greater in the US than 
in Denmark. The requirements for assimilation 
and language learning arc pushed with much 
more force in Denmark than in the US. This is 
both the case when one looks at statements 
from the political elite as well as at the general 
publics' opinions. These two go together in a 
peculiar  way.  Such a  difference is  not  so 
strange when one considers the two countries' 
histories, but it is nonetheless a bit disquieting 
from a Danish point of view"."'

In order to explain the differences between 
the two countries Togeby sees up two opposing 
hypotheses: "the one possibility is that the 
negative attitudes increase along  with the 
growth of ethnic variety.  Altitudes ought to 
therefore be more negative in the US than in 
Denmark. The other possibility is that anxiety 
and rejection is greater in Denmark where the 
experience with ethnic multiplicity is more re
cent. Therefore, it should also be true that the 
demand for assimilation was greater in Den
mark than in the US". As a sub-hypothesis she 
adds: "The quite differing discourse of the elite 
will also be drawn in the same directions in 
these two countries. The  Danish politicians' 
very anxious arid not very kind statements 
most likely create a worried und not very mu
nificent general public".2;

There are clear problems with comparing 
Denmark and the USA if we sake into account 
the two countries' size,  histories, ethnic com
position, etc. Togeby also maintains that "the 
multi-cultural attitudes [must] be operating a 
bit differently in the two countries", "as the 
conditions in the USA and in Denmark are in 
many ways so different from each other". She 
nonetheless defends the method used: "There 
are hardly insurmountable methodic problems 
connected with comparing attitudes in the US 
and Denmark as long as one only looks at the 
main traits and does not 140 into details.""'

The method she uses can be criticized, but 
one can make a more substantial critique about 
her considerations: As she does not include the 
thought that the differing attitudes have any
thing to do with the difference between Danish 
and American welfare state models. It should 
be noted that in an article whose ambition is to 
compare the Danish and American peoples re
spective attitudes toward national identity and 
ethnic and cultural variety does not include any 
thoughts on how the two countries have differing 
forms of welfare states and that this important 
difference  can give  differing  results 
concerning the examined and compared areas.

Anderson  "s statement that nations are simu
lated communities has become a phrase that 
nearly all texts that: concern national matters 
normally cite.24 Anderson's  point is that even 
the smallest country's size makes it impossible 
for the country's members to get to know each 
other personally. Therefore, it is only a notion 
when they claim that their past, present and fu
ture is tied inextricably together."3 Anderson  is 
perpetually correct. Nonetheless, one can present 
a  believable argument  claiming  that  some 
communities are apparently more easily imag
ined than others. It is probably easier to imagine 
a community not only in smaller,  but also in 
more ethnic, religious and culturally homoge
neous countries. This is especially the case 
when the community demands a more lasting 
and greater feeling of solidarity and spirit of 
sacrifice by means of higher taxes than in other 
communities in order to maintain a well devel
oped and fine-tuned welfare state.

The American political scientist  and phi
losopher,  Walzer,  points out the relationship 
between a certain cultural homogeneity and 
development of a welfare Stater6 He is mainly 
thinking of the USA when he writes about cul
tural homogeneity and the welfare state, and 
his considerations most likely apply better to 
European  (especially northern European) 
countries, where the ideal has traditionally 
been that national boundaries should go along 
the lines of cultural and language (ethnicen-
tens) boundaries. In any case it is the Scandina
vian countries that are thought of as the most
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well developed welfare states and are some of 
the world's most ethnically and religiously ho-
mogenic countries. The social historian Peter 
Baldwin mentions both size and homogeneity 
when he writes the following in his seminal 
work on the European welfare states, The Politics  
of'Social Solidarity:

"Small, distant and obscure, the Nordic na
tions have played a role in the development and 
history of the welfare state far outweighing 
their geopolitical, economic and cultural im
portance.  Homogeneous  populations,  effi
cient, adaptable  economies and sheltered 
circumstances combined to propel Scandinavia 
along a unique course of peaceful social and 
eventually social democratic development".

27

The Danish political scientist, Tim  Knudsen, 
also points out that it seems to be "a sensible 
presumption that the homogeneity of the Nordic 
countries  was  a  positive  condition  for  the 
emergence of the universal welfare state".28 In 
an article in which in he makes a "discourse 
analysis" of the welfare ideology in Denmark 
and in Scandinavia, Torfing writes that "the 
merging of national,  cultural and ethnic bor
ders in the very homogeneous Danish society 
gave the state a considerable capacity of con
trol".29

It looks as if a more general consensus exists 
regarding the thesis that the homogeneity and 
the welfare of the Nordic countries are con
nected with each other,  but  in the literature 
there is less clarity as to whether the Nordic 
states  are  also  more  homogenizing  towards 
ethnic minorities than other states with a different 
welfare model. Some of Knudsen's reflections 
indicate that the Nordic states are  especially 
homogenizing  as  he  not  only  notes  that  the 
Nordic  model  presupposes  homogeneity,  but 
goes one step further and asks the ques-t ion: 
"Was  the homogeneity  of  the 
Scandinavian national states something that 
"just happened" by the irony of fate? Or was it 
at least in some way created by an extraordi
nary effort of the church and the state?" He ar
gues  that  the  Swedish state  has  worked 
energetically at homogenizing its population.

According to the Chilean-Swedish author, Ro-
jas, the Swedish state still continues its historic 
assimilation and homogenizing policy towards 
immigrants  and  refugees  now.30 A  policy, 
which  aims  at  making  its  citizens  alike 
(likrikta)  is not justifiable, he writes and claims 
that in Sweden this has been defended for dec
ades in the name of equality. The prevalent ar
gument has been that the citizens had to be 
formed by the same measures, go to the same 
type of school, be treated at the same type of 
hospitals, send their children to the same type 
of day care etc. in order to be alike: "According to 
this interpretation equality (jämlikhet)  means 
being  uniform  (likhet)  and  has  logically 
presupposed an extensive effort by the state to 
make its citizens alike"."'1

The thoughts about Sweden do not state any
thing directly about the present policy towards 
ethnic minorities of the other Scandinavian 
states, but it can be argued, as does the Norwe
gian professor of anthropology, Thomas  Hyl
land Eriksen, that the Nordic welfare model is 
especially assimilating towards ethnic minori
ties.32

In  a  newspaper  interview  with  journalist 
Anita Bay Bundegaard (the former minister of 
development  assistan)  in  which  he,  among 
other things, discussed the viewpoint of the 
Minister of Cultural Affairs that "culture is the 
putty that makes society stick together",  Hyl
land Eriksen pointed out that the Nordic welfare 
model "in reality is not only universal but that it 
also makes its citizens alike". In response to 
Bay Bunddegaard's question as to  whether or 
not "cultural community is not presupposed in 
order to create a political community," Eriksen 
pointed out that the word "equality" in Danish 
and Norwegian is used to  describe both equal 
rights  (equality)  and  cultural  likeness 
(similarity)  and  in  the  Nordic  countries 
widespread  anxiety  prevails  that  cultural 
differences almost automatically will  lead to 
social  inequalities.  Hylland Eriksen  illustrated 
his  point  by  stressing  that  the  Norwegian 
authorities  have  denied  Muslims  the  right  to 
have a "confessional school".'1' To this it can be 
added that in Denmark private schools have
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been allowed, but in the general public you find 
widespread skepticism towards them.

In  addition  to  the  argument  that  a  society, 
whose  proclaimed  societal  goal  is  social  and 
economic equality  among  its citizens,  will  be 
more  sceptical  towards  cul tural  differences, 
another  argument  can  be  presented:  Societies 
that see not only to the provision of its citizens 
and its immigrants but  also ;o the creation of 
equality among its citizens  ard  immigrants as a 
cardinal  public  matter  arc  more  likely to  de
mand  cultural  identification  and  assimilation 
than societies which see neither tru: provision of 
its citizens nor the creation of equality as their 
primary  public matter In other words, cultural 
assimilation is the price the Nordic welfare states 
(implicitly or  explicitly) demand  from  their 
ethic minorities so get ace ess to public provision 
and equal access to social benefits. It is not only 
their si/e or  then"  "cultural  diversity" 
compared to  immigrants  in  rich  countries like 
Sweden,  the USA ami Germany  that cause the 
various cultur il practices to become an issue of 
public debate or intervention in Denmark. It sis 
also the lau that they by and large are considered 
a public item of expenditure. It can be added that 
this is not just something that is fancied when 
>» ne  considers the calculations of the Minister 
of Economy and Domestic Affairs/4 If Japanese 
immigrants,  the  majority  of  who  is  computer 
engineers, wished to establish a Japanese school 
in Oslo or in Copenhagen it would most likely 
not be conceived as an issue of publ ic debate or 
else  it  would  be  considered  as  an  exotic,  but 
absolutely positive contribution.

The Labor Market
Whether we consider Tbgeby"s unflattering 

judgment of Denmark as a scientifically sound 
conclusion or as a Danish academic's impres
sionistic, but well-placed and apt considera
tions, one must acknowledge that Denmark, in 
the "weak areas" concerniiiiJ  national identity, 
opinions toward ethie  minorities and cultural 
tolerance, has a great deal l.o learn from other 
countries. But v/hat about more down-to-earth 
areas which arc more easily quantifiable and 
comparable, such as integralen of immigrants

into the work force? What do comparisons in 
this area show not only with the USA, but also 
with a number of other countries, which, as we 
often say, with whom we usually compare our
selves?

The OECD publishes a publication annually 
entitled "Trends in International Migration" 
where there is, for example, a comparison be
tween immigrant unemployment in the OCED 
countries. For many years both researchers of 
immigrants and the media ignored this publi
cation. The publications of  1999,  however, 
generated great interest in the Danish press be
cause it reported that Denmark, as was dra
matical ly  presented in the media, had 
absolutely the worst record when it came to in
tegrating immigrants  into the work force 
amongst OECD countries.

The foreign citizens' unemployment in com
parison to the total population was highest in 
Denmark - more than 3 times higher. Sweden 
and Holland had, just as in Denmark, a rela
tively high percentage of unemployment 
among foreign citizens, while unemployment 
in Canada, ihe US and Australia is relatively 
small

It is interesting to note that in the public de
bate the focus was solely on the right side of the 
chart; that Denmark was last as compared to 
other OCED countries. Many researchers and 
commentators explained this  with reference to 
the Danes' and especially the Danish employ
ers' racism and discrimination. No one at
tempted to explain why unemployment was so 
low in the USA, Canada, Australia and in Great 
Britain. Neither was there any discussion about 
how the population and the employers in the 
countries concerned were less racist and dis
criminating than in Denmark and Sweden, the 
two most important representatives for the 
Nordic welfare state models or in Holland and 
why that was so.

In other words, it was fine to be critical of the 
Danish public and private employers, but the 
Danish model was saved from criticism. At the 
same time.,  comparisons between the Nordic 
model of welfare and. for example, the Anglo-
Saxon were neglected. When one looks at the
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graph it is impossible to neglect that while the 
Nordic countries have the greatest rate of un
employment, the countries with an Anglo-
Saxon model had a lower rate of unemploy
ment.

In the Danish debate there is a tradition of ex
plaining immigrant's unemployment with ref
erence only or at least mainly to the employers' 
discrimination. How much the discrimination 
also comes from the workers, unions or the 
consumers is often excused the employers' at
tempt to explain things away. The problematic 
of how there can be problems with the immi
grants' and refugees' economic motivation for 
seeking work and how the unskilled immi
grants' problems in this way are like those of 
some Danish unskilled workers has been out
side of the researchers' and official document-
ers' field of interest. An official document from 
the ministry of the Interior,  Betænkning 1337,  
discussed immigrants' and refugees' ties to the 
work force as recently as 1997. They failed to 
mention,  however,  possible  economic incen
tive problems.  Completely different  reports 
came from the department three years later. 
This will be discussed later.

As far as I know, the first document that dis
cussed immigrants' relatively high rate of un
employment not as  a  problem of 
discrimination that  blemishes an otherwise 
well functioning welfare system with a fully 
regulated labor force and well adjusted social 
system, but as a welfare state problem was Øk
onomisk oversigt  published by the Ministry of 
Economics in 1997. In the two chapters about 
immigrants  the  words "racism",  "prejudice" 
and "discrimination" are not even mentioned. 
Economists made a series of sober economic 
analyses of the problem. They wrote that em
ployment in general was an interaction be
tween companies whose  demand  for 
manpower depended on salary as seen in con
nection  to  productivity,  and  management 
whose  effective  supply  of  manpower  de
pended upon for example, the possibility of re
ceiving income in  the  absence  of  salary 
income. As a result they saw two problems 
concerning immigrants' lower level of em-

ployment: a problem of productivity and a 
problem of interaction.

The problem of productivity was that the im
migrants and refugees from poorer countries 
were expected, for numerous reasons, to have a 
lower productivity than the remaining popula
tion. This is because of their level of education 
and  language  difficulties.  Furthermore,  it 
could be difficult to find a use for the skills im
migrants had gained in the labor force in the 
country of origin.

Economists from the Ministry of Economics 
pointed out that the interaction problem is not 
specifically an immigrant problem, but a struc
tural problem that affects the unskilled regard
less of ethnic nationality. In other words, we 
are talking about a specific redistribution prob
lem, which lies within the welfare states' struc
ture.  The  Danish  labor  market  is  namely 
characterized with a  relatively low salary 
spread, which impedes employment opportu
nities for persons with a low potential for pro
ductivity.  Unemployment in Denmark was 
concentrated amongst the unskilled who have 
had, since 1980, an unemployment rate 20-40 
percent higher than the average unemployment 
percentage.

The other problem that limits immigrants' 
absorption into the labor force was the problem 
of economic incentives to search for a job and 
work"0. A large number of unemployed immi
grants and refugees are referred to welfare be
cause they do not  have  any  p rev ious 
connection to the labor market and therefore 
have not earned the right to unemployment 
benefits. Many of them are also characterized 
as having many children and living in rented 
housing. These characteristics,  according to 
economists, affect this group with problems of 
economic incentive more acutely. The eco
nomic incentive problem is due to the fact that 
welfare benefits, free childcare and housing as
sistance are reduced when one of the spouses 
gets a job. Combined with taxation of labor the 
economic benefit of obtaining a job was very 
limited.

The suggestions economists gave were also 
an expression of a new method of thinking.
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The prevalent solutions were often based on 
fighting racism and  discrimination and on 
more information aimed toward the population 
in general and also toward employers. The 
economists" analysis led to ;i "Two-sided strat
egy" to improve ethic minorities' attachment 
to the labor market. Along v, ith the "offensive 
educational strategy" that for many years had 
been the governments' official policy in the 
fight against unemployment  m  general, econo
mists suggested "a purposeful adjustment of 
certain public benefits in order to increase  in
centives to get a job".

Researchers also presented  similar analyses, 
which did not simply explain the ethnic mi
norities' high unemployment as a result of dis
crimination and racism, but as the result of a 
number of structures,  which are unique for 
Nordic welfare states. "The general resistance is 
not the only barrier they meet, even though it 
undoubtedly plays a role", wrote political sci
entist Peter Nannested.1'' He divided the causes 
of the difficulties the ethnic minorities met in 
relation to the labor market into two groups: 
the labor markets demand side and the supply 
side. The first is about the \vay the market func
tions and the other, the supply side, concerns 
the ethnic minorities' qualifications as a source 
of labor and their incentives so seek work and 
accept a job.

Let  me,  in  short,  introduce  Nannestad's 
analysis. '7 According to him, the Danish labor 
market is not especially open io ethnic minori
ties for several reasons. Several structural fac
tors exist which help reduce the demand for 
labor from ethnic minorities thus making the 
labor market situation difficult for them.

Among these structural factors  s  the  high 
Danish minimum wage demanding high pro
ductivity, which for some of the ethnic minority 
groups  (especially f;rst generation 
immigrants) according to Nannestad, find dif
ficult to perform because of lack of qualifica
tions. A number of Danes have  the same 
problem, but in relation to them a tacit consensus 
has long prevailed. If people were not able  to 
keep  jobs  thai  could secure  them minimum 
wage, it would be preferable to pay them wel-

fare to stay out of the labor market completely, 
he points out. No doubt this direction has had 
social consequences for Danes. It marginalizes 
them. But with relation to the integration of 
ethnic minorities the consequences are fatal.

Another consequence of the high Danish 
minimum wage is, according to Nannestad, 
that there are hardly any low paying jobs for 
unskilled workers left  within Danish industry. 
These jobs have mainly been done away with 
in the name of rationalization. In many ways 
this is a positive development, he admits. But, at 
the same time, the possibilities of entering the 
labor market (which exist  in other countries for 
members of ethnic minorities) are more or less 
closed in Denmark, In addition, the amouni 
of unskilled jobs within the Danish economy 
is decreasing in general. This affects the ethnic 
minorities comparably harder than the majority 
of the Danish population because the amount of 
unskilled workers among members of  ethnic 
minorities is higher than in the population as a 
whole.

Nannestad observes that another gate of en
trance to the labor market for ethnic minorities 
typically goes through the service sector, espe
cially within the private service sector. But, he 
points out, such a market is practically non
existent in Denmark because of the tax system.

These (and other) structural factors make it 
difficult to change the situation, at least in the 
short run, Nannestad notes. On the supply side 
of the labor market, an integration policy can 
focus on primarily two factors: Upgrading the 
qualifications of the members of the ethnic mi
norities and increasing their incentives to en
tering the labor market. Nannestad, referring to 
Nina Smith, is of the opinion that it is empiri
cally well documented that the Danish system 
(with a comparably high amount of welfare) 
causes  economic  incentive  problems,  espe
cially at the bottom of the pay scale/8 He as
sumes that this problem is of comparably more 
importance for the ethnic minorities because 
the amount of unskilled workers (and thereby 
low paid workers) is larger than in the majority 
of the Danish population.
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The ministry of Interior put out another re

port called udlændinge 2000 a year after the 
afore mentioned OECD report. This report pre
sented an analysis of immigrants' unemploy
ment similar to the approach of the Ministry of 
Economy and Nannestad. The OECD graph is 
represented in Danish in the report's 7th chapter 
where the high percentage of unemployment 
amongst members of ethnic minorities is ex
plained by "a number of structural conditions 
within the Danish labor market." Named 
among these conditions are "a very low salary 
spread, high productivity demands and a high 
minimum wage". This leads to a labor market 
situation where a number of unskilled jobs that 
exist in other countries simply do not exist in 
Denmark. There are also very few jobs, for ex
ample, in the service sector in the form of daily 
help in the home, etc. "This development" as 
the report points out "is felt more strongly by 
those groups, including foreigners, who gener
ally are not highly educated".

Another condition mentioned is "problem of 
economic incentive".  As mentioned before, 
the Ministry of Interior had not mentioned this 
condition in their Betcekning in 1997. The Min
istry's  analyses resembled the Ministry  of 
Economy's and Nannested's.

"There has been pointed out, in various con
nections, possible problems of economic in
centive concerning the transition from transfer 
income to salaried work in Denmark. Problems 
of economic incentive result from the fact that 
social security benefits, free childcare and 
housing assistance is gradually reduced as in
come increases. Combined with taxation of in
creased income this makes the advantage of 
getting a job very modest. Families with many 
children, the unskilled (who cannot expect to 
earn more than minimum wage) and families 
in rented housing are especially hard hit. Prob
lems of economic incentive can, therefore, 
highly affect foreigners with lack of vocational 
experience and education".

The new line of thought, which characterizes 
Udlændinge 2000, suggests that there is a shift 
in the way in which one thinks about the immi
grant problem within research and political cir-

cles. It seems as if the perception of immi
grants' problems within the labor market as 
mainly a welfare states' problem, which before 
was thought of as a controversial allegation, is 
on its way to becoming the official position/'

The report is notable and pioneering firstly, 
because it explicitly couples the immigrants' 
problems in the labor market with a number of 
"structural problems" (problems that the Danish 
welfare model creates): "a very low difference 
in pay", "a high minimum wage", "relatively 
few jobs in e.g. the service sector", "lack of low 
paid jobs for unskilled workers", "problems of 
economic  incentive"  etc.  It  is  notable  to 
observe that the report points to the way the 
labor  market  and  the  social  system  is  put 
together as the main problem. In the second, 
the  report  breaks  the  tradition  of  "social 
political chauvinism" and seeks the most im
portant explanatory factors for the way the 
Danish model works and asks tor "more infor
mation on the way in which other countries 
work at integrating foreigners on the labor 
market".

It looks as if the Danish model regarding 
both "soft" (attitudes) and more concrete (the 
labor market) areas has large problems and 
when you compare it with certain aspects of 
other models the outcome is in favor of the 
other models. This does not mean that the Danish 
model is worse in every aspect.  Nor does it 
mean that the Danish model needs to be or can 
be changed at least in the short run. Every na
tional model builds on historical traditions and 
can be slow to change. Also disagreement re
garding the political consequences of the diag
nosis can exist, but it is always good for further 
research and debate that there is agreement as

t *•"

! to what the problems are. In the comparisons 
the relevance of the yardsticks used can of 
course be questioned. Is it unconditionally 
good that a society is tolerant and acceptable 
towards ethnic differences? Or is integration in 
the labor market such an important measure to 
use as the basis for comparison?

Among Danish theorists of the welfare state
consensus does not prevail as to whether inte-

I gration in the labor market of the immigrants is
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of decisive importance.  Sch jodl;  theorist of the 
welfare state, for instance c-ainis lhat the im
portance of the "economic integral ion" is  ex
aggerated in Denmark4" and «o "the number of 
refugees who e.g. play badminton in a club can 
be a much better indicator of  their integration 
than their possible  parlicipalion in  the labor 
market1'.41 Even though shorv can be differing 
opinions as to the importance of the labor market 
as  an  integration  factor  and  as  a  promoter  of 
integration, it is a  built in prerequisite for this 
article that the labor market is of decisive im
portance. Integration  into the labor market  (or 
into the trades and industries! is considered the 
key to other ways of integral  ion whether they 
are political, cultural or  social integration. Per
sons who work and therefore can show that 
they contribute to and not sir;!in society"s com
mon funds will have a belter Jiance of coming in 
contact  with and  entering  into a  dialogue  of 
equals with the majority of society's members in 
other  fields  of  interest  lhan the purely  eco
nomic.42 Working and tax paying citizens  will 
have a greater psychological surplus to play 
badminton and will furthermore be free from a 
humiliating discussion about what (hey are  al
lowed to do in their free time and who actually 
pays the fees of belonging to :i sports club. One 
could also use other standards,  like which sys
tem gives immigrants and refugees the highest 
social grants or which one uses the most money to 
help and take care of  them One  could also 
consider which system  establishes the largest 
integrations apparatus and furthermore corne to 
the conclusion that the Danish model is best in 
these areas.

Tamils in Denmark and in England
Other  researchers  besides  Togeby  and  re

searchers at  OECD and the Ministry of the In
terior have  made  compai i sons  between 
Denmark and other European welfare countries 
and more liberalistic stales, such as Great Britain 
and the USA. The classic example in a  Danish 
context  is  Ann-Belinda  Preis,  who  compares 
how Tamil refugees experience their  arrival and 
settlement  in  Denmark  and  England 
respectively.4' Her  main conclusion is that  while 
refugees in Denmark are made into "cli- [

ents" by a friendly welfare state, those in Eng
land mobil i/e their own ethnic network in order 
to  f i nd  housing and jobs. Put 
straightforward,  '"English Tamils  talk about 
earning money while Danish Tamils talk about 
their case workers".  While the Danish Tamils 
attend never-ending language and integration 
courses,  the English Tamils are hard working 
and self-sufficient. Her impression is that the 
refugees she met in London were very much 
more self-assured and  able to make decisions 
than those she met in Herning,  in spite of the 
rough treatment and frequent arrests and de
portation orders in E:.ngland. After finding that 
"being a client is a kind of acknowledged mode 
d'etre in Denmark"44 she writes the following: "If 
there is a certain truth in  claiming that being  a 
client in Denmark is  something Danish,  and 
that submitting oneself to the mechanisms of 
client behavior and rules to a certain degree 
constitutes an act of "integration" -  then the op
posite case in England is "'to work hard".

45

Preis  does not believe that the difference be
tween Danish and English Tamils is because of 
their  cultural, social or personal qualities: "Is 
there anyone who seriously  claims that Den
mark has received all of  the tired,  uninitiative 
and  passive Tamils while those with diametri
cally opposite  qualities traveled to England?" 
she asks. According to her the newly arrived 
Tamils' success can be  attributed to the pres
ence of two things: The first is an established 
Tamil society. The second, a factor that both 
Nannestad and the Ministry of Interior men
tion47, is  "the different structure of the English 
labor market with many more small jobs avail
able within the service sector (gas stations, super 
markets, etc.)". f'

Preis  understands  the  refugees'  integration 
problems as an example of "the dark side of the 
welfare system". She noticed, in the first half 
of the 1990s, that it was s t i l l  very difficult to 
talk about  these  welfare  specific  problems. 
Many Danes considered the system, according 
to her, as something holy, not to be tampered 
with. She noticed that there has been an in
crease of criticism of the welfare systems'
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treatment of both Danes as well as members of 
ethnic minorities.

"That 'we1 do too much for refugees here in 
this country sounds like an echo of recent, but 
growing criticism of certain aspects of this 
construction which we have since the 1970's 
called a welfare society. We here, for example, 
talk increasingly of the social welfare system's 
built-in 'blind spots' a particular clinging to 
and pacification of people who receive eco
nomic and other forms of grants from the state. 
Many have talked about "the making of clients 
as if it was a kind of constant accompaniment 
to the project that is supposed to help other 
people take care of themselves. A report from 
the OCED in 1995 warned Denmark to be careful 
not to develop into a pure welfare culture.49

Amsterdam and New York
The American political scientist John Mol-

lenkopf characterizes Holland as "probably the 
most implemented and most efficient welfare 
state in Europe" and points out that the ine
qualities in income is one of the lowest among 
OECD members. To this should be added that 
they are even lower in Denmark. Because the 
Danish and the Dutch welfare model are not 
very different from each other, presenting Mol-
lenkopf's comparison of what he calls "the as
similation of immigrants" in New York and 
Amsterdam portrays interesting perspectives. 
The results not only surprise him but also 
clearly worry him. This worry is not much dif
ferent from TogebyV when she notes that her 
conclusions are "a little worrying from a Danish 
point of view":

"Despite many reasons to think that Amster
dam and the Netherlands would do a far better 
job than New York and the United States in in
tegrating first and second generation immi
grants into their politics, social structure, and 
economy, there is reason to believe that they 
have not. This presents us with a paradox: even 
though Amsterdam had implemented many 
pro-immigrant measures that  American pro
gressives would love to see in their country 
they have not produced the desired result".3l

Mollenkopf quotes the Dutch sociologist Rath 
with the words: "A 'caring' state should be able 
to  ensure  a  higher  quality  of  life  than  an 
'uncaring' state, but in actual practice this does 
not seem to be the case."12 Mollenkopf's article 
is an attempt at answering the question: "Why 
might this be?"

Mollenkopf  writes  that  the  overall  contrasts 
between  the  American  and  the  Dutch  society 
and  the  specific  differences  between  Amster
dam and New York would make many American 
observers assume that Amsterdam would better 
be able to integrate its immigrants than  would 
New  York.  The  two  obvious  reasons  for  this 
hypothesis  are,  according  to  Mollenkopf,  the 
relative strength of the Dutch welfare state  and 
the and lack of tradition in the Netherlands  for 
racial tension and discrimination:

"U.S.  scholars  believe  that  the  failure  of 
American policy  to  redress  growing economic 
inequality, its lack of commitment to egalitarian, 
consensual  policy-making,  and  its  pervasive 
history of racial differentiation (directed at Asians 
and Latinos as well as blacks) make the  job of 
integrating immigrant  minorities  far  harder for 
us. On the other hand, Dutch society  in general 
and Amsterdam in particular have much more 
egalitarian income distributions, a  strong public 
commitment to urban policy, minority policy, and 
immigrant  incorporation,  and  far  less  spatial 
segregation  by  class  and  race...  [B]y 
comparison, the problem would seem on its face 
to be far less severe in the  Netherlands than in 
the U.S.  In the  U.S.  market  actors and private 
preferences (and prejudices) rule, with relatively 
little  interference  from the  state,  while  in  the 
Netherlands,  the  state  regulates  housing  and 
labour  market  outcomes  according  to  a 
corporatist  process  that  seems  based  on  the 
values of inclusion and equal-ity'Y"

What are the results of his comparisons? The 
most  important  one  in  this  connection  is  the 
following:  "In  general,  first  generation  immi
grants in New York are more likely to hold jobs 
and have better occupations than first generation 
immigrants  to  Amsterdam.  Keeping  in  mind 
that Amsterdam provides better housing
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and social services to its non-working foreign 
residents than New York City makes available 
to its low wage immigrant workers. New York 
nonetheless appears to provide more labour 
market opportunities than docs Amsterdam".̂

Mollenkopf extends his comparative analysis 
to  other  areas  such  as  performance  in  the 
educational system, the attainment of occupa
tional status and of positions in the industry in 
which higher earnings arc possible and finds 
similar results here.

He directs the attention to one of the most 
negative consequences of  the fact that first 
generation immigrants in  the Netherlands are 
still marginalized within  the work force and 
that the amount of female immigrants in the 
work force is low: polarization between the in
digenous population and the immigrants. In his 
own words: 'This leaves the population highly 
dependent on public assistance and creates a 
polarisation  between  productive,  employed 
natives and unproductive, unemployed immi
grant minorities".x> And of course  this was the 
paradoxical result of the i arg, effort on behalf 
of the Dutch welfare system and contrary to 
what was desired.

Having compared the integration of the im
migrants in the two cities in many ways and 
having concluded that the integration is better 
in New York. Mollenkopf poses (he inevitable 
question: "Why have the good intentions and 
powerful policy tools characteristic of Amster
dam and the Netherlands not produced a result 
that is demonstrably better than that of New 
York City and the United States?')" And he 
gives a personal answer:

"Quite tentatively, and  mainly for the pur
pose of debate, let me suggest that the opera
tion of the Dutch welfare state itself might 
contribute to this outcome As one, who be
lieves that the U.S. should become more like 
the Netherlands by strengthening  iss  welfare 
state, providing central government funding 
for local social welfare needs, this possibility 
troubles me. But it certainly deserves consid
eration.'06

"While many observers have rightly criti
cized this sector [i.e. ethnic niches associated 
with a consumer service society- miin] for its 
low wages, one must not underestimate the so
cial stigma of permanent  unemployment 
which may he its alternative in Amsterdam. In 
short, we must entertain the possibility that a 
welfare  state  and extensive  labour  market 
regulation can perpetuate  ethnic  inequality 
even while it is promoting certain forms of 
egalitarian ism".

In this way Mollenkopf presents an analysis 
which, in essence, is similar to the analyses 
which the above quoted Danish researchers 
have presented.

"The Immigrant Treatment Industry" and 
the Unions

In the public debate and research about inte
gration of immigrants  into the labor market 
and into society in general there are two groups 
that traditionally are spared from criticism. 
These are persons hired on behalf of the wel
fare  state's welfare  institutions (the workers 
who are  ironically called "The Immigrant 
Treatment Industry") and the unions. The at
tempt has been made to explain the ethnic mi-
nori t ies '  h igh  unemployment  rates  with 
reference to  employers'  discrimination,  the 
general opposition within the general popula
tion,  politicians' references, and  the media's 
treatment of ethnic minorities, etc. The lack of 
inclusion of social workers and unions is be
cause many researchers and debaters regard 
the welfare system as the  implicit or the ex
plicit  starting point of the research or debate. It 
is also worth noting that researchers who are 
critical about the welfare system are also those 
who are critical about social workers and un
ions. Both  Mollenkopf  and S. Preis  consider 
the social workers' system as one of the greatest 
obstacles  for  ethnic  minorities'  integration. 
Mollenkopf writes:

"Equally  important,  many  middle  class 
whites are employed by local government and 
publicly-funded private social  service organi
sations to provide for dependent families and 
children, who in the case of the Netherlands are
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disproportionately  of  immigrant  origin.  The 
Dutch social service sector is a major source of • 
employment and job stability for Amsterdam's 
Dutch middle class, just as New York City gov
ernment and the social services it funds are a 
major  employment  source for  the African-
American and white middle class. This inevitably 
creates tensions between natives and first  and 
second generation immigrants, as social service 
providers  attempt  to  train,  and  if  necessary 
discipline,  recipients into being 'good clients', 
while clients resist and resent the heavy hand 
of bureaucratic oversight over their lives".
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Mollenkopf includes and sums up the Dutch 
sociologist Ram's (1999) opinions on the case 
workers' negative role:

"If providing welfare state services become a 
major  economic  rationale  for  educated 
whites, as well as a basic source of sustenance 
for immigrant and minority families outside 
the labour force, this can become a trap for so
ciety at large, making immigrant assimilation 
an irrational objective for whites as they simul
taneously indulge in negative stereotypes 
about their unproductive clients".̂ 8

In the same article Rath (1999) draws paral
lels between the so-called "anti-social (Dutch) 
families" and the immigrants and comes with a 
controversial allegation in Danish terms: A 
strong and well developed welfare state can 
extend (perpetuate) social differences year after 
year.  On  the  state's  and  the  academic 
world's roll  in the construction of "anti-
sociality" and extension of the welfare states' 
institutions, Rath writes:

"With the expansion of the welfare state in 
the 1950's the involvement of the state with 
'anti-social families' also grew. In this way the 
state intentionally or (un)intentionally rein
forced the assumption that there was some
thing wrong with these working class families. 
The bureaucratic apparatus, the nimbus of the 
welfare institutions, the educational institu
tions training skilled professionals, and re
searchers who produced reports, formed in 
combination an institutional complex which 
gave the problem family approach its own dy-

namic:  everyone  justified  each other's  ideo
logical  representations  of  the  maladjusted 
Other and each other's action".y)

Rath does not question the good will of per
sons who are employed by welfare institutions 
and stresses that many of these people think of 
themselves as progressive:

"Incidentally, all those involved were in their 
own way progressive. They were inspired by 
the wish to help society and believed that people 
could  be  changed  for  the  better,  and  in  the 
importance of their civilizing work".'1'

Rath believes that the institutions of the wel
fare state have directed their interests toward 
immigrants since their arrival in the end of the 
1950s:

"As soon as the first few hundred Italians ar
rived,  almoners,  social  workers,  academics, 
officials and others came forward to point out 
the 'other' nature and life style of 'the' guest 
worker, their alienness and their southern men
tality,  their  difficulty  in  acclimatizing,  and 
their  problems of  adjustment.  The Dutch ex
perts were quite sure that society was faced 
with a special category of people with special 
problems. Their message was that social assis
tance and other measures to encourage integra
tion were  essential  if  disorientation  and 
rejection phenomena were to be prevented, and 
conflicts with the Dutch caused by cultural dif
ferences avoided".61

S.  Preis shares  similar considerations 
(1996).  Among the caseworkers she has talked 
to,  S. Preis  claims to have observed a "case
worker culture" and "a powerful one" at that.6~ 
Tamil  refugees "are enrolled  in course  after 
course" and behind this "making people into 
clients"  she  senses  the  system's  instinct  of 
self-preservation:

"[B]ut at the same time this seems to keep the 
system going. The [refugees] who broke out 
and managed to take care of themselves not 
only got jobs, which in the eyes of the case
worker were poor and therefore unwanted, but 
they actually directly threatened to make the 

caseworkers  (and  not  the  system) 
superflu-

ous
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Likewise she problematics  the raison d' etre 

of the caseworker system:  "The widespread  in
ertness is (almost) the sumc as defending  the 
system as it is here and now. You sense the hidden 
agenda.  Since  aid to  refugee  help  in  this 
country has developed  into  a whole industry 
with competition between  the various "comp
anies'  many  'Danish'  jobs  are.  of  course,  at 
stake! Many researchers arc also caught in this 
dilemma;  I,  myself,  am paid by  the state  to 
work with refugees and refugee questions. It is 
fine that we get something out of it, but isn't it 
time that we find a really good answer for the 
question as to what extent  und  why refugees 
need so many helpers'?04

Neither her nor Rath  question the good inten
tions  of  the  caseworker:--  Nonetheless:  "The 
many language and  training courses were im
plemented  in  order  to  increjsc the  refugees' 
possibilities of obtaining work. Thai was obvious. 
There was and  still is no doubt about the  well 
meant policy behind this conception. One might 
be tempted to  assume that  some of  the many 
'activities',  even though they were not  exactly 
registered as employment, at any rate helped to 
lower  the  unemployment  percentage  j  among 
refugees in the ci ty's statistics".6" j

In  the  Scandinavian  debate  Norwegian  phi
losopher, Trond Berg Eriksen, has aimed one of 
the sharpest  criticisms against  this group and 
its  ideology,  which  he  a'uls  "''the  ideology  of 
care". He, already in !s> l>0( in an article called 
The Ideology  o/(' ( / / « .  Legitimacy and limits,  
used the refugees' client making in the Nordic 
countries as another example of the  welfare 
states  ideology  of  care's  injustice.  His j 
considerations are not  only true for refugees, 
but also for immigrants:

"...But it is not care to take away a persons re
sponsibility for himself. A recent example, that 
at the same time shows the ideology of care's 
cultural restrictiveness, is the ireatment of asy
lum seekers and refugees. In Norway, they are 
helped by putting them on ke. They are held 
out of the social circulation and are pacified in a 
way that can only be put up with if one is born in 
the Nordic area. We are used to  the numbing 
status of being made a clien' But ihose who

have grown up where they had to support 
themselves and to fight to survive find being 
made a client a brutal experience. It is as brutal 
as if they were bound up by a straight jacket. It 
feels as if one is a piece on a chess board when 
the opponent  says:  ' this piece cannot be 
moved!'  they are  locked up,  trapped and 
spewed by a kindness that takes away their 
possibility of taking care of things by their own 
efforts".11'1

Berg Eriksen notices that a number of societal 
researchers, both in the Nordic countries and 
from  the outside, have written and spoken  of 
"the welfare crisis", "the ambiguous welfare" 
or about "the end of social democracy". These 
themes concern a common point: "The feeling 
thai  the ideological  purpose and the political 
means which large groups have backed up and 
aided for the last  50  years, not only in  the 
Nordic countries, but also in other countries, 
hav.:  each exposed clear cut limitations" 67 

He  believed  that  we  are  talking  about  an 
ideological or a legitimizing crisis.

His criticism can be summed up thus: The 
welfare state has created new forms of poverty 
and the ideology of care has created new forms 
of dependence. In order to eradicate misunder-
standings, Berg  Eriksen  has emphasized that 
welfare is ,\ good and necessary principle both 
in personal and in public connections. It does 
not mean, however, that all forms of welfare 
are equally desirable, that welfare without limits 
is  better  welfare  or  that  welfare  is  society's 
only and highest obligation.

A second point of criticism is that the institu
tions of the welfare state which have an inner 
logic of growing by themselves: "New groups 
continuously manage to define themselves as 
in need and the welfare workers eagerly reach 
out to all the misery in the world to substantiate 
their indispensability and thus squeeze more 
money out of the state."6N

A third point of criticism is that the welfare 
ideology creates an inexpedient tendency in 
society to stage oneself as victim: "In this 
frame of mind you can just make yourself big
ger than everybody else by making yourself 
look worse off than everybody else. The one
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who manages to portray himself as a victim has 
the won the ideological upper hand. We recog
nize the strategy of misery from the gossip pa
pers. To accuse society of something on behalf 
of a victim is a cheap rhetoric abuse of the 
moral climate... there is tough competition to 
see who is in worst shape".6''

Research and debate have failed to throw a 
critical light on another group - the unions. Re
cent research shows that the unions in Den
mark  t rad i t iona l ly  have  been against 
immigration to Denmark.70 But we still lack a 
general explanation as to why the unions are 
against immigration and how they possibly 
could prevent the integration of the immigrants 
into the labor market. A plausible explanation 
can be found in the labor market sociological 
"insider/outsider" theory.71 This theory seems to 
explain  the  difficulties  of  the  immigrants 
(and of some Danes) to become integrated into 
the labor market better than other theories that 
give too much focus on the possible discrimi
nation of the employers.

The point of departure of the theory is that 
the majority of those in the workforce are "in
siders" (the A-team of the labor market) with 
secure jobs, whereas a minority - "outsiders" 
or the B-team of the labor market - are outside 
and account for the major part of the unem
ployment. The insiders are assumed to have a 
strong position of power. The employee has 
through his skills become the owner of "hu
man capital" which the company has paid for 
and now can "rent". The negotiation position 
of the companies is poor and the owner of the 
human capital tries to improve his position by 
making it more difficult to replace him with 
somebody from the outside.

The theory assumes that the insiders only run a 
small  risk of unemployment. Therefore,  they 
have no personal economic incentives to show 
pay restraint. Unemployment will not decrease 
the pressure on pay as the company has no in
centive to hire an outsider even though he is 
willing to work for the current pay. Outsiders 
become unwillingly unemployed.

The theory explains in detail which instru
ments the union and/or the individual insiders

use in order to make it non-profitable for com
panies to hire outsiders. Insiders push salaries up 
over the value of their marginal productivity in 
dimensions equal to the expense of changing jobs. 
Included  are  expenses  in  connection  with 
employment  and  firing  which  also  include 
lower production while learning about the new 
job as well as expenses directly related to job 
training.  The expenses accrued in  connection 
with learning about a new job can increase if 
the insiders choose only to work with each 
other and not with the newly employed. The in
siders can correspondingly refuse to cooperate in 
a  specific  company-training  program  for  the 
newly employed. Both will,  seen with the eyes | 
of the company, increase the difference in pro
ductivity between the insiders and the newly 
employed. Added to this is the fact that unions 
can increase the insiders' bargaining position by 
means of the threat of a strike. This can increase a 
company's expenses for dismissals as the firing 
of an insider  because of  a  strike  can  lead to 
reduced production for the company.

To sum it all up, the "insider/outsider theory" 
explains that large groups in the labor market 
are in possession of a kind of "monopoly 
profit" that makes it possible to fix wages com
parably high without the risk of other groups of 
wage earners underbidding them. Differences 
in productivity and the expenses of job change 
in connection with unwillingness from the in
siders mean that the majority of the work force 
remains with the A-Team while  unemploy
ment is concentrated within the B-Team. A 
considerable stiffness within employment and 
wage levels hereby arises.

All of the above mentioned comparisons be
tween Denmark and the USA (Togeby), be
tween Denmark and other  OECD  countries 
(OECD and the Ministry of the Interior) and 
between Holland and the  USA (Mollenkopf) 
concerning ethnic tolerance and immigrants' 
integration into the labor market and into the 
educational system have this in common: the 
comparisons are never to Denmark's or the 
other  well-developed welfare  states'  advan
tage. One can, as mentioned before, draw dif
ferent political and practical consequences of
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these results, but one thing is clear: In the de
bate and research on immigrants the welfare 
states' positive and negative influences must 
be included and, in Denmark means must be 
taken to get over what Uffe Østergaard et al, 
(1999) call "socio-political chauvinism",

Openness and Reform
I will recommend a mental map of the debate 

about immigrants and immigration to Den
mark. The same map can also be used for the 
other European countries that can be thought 
of as immigration countries. The purpose of 
the map is to make clear the various opinions 
on each end of the immigrant and immigration 
debate. I will use two parameters on the map: 
Openness towards immigration and openness 
towards reforms of the welfare system in order 
to ease the integration of immigrants and refu
gees as well as marginali/ed Danes in the labor 
market. In this connection '"to reform" means 
to go about those changes in the structural con
ditions that hinder the  unskilled immigrants 
and Danes' integration into t lie job market (see 
the above mentioned analyst).

In the first square are those who are open to
ward immigration by means of bringing fami
lies together and immigration of refugees, but 
closed to the idea of changing the welfare sys
tem. This group has traditionally been against 
work force immigration. Pails of the political 
left hold this position.

In the second square are those who are closed to 
both immigration and the -hough t  of changing 
the welfare system. Merc is where most of the 
political parties are located: Social Democrats, 
The Leftists and The Conservative Party,  The 
Danish Folk Party can  al-^o  be found in this 
square as they are considered as a conservative 
and nationalistic social democratic party who 
would like to conserve the Danish welfare sys
tem in a conservative way and at the same time 
wish to tighten the rules for immigration even 
more.

Those in the third square defend a tight im
migration policy while being, at the same time, 
open toward other suggestions concerning re-

forms of the welfare system Here we find The 
Leftist Party and the Conservatives.

In the final square are those who both sup
port a relative open immigration policy and 
reformation of the welfare system. Here are in
dividuals and certain streams found in a 
number of political parties.

Each combination has its specific problem: 
The first combination of opinions is untenable, 
at least in the long run. As the number of immi
grants and refugees outside of the job market 
and as a result are on a grant system increases, 
the desire to close the borders as hermetically 
as possible in order to prevent even more "for
eigners" from straining the public funds also 
increases.

The second combination seems to be a de
fensive strategy, as Denmark (as  Komø Ras
mussen7" tries to prove) ought to open up for 
immigrants,  both because the Danish eco
nomic life will always need persons with spe
cific skills in a specific area and because the 
number of elderly who need caring for is grow
ing. Moreover a number of reforms are already 
necessary in order to integrate the immigrants 
and refugees who are already living in the 
country regardless of whether one carries out a 
tight policy or not.

The same criticism against those in the sec
ond square concerning the position against im
migration can also be used to describe those in 
the third square.

The problems of the fourth attitude combina
tions  are  mainly political:  Will  there  ever 
emerge the political will to defend and carry 
out the initiatives it stands for? The number of 
immigrants and refugees who are supported by 
public grants has a great influence on the general 
public's  wishes  to  lead  a  tight  immigration 
policy. Togcby and Gaasholt's study and con
siderations seem to confirm this. They find that 
the greatest change as regards Danes' opinions 
of  immigrants  can  be  found  in  one  area; 
whether the immigrant has come to Denmark 
in order to work or "to get a piece of our social 
benefits". ' In comparison with the mid 1980s 
there are, in 1993, many more who believe that
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immigrants are coming for the latter reason. 
"In this specific area there has been a large shift 
in the opinions of the general public," they 
write and add: "A change of 34 percentage 
points is...also tremendous compared to the 
norm for opinion changes".74

Togeby and Gaasholts comparison of the 
opinion of  the immi
grants  in  the  1960s 
and  1970s and in the 
1990s  shows that the 
immigrants went 
through  a  metamor
phosis  in  the  minds 
of many Danes from 
being  culturally  dif
ferent,  hard  working 
people  to  not  only 
being  culturally  dif
ferent  but  also  cul
turally  threatening 
and  economically 
burdensome:  "Both 
the idea of a cultural 
threat from the Mus
lims and  the  claim 
that  refugees  and  im
migrants  abuse  our 
social  system  have 
been  the  main  issues 
in  the  refugee  debate 
the last  few  years. 
There has not, how-

about immigrants  pushing Danes out of the 
workforce. That was an issue that preoccupied 
people during the first years of immigration."7"

The survey they refer to actually shows that 
the number of Danes who do not think that un
employment is due to the immigrants has risen 
from 63 to 75 percent. In other words, the prob
lem with immigrants is not that they take jobs 
from the Danes but that they take a share of the 
Danes' tax money (social benefits) that would 
otherwise go to the Danes themselves.

Togeby and Gassholt are of the opinion, and 
rightfully so, that the issues of the parliamen
tary  debates  and  in  the  public  debate  have 
changed in character: " In 1970 the worry was if 
immigrants  were  going  to  take  jobs  from 
Danish  workers...and  in  the  middle  of  the 
1980s the issues were about the pressure on the

public  benefits  and 
about  the  cul tura l 
barriers  to  the  inte
gration of the immi
grants."76

It  is  m u s t  be 
pointed  out  that  it 
matters  which  ideas 
and  prejudices  vari
ous  groups  in  the 
Danish  population 
have of  ethnic  mi
norities; whether the 
opinion is that ethnic 
minorities take work 
from you or if they 
take a share of the 
welfare benefits. The 
size of the labor mar
ket (the number of 
jobs in society) is de
termined  politically. 
By way of political 
measures  and adjust
ments the number of 
jobs available can be
increased and made 
attractive to  un
skilled workers of 
both Danish and for
eign origin. The

amount that can be redistributed in the welfare 
society, however, is limited and can primarily 
only be increased by raising taxes.

It looks as if the logic between the welfare 
state models and immigrants takes three forms: 
Firstly: the greater and the more universal the 
social benefits are, and the more regulated the 
labor market is, the more difficult it is for new
comers to get into the labor market. In the liber-
alistic model the goal is primarily to integrate
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the immigrants into the labor market. When so
cial benefits and tax on labor are low a greater 
number of low paying jobs and ethnic occupa
tional niches can be found. Immigrants without 
much knowledge of the language and culture are 
able to more easily obtain these types of jobs.

In the Scandinavian model the goal is mainly 
to incorporate immigrants into the welfare sys
tem. The debate is nol so much about how they 
can be integrated  into the labor market and 
which structural reforms jrc necessary in order 
to make the process easier, but about how the 
immigrants ought to have the same rights to so
cial benefits or not. In the words of  Klausen, 
the Danish debate is rot so much about the dis
tribution (of jobs) but about the redistribution 
(of social benefits)/

This situation also results in the foreign em
ployees' access to the country and obtaining of 
residence permits is more difficult in the Scan
dinavian model than in the Liberal model. This 
is,  among other  things,  because  immigration 
will bring about large expenses as concerns the 
newly arrived not finding work and instead being 
supported by the public system. Thirdly, there 
will be stronger demands on the cultural, ethnic 
and religious uniformity and subordination in the 
Scandinavian (or European) model  than in the 
Liberalistic model.
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The Trade Unions and Integration
Jette Lykke Jensen

First ofall, thank you for inviting me to take 
part in your conference. I have promised to 
speak about the initiatives taken by the Danish 
trade union movement in connection with the 
integration of refugees and immigrants on the 
Danish labour market.

It is always a bit difficult to be the last 
speaker, but I'll try to rise to the challenge - and 
make it as simple and as entertaining as I possi
bly can.

Not that the debate in Denmark about refu
gees and immigrants is in any way simple or 
entertaining at present.

As you may know the election campaign that 
has just ended was dominated by a vicious and 
repulsive debate about foreigners. Not a con
structive and forward-looking debate about the 
best way to achieve optimal and full integra
tion of refugees, immigrants and the people 
who are admitted for family reunion purposes, 
but rather a debate about how we can get them 
out - keep them out - and keep potential immi
grants away from the Danish door.

There was no great fun in witnessing that 
-and there is no doubt that we need to do some 
cleaning up in Danish workplaces. To sound a 
very pessimistic note, we could claim that the 
election campaign has harmed the overall inte
gration process - and that is indeed what quite a 
few people are in fact saying after the last three 
weeks' debate in the media.

For several years the Danish trade union 
movement has concentrated on the part of the 
debate and the part of activities that are con
nected with labour market integration. We 
don't think that we can continue in that track 
after the election campaign, but that is what we 
have done so far - and that is what my speech 
will be about today.

P11 start out by talking a little bit about LO, 
the Danish Confederation of Trade Unions, 
then I'll give you a brief outline of the present
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state of the Danish labour market as regards 
unemployment and projected future labour 
shortages - and finally I'll say a few words 
about the barriers that we in LO see - and give 
you some concrete examples of what we are 
trying to do.

LO
LO, the Danish Confederation of Trade Un

ion, is one of three main organisations unionising 
the Danish labour market. The other two are 
the Confederation of Salaried Employees and 
Civil  Servants  in  Denmark,  and  the  Danish 
Confederation of Professional Associations.

LO's members are trade unions for skilled 
and unskilled workers both in the private and 
the public sector. We are an umbrella organisa
tion with  20  member organisations totalling 
1.45 million members.

What is special about Denmark is that we 
have a unionisation rate of more than 85, which 
means that not only are practically all  employ
ees members of their respective trade unions, 
but LO is also the largest democratic organisa
tion in Denmark.

Generally speaking, we don't have any la
bour market legislation, practically all regula
tion is effected via collective agreements. And 
for precisely that reason the social partners 
have a good deal of influence on a wide range 
of different political agendas.

The Danish labour market
And Denmark is doing well. Since the mid 

nineties, unemployment has continued to drop 
and in a number of areas the shortage of labour 
has  become  a  reality. The  demographic 
changes have resulted in a situation where the 
group of older people, i.e. the group of old-age 
pensioners, is growing bigger, at the same time 
as the group of those of working age, i.e. those 
between 16 and 60, is growing smaller.



 
I'll give you a very bnel'outline without too 

many figures:

In Denmark we have a;op. 380,000 refugees, 
immigrants and descendants,  which is  the 
equivalent of 7 per cent of'thc population. Only 
about half of the 7 per cent arc available for 
work.

Unemployment amongst both Danes and 
people with a different ethnic background has 
dropped dramatically, bin until recently the un
employment gap between the two groups re
mained unchanged. However, in the statistics 
from the year 2000 we can see that the drop in 
unemployment rates for immigrants and de
scendants is steeper  than for Danes. Unem
ployment is about 5 per cent for Danes and 12 
per cent for immigrants and descendants con
sidered as a whole.

The number of adulls who are not part of the 
labour market is about 60,000, the majority of 
whom are women.

We are in a situation where we are very close 
to full employment and where the shortage of 
labour in many areas has become a fact of life. A 
situation  that  has  created  integration  -  and 
which seems to be creating even more integra
tion in the years to come

At the same time, as I sau 
situation in Denmark when 
be contracting whereas the 
will be increasing, unless il  
labour inflow from abroat: 
geration to say that  high 
and further development o! 
model with its far-reaching 
totally dependant on a sin-
process.

The national health service is already strug
gling with a shortage of labour, which is going 
to be a general phenomenon affecting espe
cially eldercai e, but also childcare. In addition, 
we are short of engineers, skilled builders and 
metal workers, etc.

People without work represent a cost to society. 
If  we can expand  the workforce by  26,000 
persons by recruiting fro irs this group it would

produce gross value added of a little less than 
DICK 11.5 billion. Which is not to be sneezed 
at! In fact it's a lot of money - and a lot of wel
fare - that is involved.

So, in other words, it makes good economic 
sense to give priority to integration in a country 
like Denmark where largely everything is fi
nanced collectively via one of the world's 
highest tax rates.

LO's initiatives
So, when we are talking common sense, hard 

statislics and cool cash we have a favourable 
situation as regards integration. It's when we 
get to the emotional side that things go wrong.

As a trade union movement we have three 
important missions:

We want to persuade politicians to shift public 
integration efforts into  efforts to gear people to 
the labour market of today, we need to upgrade 
our  shop stewards to  enable  them to play  a 
pivotal role in the day-to-day integration efforts 
in the Danish workplaces and we need to make 
certain that both among our members and our 
union activists we have an ethnic representation 
that reflects the potential member base.

Public integration efforts
As regards the first initiative of trying to shift 

public integration efforts  into labour market 
gearing \ve are putting the finishing touches to a 
cooperation  agreement  with  our  opposite 
number, I he Danish Employers Confederation. 
Together we have proposed a reorganisation of 
the  ihrce-year  introduction  programme ar
ranged by the public authorities for refugees 
and people entering for family-reunification 
purposes, which is the only type of immigra
tion that we have at present in Denmark.

we have a definite and to some extent sub
stantiated feeling that we are not good at 'tran
slating' formal and informal qualifications 
acquired abroad, neither fast, efficiently or pre
cisely.

everyone must learn the Danish Innguage on 
arrival - and that is a qualification which is very
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highly in demand. The courses that are offered 
aren't sufficiently high quality and do not aim 
specifically at labour market integration. We 
therefore suggest that some of the courses are 
reorganised  in to  what we  could  ca l l 
workplace-related  Danish  courses,  which 
means learning the language on the job - pref
erably in the workplace and during working 
hours.

Today, everybody is in principle offered the 
same programme. We would like to see tailor-
made plans for the individual both as regards 
the language courses and the courses in social 
and cultural knowledge, and we want to make 
certain that nobody is given up on in the pro
cess. Today the introduction programme takes 
three years - if necessary, it should be possible 
to prolong it.

The shop stewards
The shop stewards are the next crucial point 

for us. They need to be further upgraded

through the trade union movement's internal 
training system, where we have just set up a 
special secretariat at one of our workers' col
leges to handle the integration issues and the 
ethnic equality.

It's our ambition that the shop stewards will 
become one of the prime movers of the integra
tion processes and the diversity strategy. We 
hope to achieve that, partly by incorporating 
these issues into the fundamental courses of
fered to shop stewards, and partly by develop
ing simple and accessible tools that can be used 
to give impetus to that type of processes.

One example is a staff policy tool prepared 
on the basis of a best practice survey in a 
number of Danish workplaces - which includes 
both best practice, but also worst practice. The 
tool is divided into three parts: how to make a 
closed workplace open up, how to recruit - and 
how to hire people - and finally how to handle 
both the professional and the social integration 
on a day-to-day basis.

A Turkish welder at work in Denmark. 1970s.
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This may all be very ••••el! - which it is of 
course, but as 1 am sure you u II know, this is not 
something that you do overnight, we are facing a 
long haul. I hope that you can live  with the 
loss ofthe finer detail:* thru follows from a fast 
and superficial introduction like the present 
one.

Members and union activists
People  with  a  non-D;mish ethnic  back

ground do not have t h o -u me unionisation rate 
as  Danes.  It  is  only  \\  ner  e  cut  against  the 
Danes'  85.  The thing  s  ihey  arc the trade un
ions' members, not  LOV ../hich  ineans that the 
recruitment of members is some  hing  which is 
primarily handled by he ndividual unions.

Nevertheless, there i\ :i joint secretariat in the 
LO family, called the Room for All Secretariat, 
operating under  j  committee in which  LO and 
the largest unions are re f »resented, and also the 
Confederation ol Salaried Employees and Civil 
Servants in Denmark has joined up.

In formal terms: "Room for  A'l" is the trade 
union movement's  join: init iate which is to 
help  bring  about  the  integration  of  refugees, 
immigrants and descendants in the trade union 
movement, in the labour -larket - and in society 
as such".

Room for All is to strengthen t-ie trade union 
movement's overall  ellons,  Room for  All is re
sponsible for the cxchanp;  of knowledge and 
experience between  the unions, jnd Room for 
All runs and maintains I  lie Trace Union Net
work, which is a centra! <:etivity

The Trade Union N^t\\ .»rk is a national net
work  consisting  of  bolli  old  and  new Danes 
spanning across the main organisations.

The work in the Trade Union Network has 
three important goals:

it must contribute to  ihv integration process 
in the workplaces

it must make visible  tlie ethnic minorities in 
the trade union movemcm - help them be heard - 
and speak for themselves

und Hnally  it shou'd /.ircngthcn the ethnic 
minorities so that trr^v heeom^ involved in

trade union work and no! least try to be elected 
as shop stewards and so on to a greater extent 
than is (he case today.

In addition to this, a number of trade unions 
are doing all they can. Both the Union of Com
mercial and Clerical Employees (HK), the 
General Workers' Union (SiD)  and the Women 
Workers' Union l KAD) who have many mem
bers - and many potential members - among 
people with anon-Danish ethnic background, 
have in recent years given priority to and high
lighted the integration issues.

I won't go into detail here about the unions' 
acth ities. but in conclusion I want to tell you 
about another two of LO's initiatives; one - the 
Guide Project  -  which has  already been 
launched, and the other a large-scale project in 
the realm of EQUAL, funded by the Social 
Fund, which is now in the pipeline.

The Guide Project
The  (iuide Project, which in everyday 

speech is referred to as the Aunt/Uncle project, 
is an LO initiative that we run jointly with the 
Danish Refugee Council - now well into the 
second year.

It is a volunteer-based project, the idea being 
to couple young first or second generation im
migrants with adult Danes as guides. It is these 
guides'job to guide and advise the young people 
with respect to education and training, and the 
labour market.

The need for such an arrangement is there 
because the young do not have any adults with a 
network or who are deeply embedded in the 
labour market amongst the adults in their fami
lies, their parents or uncles and aunts. They 
need someone who know their way around - or 
who know someone who does.

The project runs both in Copenhagen, and in 
one of the small provincial towns as a pilot 
project over just about three years, and itprom-
ises to become a success.

The adult guides are primarily recruited 
among shop stewards or other LO members 
-and a great deal of work is put into matching



 
the "couples", so that they can benefit as much 
as possible from each other.

Besides being a help for the young person, 
the project also provides the guides with a 
more varied knowledge of the barriers that exist 
to integration - and in that way it is possible to 
say that the project indirectly trains integration 
ambassadors in our own ranks.

The Equal Project
And finally, I would like to mention a large-

scale project that we are trying to raise funds 
for under the so-called EQUAL programme 
funded by the European Social Fund.

It is called "The whole family at work", and 
is a project that very much wants to try out new 
types of integration initiatives.

As its title suggests, the project is based on 
the family as a whole, i.e. mother, father and 
any teenage children - and aims at the entire 
household, one of the reasons being that the 
project  wants  to  reach the large group of 
women with a non-Danish ethnic background

who are not part of the labour market at all - and 
who may not be expecting ever to be part of the 
labour market.

Precisely this group is one of the greatest in
tegration challenges in Denmark.

I don't intend to give you any details, for it is a 
very big project, but it involves a shop steward 
training programme, a mentor arrangement, 
innovative  courses  in  Danish  in  the 
workplaces, a research project on this type of 
training - and finally, a documentary film project 
following selected families through the two and 
a half years which the project is planned to last.

Ending
So things are happening, as I hope to have 

given you an impression of- and even more is 
in fact happening than what I have chosen to 
talk about here today. I hope that it has made 
sense in relation to the overall theme of the 
Conference.

A Kurdisk family in Turkey. Einmigruted to  
Denmark in the late 1970s.
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Globalization, Migration and Sustainabie 
Pluralism
"The Integration of Immigrants in the United Kingdom and 
Denmark"

Ann-Belinda Preis
Introduction

I wish to thank the organizers of the "Confer
ence on Migration, Work and Identity" for having 
invited me to participate in this important event 
and contribute to the theme of the Conference 
with  some  of  my  work  on  international 
migration, European asylum policies, and es
pecially the Sri  Länkan Tamil minority. I also 
want, from the outset, to present my excuses 
— especially to Anne-Lise Walsted — for not 
having shown the perhaps expected degree of 
overt enthusiasm for your choice of subject for 
my intervention; namely, "Integration of Im
migrants in Two Different Countries: United 
Kingdom and Denmark".

My hesitation, if I may call it that, is easy to 
explain. To the extent that this comparative 
study was considered to be of some importance 
in the beginning and mid-1990s, it has since 
then naturally been taken further by more re
cent research undertaken by colleagues in and 
outside Denmark, some of whom are fortu
nately present here today. So, some degree of 
modesty is appropriate, I think, in particular 
because the issues at hand have but grown in 
scope and importance in the past few years. Let 
me emphasize that I am very pleased to be here 
today, and that any lingering on my side should 
not be interpreted as a lack of interest in the 
event on my side.

I am also pleased to bring to this distin
guished group a piece of real good news. On 3 
November  2001,  UNESCO's General Confer
ence concluded three weeks of hard and inten
sive work. Despite the difficult international 
environment, the Organization refused to be 
put under pressure by threats or attempts meant
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to destabilize the international system. As the 
only multilateral Organization to hold a sched
uled international meeting since the wanton 
acts of terrorism in September, UNESCO nev
ertheless conducted its work unimpeded, without 
interrupt ion and in  a  sincere and 
constructive climate that could be a model of 
international cooperation. Consensus was cre
ated through dialogue on a number of ques
tions of  the highest  importance,  resulting, 
among others, in the unanimous adoption of 
"the UNESCO Declaration on Cultural Diver
sity", a true hallmark for the international pro
motion and protection of cultural diversity, 
now and for future generations. Copies of the 
Declaration are at your disposal for further 
scrutiny and,  indeed, committed implementa
tion.

Setting the Stage
Let me begin by setting the stage, as it were: 

First, I think we have to listen to the increasing 
number of experts, who now clearly tell us that 
the spread of globalization and its gathering 
momentum during the last quarter of the twen
tieth century have nol led to any substantial in-
cease in cross-border movements of people. 
Migration remains more  intraregional  than in
terregional. And there has been no globaliza
tion of labour. This, apparently, is neither an 
accident  nor  a  coincidence.  A "truncated 
world" would seem instead to be outcome of 
the interests and the institutions associated 
with the process of globalization. The domi
nant  conception of  globalization  -  the so-
called 'neo-liberal model'  -  does not consider 
international  migration  as  necessary,  condu
cive or beneficial. It is based on the belief that



 
the liberalization of trade flows and capital 

flows is a substitute fur Inbour flows
Hence, current globalization is a far cry from a 

freer movement of labour. What is more, attitudes 
towards  immigration  in  the  industrialized 
world are also shaped in the political and social 
spheres.  It  is  feared  thai  more  immigration 
erodes  the  political sway  of  the  native 
population, just as it i:-- believed that more im
migration undermines social cohesion arid cul
tural  solidarity. There  are, in  addit ion, 
perceptions -  objective!) false but exploited by 
xenophobic politicians  -  ihat immigrants have 
displaced citizens from job«, or become a burden 
in terms of social security expenditures. If  my 
reading of Danish newspapers is correct,  this 
has been a feature of Danish public debates in the 
past  few years,  and indeed,  during the recent 
election  campaign.  Vel, as  we  shall  see, 
something else can be  "hiding" behind such 
judgements, especially in the Danish scenario.

Second, globalization  has created opportuni
ties for some people, regions and countries that 
were not even dreamed o I three decades ago. 
But is has also introduced new risks, it not 
threats, for many others. It has been associated 
with a deepening of poverly and an accentua
tion of inequalities. There are some winners: 
more in the industrialized world than in the de
veloping world. There are many losers: numer
ous both in the industriali/ed world and in the 
developing world. The United Nations  Mille
nium Declaration of September  2000 clearly 
captures this reality in setting out the eradica
tion of poverty as the own-id'mg international  
development target.  However, in a world of in
clusion and exclusion,  Use excluded do not 
simply disappear. Some of them seek some
where else to go. In view of these realities and 
possibilities, it would be reasonable to infer 
that globalization is not likely to reduce emi
gration pressures on I he -upply side; it may 
even accentuate them.

Third, given the nature of the interests and 
institutions in the  industriali/ed world, it 
should come as no surprise that globalization 
has not, in general, stimulated the demand for 
labour imports. The period from the early

197()s to the late  1990s,  the age of globaliza
tion. has witnessed a profound change in the 
economies of the major industrialized coun
tries.  Full employment has vanished, among 
others.  Under  normal  circumstances,  this 
should have shut out labour imports altogether. 
But it has not. The reason is - and I shall dem
onstrate this through an example from the UK 
in a moment - that there are unpleasant or me
nial jobs, particularly in the agricultural sector 
and 1 he services sector, which nationals or citi
zens are less willing to perform. And the exis
tence of social security means that they can 
afford this luxury even in a situation of unem
ployment. The demand for guest workers and 
illegal immigrants thus continues, albeit at 
modest levels, despite high unemployment in 
the industrialized world.

Such migration will continue until technical 
progress does away with such jobs, or until em
ployers improve the working conditions in 
such jobs. A return to full employment could, 
of course, revive the demand for labour im
ports on a modest scale, But there is another 
crucial factorthat could revive the demands for 
labour imports in the industrialized countries 
on a significant scale: The ageing of the popu
lation in these countries, which is a conse
quence  of  increased  l ife expectancy  and 
near-zero population growth, carries an enor
mous potential for immigration needs on the 
demand side.

Current Practices
Let us  now consider  a  concrete  case  of 

cross-border movement; that of Tamil 
asylum-seekers from Sri Lanka to two West-
European countries, the United Kingdom and 
Denmark, in the mid- arid late I980's.

As you may recall from this period, Euro
pean government  policies towards Tamils 
roused considerable controversy in the media. 
There occurred extremely critical exchanges 
between  governments,  non-governmental  or
ganizations, and UNHCR. officials on the eligi-
b i l i t y  of  Sri  Länkan  Tamils for political 
asylum. The little known struggle of the Tamil 
minority in Sri Lanka for an independent
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homeland, and against discrimination by the I 
Sinhalese majority, came to the fore in the ! 
European media as an increasingly visible | 
number of Tamils sought protection. In both 
public as well as internal debates on the Tamils 
passions ran high, far higher than the number of 
asylum applications would justify.

While  Amnesty International  reports  regu
larly painted the harsh realities of indiscrimi
nate  killings, disappearances, arbitrary arrests, 
ill-treatment and torture of prisoners, and the 
civil war situation in Sri Lanka deteriorated, 
following its own course and internal logic, the 
European governments  individually,  and in 
different intergovernmental fora, showed a far 
more intense interest in the possibility of an 
early return of Tamils to Sri Lanka. There is no 
time to go into detail on this interesting process 
here; suffice it to say that with regard to Sri 
Lanka, there were reasons for Western govern
ments to maintain — vis-a-vis national citizens 
and electorates — that a "refugee is a person 
who returns to his homeland when the conflict 
is solved". Hence, Tamil asylum-seekers from 
Sri Lanka emerged as something of a test case 
for what was then "EC refugee policy".

During this period, the highly humanitarian 
quality of Denmark's refugee policy and inte
gration programmes was well-known and even 
internationally commended.  In  a  well-
organized and systematic manner, first the Red 
Cross  got  involved  in  the  so-called  "pre-
asylum phase", then the Danish Refugee 
Council held the principal responsibility for 
refugee welfare during the so-called "integra
tion phase", after which the responsibility was 
transferred to the municipalities where refu
gees were - in principle entitled to the same so
cial benefits, services, rules and regulations as 
unemployed Danish citizens or permanent 
residents.

Danish Humanitarianism
When I was grappling with this administra

tive labyrinth in the early 1990s. a striking fea
ture was that although many members of the 
Tamil minority had concluded their integration 
courses, they continued to take different lan-

guage and training courses organized by the 
municipality within the frame of something 
that could be called "extended integration". 
Surprisingly, many of them spoke of these 
courses as if they were actual jobs. They could 
be overheard saying: "the rehabilitation centre 
where I work", or "my job in the school for the 
semi-skilled". It soon became clear, however, 
that these courses were not jobs in any sense of 
the word, as they were financed by the munici
pality, and the Tamils simply continued to live 
on social welfare. As one of my informants 
said, referring to the Tamils in the town, "They 
all sit at home or take a course somewhere".

When discussing the situation with the many 
refugee administrators,  one quickly learned 
that they considered the Tamils to have a serious 
"handicap":  lack of knowledge of the Danish 
language.  "Some of  them are  so  slow",  one 
administrator  explained,  "that  they  cannot 
cope with a job. Not because they are refugees, 
but because they do not speak Danish". And 
then I was provided with a detailed account of 
the routine meetings at the centre at which a 
caseworker from the municipality, a  social 
worker from the employment agency, and two 
representatives of the centre itself discussed 
the situation and status of each case. "He needs 
this and that, she must see a doctor, that and 
that has to be set right, now time has come for 
him to get some practical experience, let  him 
show what he can do", and so on. From the 
point of view of any accepted asylum-seeker. 
Denmark thus represented an enormous ad
ministration apparatus  with various sub-
branches, preoccupied with one and the same 
thing: refugee caretaking.

The refugee administrators claimed  -  justly 
no doubt - that it was difficult to find work for 
the Tamils,  the unemployment rate having 
mushroomed in recent years. But they were es
pecially indignant that the Tamils wanted jobs 
then and here, and were not interested in higher 
education. "They have no ambition", one of 
them once said, a view often reiterated by other 
caseworkers and language teachers I encoun
tered. "But without education they will be un
derpaid and exploited", she added, and went on
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to severely critizc a group of Tamils who had 
abandoned the integration scheme and round 
jobs in the local dye-works where labour was 
hard and working conditions unstable.

Many caseworkers and language teachers 
also referred with regret %o their "baby-sitter" 
role vis-a-vis the Tamils and complained about 
having to "solve their problems just like I do 
for my own children". A \voman from the Un
employment Office thus found that: "The big
gest problem here arc the young men, who are 
away from their families. 1 often have to be 
very strict with them. They have misused their 
time here, they have not learned Danish. They 
must go to school and le:irn to get up in the 
mornings... if they ask me for a job before they 
have been at the job introduction centre, I simply 
send them back. Only us an exception can you 
avoid the job introduction centre. The employers 
do not accept any refugee who has not  been 
there. But the Tamils :irc crazy about getting  j 
obs..."

Although there can be n*.' doubt about about 
the administrators' good intentions, it was 
clear that not only were the refugees sent to 
course after course - very lew of which were in 
the nature of "higher education" as far as 1 
could see - but the system i .self seemed thus to 
become self-perpctuatinu. There was in actual 
fact very little room for "let them show what 
they can do". All these activities,  unintention
ally contrary to their  explicitly defined pur
pose, somehow served t<' keep the refugees 
away from the labour market in a sort of insula
tion, which was called integration, and from 
which there was hardly any escape. Obviously, it 
is easier to live and work in Denmark if one 
speaks Danish: however, ",'iis was also an ex
planation which served  m  divert attention 
away from the more invisible  mechanisms of 
the system. People who attempted to show 
some initiative and independence were ill-
suited for "integration". And if anyone broke 
away, they administrators themselves -  and by 
extension the whole system  -  came under 
threat. "This looks more like caseworker cul
ture", 1 wrote in my notebook, "anda powerful 
one at that...".

British hard-core policy
To sec what Sri  Länkan  Tamils actually 

could do. one had to go to England's capital, 
London. Here their lives were much more dy
namic, one might venture to say hectic: They 
were working day and night. Llpon their arrival 
in England, they literally threw themselves 
into me labour market. They worked in super
markets, bakeries, the proliferating Kentucky 
Fried Chicken's, but primari ly in the petrol sta
tions, In fact, there was a joke going round that 
the Tamil refugee "mafia" had taken over Lon
don's petrol stations.

They distinguished between full-time jobs 
(40 hours a week) and part-time jobs (24-32 
hours a week), and surprisingly, many of them 
held down both. Some even combined, in an 
incredibly energetic and one would think im
possible way, day, evening or night shift work, 
with week-end jobs and in some cases part-
time studying. Some of them were able to in
vest  their surplus in automobiles, houses, 
and/or a petrol station. And they claimed jaunt-
ingly: "Just give us a year or two and we will be 
really moving in".

At that time, England was referred to as one 
of the harshest and most cynical hard-line policy 
contnes  in  Europe.  The  British  courts  and 
tribunals had developed what the QC lan Mac-
donald then termed "a jurisprudence which is 
at odds with other countries". On several occa
sions, this  had involved an "overriding of real 
and genuine fears of persecution", and "visibly 
in Sri Länkan cases". The predelection for de
taining asylum seekers (the protected deten
tion jf Tamils had been especially frequent), 
combined with repeated, highly controversial 
forced  repatriation,  had  time and  again 
prompted British defense lawyers to speak of 
"a real mistreatment of Tamils by the UK gov
ernment".

But there was something else -  or rather 
someone else in England: a Sri Länkan Tamil 
community made up of migrants who had left 
Sri Lanka in a succession of waves after inde
pendence in 1948, and who were highly edu
cated, well-established, and ready to help: "We 
planned a life for them", a representative of the
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established Tamil community and patron of 
one of the Hindu temples told me once, "this 
was the greatest service the temples did". And 
then he went on to relate how friends, relatives 
and patrons has transformed the temples into 
dormitories, and had communited between the 
temples and Gatwick and Heathrow airports to 
pick up the young Tamils released by the immi
gration authorities.

"...and when a large number of refugees 
were coming in, our community people said, 
let me take one chap, let another fellow take an
other chap. We said: no, don't take them if you 
cannot find them a  job...because we didn't 
want our people to lose their self-respect and 
pride. We said: Go on welfare for a while if you 
like. But only as long as necessary. So our people 
were going around to  the  grocers  and others 
asking them, have you got a job, have you got a 
job? Then and only then did we release them. 
In about two months we got everybody set
tled".

This meant that one of the most evident dif
ferences between Denmark and England as 
"host" countries was the important presence, in 
England,  of a so-called support-community 
when the refugees arrived. Moreover, the new
comers had clearly been provided with the sort 
of employment that the Danish integration sys
tem, and particularly the resonsible caseworkers, 
were  loathe  to  let  Tamil  refugees  take,  for 
example menial, low-status jobs for which no 
special  skills were needed. Although one 
might rightly argue that the relative success of 
the refugees was also due to the structure of the 
British labour market which offered many 
more small jobs, this did not alter the fact that 
"going on the dole" as Tamils put it, was re
garded as something highly undesirable. Most 
of the Tamils I worked with - their pride intact - 
said: "you won't find a single Tamil on the 
dole in this country".

Equally important from a comparative point 
of view, however, was the fact that England 
had not formal integration policy. In particular, 
there were very few caseworkers dealing ex
clusively with the welfare of the refugees, and 
thus there was no British concern with under-

standing, interpreting and theorizing on the na
ture of Tamil culture and identity. Tamil refu
gees were, to press the point a bit, free to seek 
the jobs that that British did not want.

Can we then conclude that, despite the harsh 
treatment, detention pratices and removal or
ders, ironically enough it was in England that 
the Tamils fared best simply because here they 
could be "themselves"? If it were that easy, the 
policy recommendation would clearly be that 
the less one interferes, and the less one "helps" 
refugees and immigrants, the better, and then 
there would be no need to hold a Conference in 
Copenhagen on "Migration, Work and Iden
tity". But is is not that simple, for two major 
reasons:

Firstly, because, for Tamils in England, life 
in exile was shrouded in one fundamental un
certainty: how long? Entering the country on 
"Exceptional Leave to Remain",  let alone 
"Temporary Admission", did not allow for 
many plans and decisions for the future; struc
turally speaking, all that was left for them was 
to toil. They never really entered the British so
ciety. Indeed, if integration in Denmark could 
be said to structure the social and cultural pos
sibilities of refugees, British immigration policy 
was a far more effective tool in eliminating such 
possibilities outright.

Contrary to common assumption then, the 
two situations do not constitute oppositions, 
they do not even differ radically. The life of the 
Tamil refugees in Denmark and England rather 
constituted two different forms or degrees of 
refugee-host asymmetry: In both countries, Ta
mils confronted  -  and probably still confront 
-innumerable obstacles at various levels, either 
within the more subtle structures of integration 
or as a consequence of the temporality of spe
cial entry permits. The policy of authorities 
dealing with refugees, whether within the form 
of training courses or detention and deporta
tion, thus constitutes an important framework 
within which refugees are defined, thus a par
ticular "immigration culture" created. But nei
ther of these situations are good, nor are they 
-integration.
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Future Prospects

Is it possible that global i/auon, in itself, may 
create conditions and unleash forces that could 
become an impetus for-he movement of labour 
across national boundaries" Here again, the ex
perts tell us that the evidence is limited, yet 
suggestive. For sure, the revolution m trans-
port and communication^ has slashed geo
graphical barriers, in tenns of time and cost, 
not only for the movemen) of goods, services, 
technology and finance, Mr also tor the move
ment of people across national boundaries. 
New market institutions ;ire also developing in 
the form of intermediaries in the labour-
exporting  countries,  m«sil\  brokers  and 
agents, who recruit and place people abroad for 
a price. They arc reinforce! - as we have just 
seen — by the social networks of migrants in 
the labour-importing countries, who provide 
legal advice on visa procedures and immigra
tion laws and also find temporary homes and 
extend financial support is* new arrivals.

Moreover, the reach of the electronic media 
is enormous. And so is th/ power of television 
as a medium, Cultural impulses have been 
globalized, and the culture of the young in met
ropolitan cities is ever* where north or south, 
eastorwest: jeans, T-shirts, sneakers, jogging, 
fast-foods, pop music, Hollywood movies, sat
ellite TV and so on. Consumerism is global. 
Distant lands with an alien culture and a differ
ent language are neither strange nor unex
pected for the potential migrant.

Yet, there is an important potential conflict 
between the laws of nations that restrict the 
movement of people across borders and the 
economics of  globali/aüon thai induces the 
movement of people across borders. As we 
have entered the twcnty-firsi century, this  pro
cess may be reinforced by demographic 
change. The ageing of the population in the in
dustrialized countries, which is a consequence 
of increased life expectancy and zero popula
tion growth, carries an enormous potential for 
reviving labour Hows across national bounda
ries. If such movements of labour become an 
economic necessity, it could even lead to selec-

tive relaxation of immigration laws and 
consular practices.
As (he well-known writer, teacher and con

sultant Pc^er Drucker clearly spells out in a re
cent issue of /Ac' Ecm.'WM/.\v (9 November 
2001 ): "A? (ftv/j'.smg/t' &'v?A;/)C6f cwm/ /.w ,';/ ( 

7?m« «/?(/ ßmz//. /&' /)//•//; r^e ?
«/ 2.2

The latest UN population forecasts suggest 
that: by 2050. the world's population will rise 
from (S billion today to 9.3 billion; most popu
lation growth will be in developing countries; 
by contrast, in developed countries, the popu
lation is expected to decrease while ageing; the 
result wi l l  be an increasing demand for 
younger workers from outside.

For sure, the issues and problems associated 

with labour flows across borders cannot be ad
dressed by single countries acting in isolation 
or on a unilateral basis. There is a clear need for a 
dialogue between countries where there are 
outflows or inflows of labour from or to each 
other. The fundamental objective of such a dia
logue should be to work low ards a new institu
tion» I framework that would govern labour 
flows across national boundaries. So, the ques
tion \s, more precisely: why not contemplate a 
multilateral framework for immigration laws 
and consular practices that govern the cross-
border movement of people, similar to multi
lateral frameworks that exist, or are sought to 
be created, for the governance of national laws, 
or rules, about the movement of goods, serv
ices, technology, investment, finance and in
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formation across national boundaries?



 
But even if this is achieved, it will not be 

enough. Because throughout the world, we 
now see societies in which several generations 
of migrants are dealing with the tensions be
tween a new host country and a land of origin. 
In every one of these cases, the situations of 
immigrant populations are tied up with labour 
flows, economic changes and market shifts 
that create new aspirations and uncertainties. 
Europe, in general, faces such problems in 
many of its wealthier countries as the expanding 
idea of the Europén Union open borders that 
were previously relatively hard to cross. In all of 
these new situations, economic incentives and 
global  pressures  are  at  odds  with  national 
politics  and  local  cultural  fears,  including 
fears about globalization.

There is, increasingly, a need for what might 
be called "sustainable cultural pluralism". Cul
tural pluralism is "the political response to the 
reality of cultural diversity" as the UNESCO 
Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity 
frames the matter (Art.  2).  Cultural diversity 
refers to some socially stable arrangement for 
the coexistence of groups with different cul
tural identities. For a cultural identity to be 
more than just a slogan, it must evolve crea
tively over time, and since relations between 
groups are always evolving, the challenge is 
how to guide this evolution in a creative and 
sustainable manner. This is the key to the idea 
of sustainable pluralism. Thus, while diversity 
may refer to a social fact or state, pluralism is a 
norm and a dynamic process that requires 
openness to changing cultural values both 
within and across societies. Pluralism, both 
within and across States, is a way of talking 
about diversity in a dynamic and open-ended 
manner and implies the challenge of sustain-
ability.

The question of whether loyality and attach
ment for the people living within any particular 
national territory must be separated from the 
question of their rights as citizens — and hence 
the question of government somehow delinked 
from the question of national identity — is as 
yet an unfinished discussion. For sure, if the in
ternational migration-prognosis is correct,

States must in the process be weaned away 
from being the trustees of 'the nation' (seen as 
an indivisible cultural entity) and begin to 
think of themselves as trustees of cultural plu
ralism and as the guarantors of its sustainabil-
ity.

1)  A.B. Preis,  Anthropologist, is currently working in 
the Bureau of Strategic Planning, UNESCO, Paris. The 
views expressed in the present paper, however, arc not 
necessarily those of UNESCO and do not commit the 
Organization.
2) I am referring here to the perspectives put forward by 
Deepak Nayyar, "Cross-Border Movements of People". 
World Institute for Development Economics Research 
(WIDER), The United Nations University, Working Pa
pers No. 194, August 2000.
3) The following analysis is entirely drawn from my Ph. 
D. Thesis: Ann-Belinda Steen (Preis),  "Varieties of the 
Tamil Refugee Experience in Denmark and England". 
Minority Studies, University of Copenhagen  &  The 
Danish Centre for Human Rights, Copenhagen 1993.
4) Macdonald, I. (QC): "Current Eaw and Practice in the 
UK". Paper presented at the "International Symposium. 
The Refugee Crisis: British and Canadian Responses". 
Refugee Studies Programme, Queen Elizabeth House, 
Oxford 1989.
5)  Drucker,  Peter: "The Next Society". Survey: The 
Near Future. The Economist, Friday November 9'1', 200.
6)  Quote from: "Migration and Dialogue among Civili
zations". Speaking Remarks by Mr Brunson McKinley, 
Director-General of the International Organization for 
Migration, at the International Conference on Dialogue 
among Civilizations, Vilnius, Lithuania,  23-26  April 
2001.
7)  "UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diver
sity". General Conference,  31st session, Paris  2001 (31 
C/44 Rev., 20 October 2001).
8) Arjun Appadurai and Katarina Stenou: "Cultural Di
versity, Conflict and Pluralism". UNESCO's World Cul
ture Report. 2nd issue, chapter 7. UNESCO Publishing 
2000.
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1954: Hamburg t i f  im-, beginning of the "Wirtschaftswunder" (economic miracle).  
Photo b\- Erich AsnJrcs. LandcNmedienzentriim Hamburg.
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Who is responsible for the migration?
Bengü Kocaturk-Schuster - DO Mil
The idea of setting up a migration archive 
and the foundation of DOMiT

DOMiT is the documentation centre and mu
seum of the migration from Turkey. DOMiT is a 
non-profit-making  association  of  immigrants 
and was officially founded in 1990.

The basic idea of DOMiT to establish an ar
chive which then should be developed step by 
step into a museum, arose in the late 1980s. In 
those years the process of settling down of the 
migrants in Germany began and savings were 
invested into long-term building society con
tracts. The law which should encourage mi
grants to return in to native country was not 
successful. The difficulties and problems of 
the families, who came to Germany in the 
1970s  due  to  the  family-reunion  process, 
slowly disappeared. The German as well as the 
Turkish government did not believe in a mas
sive return movement in those days. Investiga
tions at that time showed that the return was 
made depended on the pension or the  chil
dren's education.

The concept and the foundation of DOMiT 
was prepared by a small group of intellectuals. 
For about two years, this group contacted nu
merous persons and institutions all over Ger
many in order to recruit as many participants 
and supporters as possible from a wide spec
trum. But most intellectuals of the first genera-
t ion  who  ac t ive ly  worked  in  social, 
trade-unionist or cultural life could not be en
thused about the idea and they even kept a dis
tance to DOMiT. Even during the foundation 
meeting at the University of Essen in  1990, 
30% of the members thought that such a wide-
spreading archive for the collection of materials 
documenting  the  migration  from  Turkey 
would be a good idea but impossible to man
age. When thinking of the first two years of our 
existence that minority almost turned out to be 
right: The lack of financial resources and the 
restricted number of staff almost brought the

work to a stand-still. Furthermore the German 
reunion extremely limited the income from 
public funds for cultural projects, especially 
those  concerning  foreigners.  The  reunion 
brought from the east hostile to foreigners, re
spectively hostile to people from Turkey. Be
cause  of  the  irresponsible  attitude  of  the 
politicians, attacks in Molln, Rostock and Sol
ingen came to pass with casualties.

If the first DOMiT committee had not been 
that indulgent, obdurate and resolute, it would 
not have been possible to achieve today's 
status. DOMiT began to realizing small proj
ects and so gathering material. The first mi
grant generation slowly enriched the archive 
with documents and materials. Universities 
which carry out projects in this field, media 
and museums started to contact DOMiT.

The aims of DOMiT
Until DOMiT is established and others took 

notice of such an organisation, in Germany 
there was neither an archive nor a museal ef
fort in the area of migration. Also the German 
cultural politics did not show any attempts to 
this direction.

The aim of DOMiT is to gather documents 
and pieces of memories, and also the remnants 
of the objects in order to record the migration 
from Turkey. Through this long-term work in 
this field, an extensive and a unique archival 
and museal compilation is accomplished.

The migrants from Turkey to Germany have 
already a history of more than 40 years and 
they are established in almost every social, 
socio-cultural and economic life in Germany. 
So  DOMiT struggles  to  comprehensively 
document the historical heritage of the mi
grants  with  the  intention that  this  history 
should be kept in minds not only by the next 
generations of the migrants but also by the Ger
man population.
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DOMiT is convinced that the missing his

torical awareness is a ho I bed for the actual 
problems  like hostility to foreigners and dis
crimination of minorities.  The migrants are no 
more "guest workers" in Germany, they play a 
valuable role in the social and economic his
tory of Germany. With the: presentation of this 
history it is aimed to give access to the experi
ences of migrants in order to make an intercul-
tural communication possible.

The disadvantages of not being an official 
association

Some Turkish and German organisations 
were inspired by the concept of DOMiT and 
tried to gather material as \\ell. At first this de
velopment may sound positive  but such inten
tions were not  planned perfectly and the 
founders had financial expectations. They did 
not have the required endurance. For this rea
son such unions split up after not more than 
two years. Unfortunately with the split of these 
organisations, the valuable material which was 
gathered vanished.

Such matters still  happen today and some or
ganisations try to exploit the weak institutional 
position of DOMiT. In some eases it manifests 
itself  in  the  way,  that  some organisations 
started a collection campaign on a local level 
without overtaking the responsi bi lity and with
out guarantee for correct  :;rehival prevention 
measures. Those  organisa!ions partially even 
try to win over our (enders  using financial 
baits. In other cases attempts were made to 
gain our materials and consequently obtain the 
unjustified success for themselves.

The exhibitions "Fremde Heimat" (Foreign 
Home) 1998 in Essen and "'40 Jahre Fremde 
Heimat'* (40 Years Foreign Home) in 
Cologne

1994  the Ruhrlandmuseum and DOMiT or
ganized a congress which was called "Migra
tion in Europe".  Consequently both  sides 
looked for possibilities  of" working together. 
While other museums and i nstitutions detained 
on the common slogan to realize something for 
foreigners, RLM made i Sic decision to make a 
project for and with the foreigners, in that case

with DOMiT. So the exhibition "Fremde Hei
mat Eine Geschichte der Einwanderung aus der 
Türkei / Foreign Home A history of migration 
from Turkey" was born.

DOMiT has attempted and also achieved to 
realize its intentions throughout the bilingual 
exhibitions. The first exhibition, carried out in 
corporation with Ruhrlandmuseum in Essen 
1998, showed for the first time the history of 
migration from the Turkish and German per
spective. It received accomplishment by the 
'German population' as well as by the migrants of 
different  generations.  The  exhibition  could 
record a migrant visitor quota of more than 30 
%,  which is immense high for an exhibition 
presented in a German establishment.

On the one hand the collection of DOMiT is 
appropriate to inform the majority of the popu
lation in Germany about the history and the 
perspectives of the migrants, on the other hand it 
helps the young migrants how to deal with 
their  identity problems. The exhibition intro
duced a cultural dialog for the first time not 
from a folkloristic point of view.

DOMiT's current exhibition in Cologne "40 
Jahre  Fremde  Heimat"  (40  Years  Foreign 
Home i is organized on the occasion of the 40th 
anniversary of the recruit-agreement between 
Turkey and Germany in October 1961.

The exhibition of 1998 and the current exhi
bition in Cologne, also got an immense reso
nance from the German and Turkish media. 
Both exhibitions had a great number of visi
tors. The second exhibition is shown - today is 
the last day - in Historical City Halls of Co
logne, The locality which was available for us 
was actually not suitable for an exhibition like 
this, The room was not big enough as in Ruhr
landmuseum and it had no walls.  For this rea
son we had to  think of a new formation. 
Furthermore the exhibition is planned as a 
touring  exhibition Many authorities are inter
ested, among others Istanbul, to show it in their 
cities.

If we compare the preparation period of both 
exhibitions we can say that these exhibitions 
were realized under verv unlike conditions:
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- Our partner for the first exhibition was a 

museum of social history. The advantage of 
this cooperation was a well versed partner with 
knowledge in museal  matters and to some ex
tend in the history of migration.

- Our partner for the current exhibition in 
Cologne were bureaucrats, for example the 'O-
ffice of Cultural Affairs' in Cologne. They 
were not well versed with this subject at all.

For  this reason we were confronted with 
much more problems. Comparatively we can 
say that the preparations of the first exhibition 
was much easier.

With regard to the contents the exhibitions 
document the period from the recruitment of 
the workers from Turkey from 1961 until 1973, 
until the process of settlement of the first gen
eration at the end of the 1980s. The main point 
is the beginning of this development which re
sulted in the fact, that today there are more than 2 
million people  from Turkey living  in  Ger
many. For both exhibition projects about  150 
migrants of the first generation were inter
viewed and some of them offered their per
sonal documents, memorial  pieces, 
photographs and more which we presented in 
these exhibitions.

Both exhibitions were subdivided in different 
sections  in  order  to  illustrate  the  phases  of 
development of the migration from the begin
ning until the settlement:

1.  The first section is  called „The invita
tion": This section shows documents about the 
recruit-arrangements  between  Turkey  and 
Germany. A liaison office was established in 
Turkey to select workers. Many documents  j 
and photos show how difficult  this bureau
cratic procedure was, for example the health 
check.

2. "The journey": Most of the migrants had a 
tiring journey with the train from Istanbul to 
Munich which took approximately 55 hours, j 
Besides photos and documents,  a  train com
partment is reconstructed and personal objects 
from the migrants are presented, for example 
suitcases from the first journey to Germany, to 
make it all more figurative.

3. The next section is "Living in residences 
for the workers: This is an arrangement of a 
residence room of the 60s - with original beds, 
tables, chairs, dishes and many other details. 
This slide shows the arranged residence room 
from" 40 Years Foreign Home" from a bird's-
eye view.

4.  "Unfamiliarities": The section unfamili-
arities tries to show the problems of the mi
grants as they arrived and why they had such 
problems getting used to the new conditions in 
Germany. A big problem was the food because in 
Islamic faith it is forbidden to eat pork. Other 
problems like culture, religion and language 
are mentioned, too. Also a prayers comer is ar
ranged and a headphone and television in order 
to present how the migrants learned the Ger
man language. The problem with the different 
hygienic habits are also shown in the  exhibi
tion.

5.  "Guest-Work": this part shows in which 
institutions the most Turkish migrants worked. 
Again plenty of photos, posters and labour 
contracts are presented here. In this cupboard 
are objects and cloths from migrants who 
worked in various factories and firms. The 
television shows a film about the places mi
grants worked and a film about the strike by the 
factory Ford in Cologne from 1973.

6.  "Among Cologne and Ankara": Most mi
grants travelled alone to Germany to earn 
money, so they left their families, relatives and 
neighbours behind. Therefore the holidays 
played a very important part. Photos from the 
long and dangerous car journey and also popular 
gifts  for  relevants  -  like radios,  synthetic 
clothes, kitchen utensils and even a tool to seek 
for gold - document the workless time of the 
year.

7. "40 Jahre Fremde Heimat" (40 Years For
eign Home): In this section we tried to illus
trate the process of settlement in Germany. An 
arrangement of a living room in the style of the 
70s with pieces of furniture from the migrants 
show us how they lived in Germany. This for 
example was a baby carriage of a migrant family 
from  the  year  1972.  Some  racist  actions 
against Turkish people are also documented.
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This section also shows that the migrants not 
only worked in Germany hut also established 
Turkish firms, markets,  cultural, social and po
litical organisations, sport  clubs, etc. Also the 
first  Turkish paper  published in Germany, 
books from and about migrants can be seen and 
music produced in Germany in the 1960s and 
1970s can be heard by headphones in this sec
tion of the exhibition.

All these personal objects we have shown in 
the exhibition are also connected with personal 
memories. And  this is an important factor, 
which enriches the  exhibition and visualizes 
the history.

Other Projects and Principles of DOMiT
Both exhibitions were and are very successful 

with a great number  s;f visitors. Nevertheless 
DOMiT  is  not  an  organisation  which  only 
organizes such  exhibition- DOMiT lends out 
documents and objects  !<; museums, Federal 
Culture Offices and book or  Schoolbook  pub
lishers, l ike:  the m useum "Haus der 
Geschichte" in Bonn,  "German Historical Mu
seum" and  "Kreuzbergrluseum" in  Berlin, 
"Museumsdorf"  in  Cloppenburg, Culture Of
fice  in  Munich and  so forth.  Furthermore 
DOMiT offers the transparency lecture "For
eign Home", alternative!) in German or Turkish 
language, which  DOM  >T  held  more than  60 
times  within Germany.  Also our  photo-
exhibition "So fing es an.., " (This, is how it be
gan...) travelled to numeious cities in Ger
many. DOMiT  carr ied on a  n um b er  of 
investigations in issues  like "Living in resi
dences in North Rine-Westphalia", "Turks in 
the city Essen", "Residences for women in 
North Rine-Westphalia".  "30 and 35 years mi
gration from Turkey" and so on .. These inves
tigations could unfortunately not be published 
because of financial defiais. The publications 
from DOMiT are  "Fremde Heimat -  Eine 
Geschichte der Migration  trom  Turkey" (For
eign Home -  A history of migration from Tur
key) and the current catalogue o f the exhibition 
"40  Years Foreign Home" Moreover DOMiT 
arranges seminars,  meetings, lectures and 
readings. DOMiT also provides students, can
didates for doctor degrees, journalists and

scholars with information about migration 
from Turkey. The archive is accessible to the 
public,

Realizing all its projects and activities 
DOMiT strictly  follows  some  principles: 
DOMiT does not pursue any political and ideal 
ambitions and does not make any religious or 
ethnic differences It is not the duty of the or
ganisation to interpret documents or other 
sources. In opposition to governmental estab
lishments, DOMiT remains independent. And 
only individuals can enter the membership.

The collection of DOMiT
DOMiT constantly organizes acquisition of 

new documents,  objects,  photos  and more 
abou* the migration from Turkey, buys books 
-depending on financial potentials -, in order to 
extend  ils library containing nearly  3000 
books. The collection is composed of print and 
photo sources but also items from daily life. It 
concentrates on the period from 1960s until the 
1980s,

- The rich museal collection allows a recon
struction and a visual illustration of the daily 
life.

- The archival collection consists of photo 
and print sources about the social and daily life 
of the migrants. On the one hand DOMiT gath
ered documents from official and governmental 
supplies,  on  the  other  hand  material  from 
various archives in Germany and Turkey. This 
fact gives DOMiT a special status because 
DOMiT offers a concentrated access to all of 
these archival material which otherwise would 
be extremely spread out.

To sum up DOMiT gathers materials like:
- Documents from the "liaison office" of the 

Federal Labour Institute in Istanbul
-  Documents from the Turkish Eabour Ex

change and Health Authorities
- Reports of diverse companies
-  Material from various ministries, for ex

ample copses from the Federal Archive of Ger
many in Koblenz
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- An extensive collection of interviews with 
about 150 migrants

- So-called guest-worker-literature in Turkish 
and German language

- Newspapers and magazines
-  Material from various migrant organisa

tions
-  Material about  religion and  religious 

groups
-  A  considerable  collection  of  photos 

-some of them from migrants themselves, 
which show the daily life (family, spare time, 
residence and so on) from the perspective of 
migrants.

- A huge collection of Turkish tapes and rec
ords from the 1960s and 1970s, videotapes and 
posters

- Turkish newspapers which were published 
in Germany

Who is responsible for the migration?
This history belongs certainly to the mi

grants but also to the nation where the immi
gration took place at, in this case to Germany. 
The immigration of workers was especially ef
fective after the second world war and ex
tremely influenced the German social history. 
In the last fifty years strong social changes took 
place in Germany.

DOMiT is willing to cooperate and share its 
experiences with other nations in order to es
tablish a migration archive and museum in 
Germany. Our so far experiences show, that it 
is very difficult to set up an archive in Germany 
representative for all foreign nations. According 
to our idea such a project must be started with 
recruitment  nations  (Italy.  Spain,  Portugal, 
Greece, Turkey, Morocco and Tunisia). Long-
sighted  this  idea  must  be  expanded  on  an 
European perspective in order to establish an 
European archive and museum of migration.

Again our experiences show that at the be
ginning archival work must be fulfilled to create 
a  basic  fundament.  It  is  proved to  be very 
difficult to get material from the first years of

such a development because the majority of 
migrants initially did not have the intention of 
migration.

DOMiT succeeded to cover a part of the gap 
in this history of migration. An organisation 
like DOMiT which works in the public interest 
should also be supported by public funds. For 
both of its exhibitions DOMiT has gained 
funds by the federal state. But such funds were 
limited for special projects only. Although we 
applied for support from both Federal State 
North Rhine-Westfalia and from the govern
ment, unfortunately our efforts remained without 
result. DOMiT counts about 50 members and 
finances  itself  by  membership  tees  and  do
nations. 70% of the work so far has been per
formed honorary,  so  that  further  financial 
sources are necessary for the extended work. 
And this fact makes the continued existence of 
DOMiT nearly impossible.

The cultural heritage of migrants and this 
relevant part of German social history must 
survive for Germany and for the rest of Europe. 
We are living in a society of immigration and it 
is time to give this a memory.



 

Towards a European Migration Museum:
Europeanising Immigration History

Rainer Ohliger
I. Introduction

Modern Europe -  Europe in the times of 
modernity has always been a continent on the 
move. Emigration and immigration, migration 
within the continent, as well as within its 
nation-states, have shaped Europe's social, po
litical  and cultural face. The same is taie for 
European colonial expansion and decolonisa
tion. Large-scale migration had wide-reaching 
repercussions in Europe: nation-state popula
tions as well as Europe's economic and social 
fabric were shaped by the dynamic of migra
tion movements. This dynamic began unfolding 
in early modern times, accelerated within the 
establishment  of  modern  industrial  societies 
and has not yet come to an end. Thus, mi
gration has been a continuum of European 
history and not only a phenomenon of the im
mediate modernity. The movement of people 
across borders and space will also remain a 
dominant characteristic of Europe, its popula
tions, its societies and its states in the 21sl 

century. Social, cultural and demographic plu
rality and pluralisation will increase rather 
than decrease in future. The nascent Europe of 
the future will increasingly be shaped by plu
rality and difference of people, groups and cul
tures. Plurality will remain a crucial measure 
of a future European identity. And this plurality 
will  not least be shaped by immigration and its 
effects.

Within European nation-states, national cul
tures and national public spheres, the plurality 
of the past and present is often not or insuffi
ciently presented and visualised. The image of

Europe's Self is, despite historically different 
experiences, still determined by national para
digms and modes of interpretation. This leaves 
little room for the representation of border-
transcending phenomena such as migration or 
processes resulting from migration. Migrants 
are written into national memories and mne-
moscapes of European nations as Others. This 
is also true for public debates and discourses. 
Immigrants play a crucial role in drawing bor
ders of European (and national) identities. 
They are seldom portrayed as part of the Self. 
This is particularly true for national and often 
also nationalistic discourses about immigra
tion and integration of immigrants. These de
bates are usually not dominated by broad 
discussions emphasising plurality  and co
existence of different people and cultures, but 
by arguments revolving around closing socie
ties along national lines.

Despite  increasing Europeanisation institu
tions shaping the European historical con
sciousness and memory (museums, media, 
schools,  universities,  historiography,  text
books, curricula) are usually conceptualised 
along national or nation-state borderlines. 
Border-transcending  and  border-destroying 
all-European (pan-European) or transnational 
developments and processes often do not find 
adequate expression in these concepts. This is 
particularly true in the historical representation 
of migration and migrants.

Within the emerging European space, his
torically grown European plurality - a plurality 
not least grown out of migrations - needs ade-
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quate space for representation, visualisation and 
permanent  commemoration.  One  such  an 
important  room tor representation is embodied 
in  historical  museums.  The  foundation  and 
permanent  establishmeni  ol'a  European  Centre 
for Migration: Forum and Museum is a decisive 
opportunity to recounisc this plurality  within a 
common  European  cultural  space.  Moreover, 
the  representation  of  European  migration 
history within a pan-European context provides 
an  opportunity  tu  intellectually  challenge 
centralistic images of the past created by nation-
states.  Migration  history  and  its  visual 
representation in a museum can serve to decen
tralise the European historical memory as well 
as to strengthen a common European identity. 
Particularly  migration  history,  which  tran
scends  politically  and  historiographically 
imagined  and  implemented  borders  of  nation-
state orders,  provides an opportunity to create 
an image of the past thin breaks through national 
concepts and limitations.

"The idea and concept for a European Centre 
for Migration: Forum and Museum provide an 
opportunity to transform nat lonal  historiogra
phy into a  (pan-)EuTopcan historiography. 
This is particularly important given the in
tended broad impact, since the approach can 
make a crucial contribution to a common Euro
pean identity, an identity which is derived from 
regional and non-national processes of sociali
sation, which incorporates many elements of 
borderland cultures, i.e. /one:* of cultural inter
action beyond linguistic barriers. This historical 
depth  makes  it  possible  to  question  and 
dissolve national  developments  and limita
tions " (Hoerder).

Representation of European migration history 
in a museum would mean a twofold extension of 
European history. First, European history would 
be narrated and represented from the margins 
and in (he mirror of everyday life, thus not from 
the  hegemonic  and  significant  centres  (state, 
nation),  hut  from  marginal  or  marginalised 
groups and their  living environments.  Such a 
vie\v  und  interpretation  matches  the  historical 
and  contemporary  European  reality,  which  is 
shaped by worlds and

spaces  of  in-between,  much  more  than  by  an 
interpretation  and  representation  determined 
predominantly by national centres and national 
elites. On the other hand, a talented visualisa
tion  could  serve  an  important  goal  going  be
yond  the  limited  purpose  of  representing 
immigrant history:  in the age of globalisation it 
could  help  to  broaden  and  transcend  a  still 
Eurocentric picture of the past which is no longer 
appropriate for  the present  nor  for  the future, 
Historical representations of migration in and to 
F.uropc necessarily has a strong extra  or trans-
European  element.  The  history  of  colonialism 
and decolonisation and the migrations caused by 
it are the best, though not the  only, example for 
this argument.

II. Purpose and Alms of the European 
Centre for Migration: Forum and 
Museum

The  European  Centre  for  Migration:  Forum 
and  Museum  envisions  the  representation  of 
European migration movements in their totality 
and plurality,  and their  exhibition according  to 
museum didactics, thus making them available 
and accessible in an appropriate and useful way 
to a larger interested public. The main periodic 
focus will be put on the long 20"' century (long in 
the  sense  of  migration  history,  i.e.  beginning 
with the age of high industrialisation in the late 
19"'  century and stretching into  the present of 
the  21'*"  century).  The  titular  concepts  Lind 
characteristics  of  the  European  Centre  for 
Migration:  Forum  and  Museum  (Europe  - 
Migration - Forum/Museum) will be understood 
in a wide sense.

The European Centre for Migration will be a 
pan-luiropean  forum  and  museum  which-fol
lowing the concept - will not operate with clear-
vut geographic borders. Europe in the  sense of 
the forum and museum is all of Europe (Greater 
Europe or  G^wwfrMmpa) from the Atlantic  to 
the Ural mountains, from the North  Cap ic the 
Bosporus. Thus it goes beyond the Europe of the 
EU  with  its  15  (current)  members.  Following 
the lines of migration history itself the museum 
will  have close  intellectual  interrelations with 
cxtia-Kuropean spaces,  namcl  y  countries and 
areas of origin and desti-
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nation of European migrants. In this way, the 
social, economic, cultural and political inter-
dependencies caused by migration can be dem
onstrated and explained. In this context it is 
important that the concept of Europe is not es
tablished a priori or taken as a fixed and essen
tial category, but as a constantly changing 
space of social interrelations, which can only 
be grasped within its specific historical cir
cumstances.

Thus,  the  notion  of  transnational  social 
spaces of European experiences and interde-
pendencies (constituted by migrations itself) 
needs to be contextualised. Or to illustrate it 
with some of Dirk Hoerder's examples: "There 
were several distinctive European sub-spaces: 
the Mediterranean with its centre in the cul
tures of its Eastern parts, a - probably equally 
important  -  northern part (Southern Europe) 
and a southern coastal area (Northern Africa). 
This centre was neighboured by two peripheral 
spaces, transalpine Europe and trans-Saharan 
Africa. The economically and culturally im
portant relations (which were often established 
by migrations, RO) went from the residual 
Mediterranean space further eastwards. Only 
the tri-religious Iberian peninsula was a simi
larly  important cultural centre until the inquisi
tion and the expulsions (of the Jews, RO). A 
second and completely different perspective 
results from the fact that England, later Great 
Britain, always set itself apart from Europe, i.e. 
continental Europe. Whilst  this may seem a 
rather idiosyncratic idea, when revising spatial 
perspectives it needs to be taken seriously."

Migration
The European Centre for Migration will also 

define the notion of migration widely and thus 
document and exhibit a wide array of Euro
pean migration movements. The focus of the 
exhibitions will be put on labour migration, po
litical  refuge and asylum, forced and ethnic mi
gration, migratory movements in the context of 
decolonisation, as well as such different migra
tion processes as  elite  migration (brain drain), 
educational migration and undocumented mi
gration.

Crucial to this approach in understanding 
migration is that it is not predominantly bound 
by nation-state borders or that it presumes 
something like  a  stable,  non-mobile,  pre-
modern normalcy of non-mobility or spatial 
inertia. Instead, migration is seen as an anthro
pological given throughout the history of man
kind and certain forms of migration even as an 
inevitable precondition for social change and 
progress.

Forum and Museum
The European Centre for Migration will pri

marily be conceptualised as a place of collect
ing, preserving, documenting and exhibiting, 
thus achieving a strong  museal  component. 
However, a close interrelation and cooperation 
with extra-university and university (research) 
institutions as well as the establishment of a re
search and societal forum is planned, so that 
the centre can also serve as a place for research 
and education which will exercise an impact 
on European society and its (political) public 
sphere. Moreover, close cooperation is envi
sioned with European immigrant NGOs to fa
cilitate, on the one hand, the collection of 
documents and artefacts, and on the other 
hand, to mobilise, integrate and to draw on the 
human capital these organisations can provide, 
thereby guaranteeing an accurate and consen
sual display of the complex topic. The imple
mentation of this scientific and pedagogical 
goal will be realised by way of seminars and 
conferences on migration history.  Moreover, 
close contact with the media is intended to dis
seminate the work of the museums widely. The 
popular dissemination of the research results 
will be effected through the production of bro
chures, CDs, movies, and teaching materials to 
be distributed in European schools.

HI. European Locations of the Centre for 
Migration

The European Centre for Migration will be a 
plurilocal forum and museum, i.e. it will have 
different sites located all over Europe, namely 
in  Gesamteuropa  (Greater Europe),  which 
transcends the narrow space of the European 
Union. The inclusion of the rediscovered East-
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ern parts of the continent, (he "cultural thesau
rus' (Karl Schlögel) of the Old continent is an 
inevitable must. It is planned to establish a central 
location  for  collecting, preserving  and  ex
hibiting (Amsterdam,  Berlin. Brussels, Paris 
or Warsaw). This location will host the perma
nent exhibition ("Europe on ihe Move - Euro
pean Plurality") and be a permanent place for 
research and symposia.  Paralleling the perma
nent  exhibition,  roaming temporary  exhibi
tions are planned. These  exhibitions will, 
themselves, be paralleled by thematieally re
lated conferences. This will result in the estab
lishment of some  non-central permanent 
branches of exhibition (e.g..  Antwerp, Gra
nada,  Cologne,  Luxemburg,  Malmö,  Mar
seille, Narva, Pecs, l, s hü o rod,  Utrecht, 
Wroclaw etc.). Moreover cooperation with ex
isting institutions (national regional and local 
museums) of various European countries is en
visioned. The permanent,  decentral  locations 
shall be erected at authentic places (e.g. former 
industrial sites, in which for instance labour 
migrants where employed: in former refugee 
camps, or in abandoned train stations), which 
have or had a close conneetioti with the history 
of European migration. Cooperations with es
tablished institutions (e.g.  the Danish  Immi
grantmuseet  in  Farum,  the European Museum 
of Cultures in  Berlin, or  the Grerizdurch-
gangslager Friedland/Coromemorativc Refugee 
Site in Friedland etc.) wi 11 be organised and will 
alternate  according  to  the topics  and  their 
currency. It is planned to have a constant ex
change of information and concepts between 
the central European Centre for Migration with 
its know how and its expe»T-i and the decentral 
permanent sites as well as  with existing na
tional, regional and local museums.

Moreover, it is planned to establish the vir
tual European Centre for Migration, in which 
documents, photos  (and photos of artefacts) 
will be made available via the internet and thus 
provide a possibility  for potential users to en
gage actively with European migration history 
(this will be conceptualised in analogy to the 
website and the digitalising project „Lebendi
ges virtuelles  Museum online11' (Living virtual 
museum online) of the Deutsches Historisches

Museum: http://www.dhrn.de/lemo/  which is 
the 'Living virtual museum online'  of the Ger
man Historical Museum in Berlin). The Virtual 
Centre will play a central role in the didactical 
and pedagogical work of the institution. In par
ticular, a project with schools, universities and 
other educational institutions is envisioned. 
The European Centre for Migration will pro
vide support to these institutions for teaching 
purposes. During the initial period of establish
ment,  before  the  permanent  exhibition  is 
opened, the Virtual Centre will serve the public 
as a window to the project.

This virtual institution will not only present 
the centre's own initiatives, but also provide a 
central Internet platform for existing institu
tions, museums, commemorative sites and sci
entific organisations  dealing with migration 
(history).

IV. Main Focus of the European Centre for 
Migration

The European Centre for Migration will pre
dominantly focus on the history of immigration 
to  and  within  Europe.  However,  European 
immigration history  will be located and con
textual tsed within the history of emigration 
and internal migration as well as the history of 
autochthonous minorities and their migration. A 
central topic of the planned exhibitions will be 
the transformation of Europe from a continent 
of emigration to a continent of immigration. 
Thus,  besides  the  realm  of  European 
immigration history, the history of emigration 
and remigration will also be included.

Spatially the Centre will concentrate its 
work on inner European migration between the 
European  nation-states.  However,  immigra
tion to Europe from extra-European areas as 
well as emigration from Europe will not be 
overlooked. The associated theme of internal 
migration within the European nation-states 
which often provided a migration alternative 
which was thus directly interrelated with ques
tions of international migration (for instance in 
the German or Italian cases where internal mi
gration East-West and South-North, respec-
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lively, provided an alternative to transatlantic 
emigration) will also be exhibited.

The collections and exhibitions of the Euro
pean Centre for Migration will predominantly 
be structured along the periods which are pro
vided by migration history and along forms 
and flows of migration. However, a strong em
phasis will be put on the interdependencies and 
interrelations established by migrations (see 
4.8.). The following aspects will be central:

1. Labour Migration
A central part of the temporary and perma

nent exhibitions will be dedicated to labour mi
gration within Europe which has proved a 
lasting topic since early modern times, though it 
considerably  increased  and  intensified 
within the  19lh century. Closely related to the 
history of industrialisation and urbanisation in 
Europe, this section will contextualise such 
different migration streams as (deliberate) la
bour  migration  from  Eastern  to  Western 
Europe and from Southern to Northern and 
Western Europe as well as organised labour 
migration within the second half of the 20th 

century,  still continuing and shaping Europe's 
social, economic and cultural reality. Thus, 
such diverse migratory movements as journeys 
of craftsmen in late mediaeval and early modern 
times, interrelations of regional economies  by 
way of networks, seasonal labour migrants, the 
history of rural-urban migration and the mass 
migrations of the 19th and 20th century,  be 
they  transatlantic  or  inner-European,  will 
form the subject of focus.

2. Forced Migrations
The 20lh century was the century of refugees. In 

Europe  50  to  60  million  people  were  ex
pelled, displaced by force or had to flee be
tween 1913 (the first and second Balkan Wars) 
and  1999  (Kosovo War). This forced homog-
enisation of (often previously mixed) popula
tions under the banner of nationalism and the 
European Wars reshaped the ethnic and demo
graphic structure of Europe - to some extent, 
radically. This section will predominantly focus 
on  the  three  main  20th century  periods  of 
forced migration (before and after World War

One, during and after World War II and since 
the demise of the communist regimes).

Regionally this section will be centred on 
Central and Eastern Europe. However, it  will 
neither be regionally limited to this European 
region nor temporally to the 20th. For instance, 
forced migrations in the period of religious 
strife also find an adequate representation in 
this section. Thus forced migration of Jews 
from Spain and Portugal as well as expulsions 
of Hugguenots and Protestant dissenters from 
France, Great Britain or Austria will be dis
played.

3. Colonial Migrations and "Repatriation"
The decolonisation of the world after the end 

of World War II caused new migration move
ments. On the one hand the colonial powers 
such as Belgium, France, Great Britain, the 
Netherlands and Portugal withdrew ('repatri
ated') their (mostly white) "colonial popula
tion" from the  newly  independent  states 
(reversed migration). On the other hand  his
torically established links between the former 
mother countries and the former colonies led to 
the of immigration of members of previously 
colonised peoples and nations, thus spurring 
new forms of labour migration streams.

4. Ethnic Migration
A special form of migration particularly in 

Central and Eastern Europe is the migration of 
ethnic minorities into their (historical) "home
land". In the course of forced nationalisation 
and homogenisation  of  nation-state  popula
tions in 20th century Europe countless mem
bers of ethnic minorities left their countries of 
birth and residence, to settle as co-ethnic mi
grants in their "mother country". This was par
ticularly true for Carelian or Finnish, German, 
Greek, and Hungarian minorities after the end 
of World Wars I and II, after 1945 also for the 
remaining European Jewry, and since the im
plosion of the Soviet Union, also ethnic Rus
sians in the successor states of the USSR. 
Moreover, numerous smaller groups such as 
ethnic Poles in Kazhakstan or Meshkctian 
Turks from Central Asia, but also the large 
group of Crimean Tatars were affected by this
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kind of migration. In the loiter cases it was a 
late consequence of Stalinist deportation in the 
1930s and 1940s, in the former it could be ar
gued that i t was also an effoct of decolonisation 
(ethnic Russians, ethnic Germ ins, ethnic Hun
garians), ifone stretches (he concept o f coloni
sation and decolonisation into the  longue 
durée.

5. Political Refuge and Asylum
Political emigration  was ,:  constant phe

nomenon of European modernity, which was 
closely connected to the  political  transforma
tion of respective systems This form of migra
tion stretched from the French revolution, 
through the 1848 revolutions, the Russian Oc
tober Revolution to the uprising against the 
communist regimes in Czechoslovakia f 1968), 
East Germany (1953), Pokmd {1956, 1968 and 
in the 1980s) and Hungary 119.%). An influx of 
political and revolution refugees was also present 
in Europe from outside the continent, albeit  in 
rather small numbers for a long time.

The rivalry of  political systems outside 
Europe within the 20'*' century between aulo-
cratic or totalitarian regimes against democra
cies generated an  increasing number of 
dissidents, who sought refuge partly in Europe. 
In this way, the successful export of the West-
em model of democracy into other parts of the 
world became causally linked to political  ref
uge. Thus, an historically reflected position 
could also argue that there i > a moral European 
obligation to face this fac:.

6. Elite Migration and Brain Drain
One special case in European migration (his

tory) is elite migration, which mostly, but not 
only occurred between Eastern and Western 
Europe and between former colonies, some
times otherwise called third world countries 
and the developed world, respectively. Elite 
migration usually comprises migration which is 
job-related and occurs tor career or educational 
purposes. Thus it Streiches from, for instance, 
the Japanese piano student at German  music 
schools, to highly qualified, but lowly  paid 
former scientists from /Vadcmies of Sciences in 
Eastern European transition states

who seek employment in the West, to com
puter and IT experts from India or Bulgaria, 
who help to close labour market gaps in West-
cm Europe Even if this form of migration was 
quantitatively not so important, it still had a 
significant impact, since social and political 
change in the areas of origin of these migrants 
was often directly linked to the transfer of ideas 
through members of the emigrating elite.

Intellectuals played and continue to play an 
important role in the history of migration. And 
this is rot only true for dissidents and regime 
critics, who had to leave their homeland as a 
consequence of their political opinions or of 
persecution in order to live  cither temporarily 
or permanently in emigration (e.g. Walter Ben
jamin.  Bertolt Brecht,  Albert Einstein, Carl 
Schurz. Friedrich Hccker, Victor Hugo, Vladimir 
llyieh Lenin,  Thomas  Mann,  Karl  Marx, 
Alexander Solzhcnitsyn to name just a few). It is 
particularly true for intellectuals and artists, who 
either  Hed  the  narrow world  of  their  home 
provinces or were in search of metropolitan in
tellectual inspiration to stimulate their creativity 
Thi>  incomplete  list  of  migrants  stretches 
from Samuel  Beckett  and  Ludwig  Borne 
through  Julien Green,  Ernest Hemingway, 
Eugene lonesco, James Joyce. Milan Kundera 
and  Pablo  Picasso to Joseph Roth, Gertrude 
Stein or Oscar Wilde. The history of this kind of 
migration is thus also a par! of the intellectual 
history  of  European  metropolises  such  as 
Berlin, Budapest, London, Paris and Vienna 
etc. It is an essential part of the creation and 
celebration of cultural diversity within the 
realm of social and intellectual history (Gisela 
Welz). II needs to be taken into  consideration, 
however, that elite migration and the brain 
drain was never completely detached from the 
social reality of ordinary people whose fate often 
minors that of  the elite or at least structurally 
reflects it.

7. Undocumented ('Illegal') Migration
An important area, which is especially in 

current times coming to be of increasing im
portance is undocumented  (,illegal') migra
tion, which occurs outside the realms of legal 
migration. Undocumented migration is closely
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interrelated, though not linearly with other 
forms of migration, since the very legalisation 
of certain forms of migration and gates of entry 
defines who and what is illegal. Illegal migra
tion was and continues to be closely interre
lated with the practice of state control, i.e. 
registration and supervision within the con
fined borders of a state territory. The genesis of 
migration  regimes,  migration  policy and 
means of control such as passports and visas 
belong to the wider area constituted by this 
form of migration. For the purposes of exhibi
tions this area provides an excellent field 
which can easily be narrated and visualised.

8. Migrations in Multiple and 
Transnational Perspective

In typologically classifying the various mi
grations given above and providig a visualisation 
along these lines the  clichéed  reproduction  of 
images which can often be found in the arsenal of 
collective national memories is not intended. 
This  can  be  demonstrated  with  German 
examples:  the central  images and motives 
should not be those of the one millionth Portu
guese labour migrant ('guestworker')  being 
welcome with a motor-bike as a present, or the 
East  Prussian grandmother fleeing with an 
overburdened  hand  wagon  or  the  asylum 
seeker crammed into a container village. It 
should rather be a multiple, interrelated, con
trasting view, also embodying iconoclastically 
new interpretations or at least dialectical views 
transcending  established  national  paradigms. 
This means on the one hand, that our view al
ways needs to be informed by taking into con
sideration the conditions of both countries of 
origin and countries of destination, and in par
ticular by incorporating transnational interde-
pendencies of social spaces and  interrelational 
fields created through migrations. On the other 
hand, comparable processes should be viewed 
together (for instance, the often transitory living 
conditions of different migrant groups; the often 
specific  lack  of  modernity  of  migrants' 
cultures;  intercultural  conflicts  between  re
ceiving societies and immigrants or the notion 
of 'home' among the first generation). Migra
tion cannot be understood, shown and dis-

played as a unilinear process between two (na
tion) states. To make this point less abstract by 
giving examples: labour migration needs to 
take into consideration the repercussions it ex
ercises in societies of origin, in particular by 
way of financial remittances and cultural trans
fers. Forced migrations of ethnic minorities 
can only be understood when being contextu-
alised within ideologies of ethno-national ho
mogeneity of nation states and the resulting 
demographic postulate, i.e. the unmixing and 
reversion  (Umschichtung)  of (social) spaces 
and orders. Political flight can only by fully 
grasped when located within the transfer and 
diffusion of political ideas and values of free
dom, not only within the context of repressive 
conditions in potential countries of origin, 
from which migrants stem.

Even the Holy Grail of national historiogra
phy, the genesis of nations, nation states and 
national  political  philosophy  (Staatsdenken) 
can gain a new dimension by taking a multiple 
perspective: national ruling elites, for instance, 
often emerged from trans-European intellectuals 
and  aristocratic  families.  Nation  state  popu
lations  resulted  from  mass  migrations  of 
settlers or workers; commercial networks were 
also trans-European or even global from the 
mercantile age to the age of nation states. This 
view is a critical challenge for established pat
terns of national interpretations and visualisa
tions. National paradigms are thus limited to 
the role of just  one  mode of interpretation 
among  many,  though without abandoning or 
transcending them completely. Thus, the op
portunity will be opened to understand them as 
historically transitory.

V. Steps and Strategies towards the 
Establishment of a European Centre for 
Migration

The foundation and establishment of the 
European Centre for Migration faces huge, but 
not inevitable challenges. Three main ques
tions need to be solved: First, an elite consen
sus needs to be  achieved reaching an 
agreement on the necessity of such an institu
tion. Second, the necessary money needs to be 
allocated for the Centre. Third, the conceptual
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and organisational implementation needs to be 
tackled. The third challenge is faced with two 
problems: first, the Centre earnot be based on 
an existing collection of items and artefacts. 
Thus, it needs either to initilate the collection, 
or generate it from those holdings available in 
existing  institutions (archives, museums). 
Moreover, the consciousness that migration is a 
topic  worth  exhibiting often  needs  to  be 
awoken within established institutions. This 
fact has, second, a decisive impact on the initial 
foundation phase of the form n and museum. 
Thematically changing  exhibitions, and pre
liminary steps on the way to establishing and 
consolidating the Centre can so far only be re
alised along a narrative concept, Only at a later 
point can object based exhibitions drawing on 
the growing collections be envisioned.

1. Consensus of Elites - Bringing together 
Existing Expertise and Competence

The foundation and  establishment of  the 
European Centre for  Migration is project 
within the realm of cultural policy. Thus, it 
needs to be paralleld by political lobbying to 
achieve a far reaching consensus among elites 
and decision-makers if the project is to suc
ceed. For this purpose, «i multidimensional 
strategy should be followed which uses both 
bottom-up and top-down approaches as well as 
national and supranational modes of lobbying. 
Jn detail, this means finding supporters on the 
European, national and  local evels to realise 
the project. The following., briefly sketched 
strategies might be worth considering:

a. Building Networks among Established 
Initiatives and Institutions

Fortunately, one does not need to start from 
scratch. Numerous existing national initiatives 
do already exist and can be integrated or have 
already established fora  ol  .ommunication, 
namely:

Verein für ein Migrationsmuseum  (Asso
ciation for a Migration Museum, Switzerland)

This initiative has already come up with an 
impressive study (Machhurkellsstudie) for the

implementation of a Swiss migration museum 
(„Machbarkeitsstudie für ein Museum für Mi
gration. Winterthur,  Januar 2001). It is backed 
by influential supporters in Switzerland and 
the United States and is currently recruiting 
sponsors for the project.

Génériques (Frankreich)
The Paris based Immigrant NGO, which suc-

cessfully implemented numerous project in the 
area of migration history since 1987 (exhibi
tions« Guides des Sources des Archives, Jour
nal Migrance), was assigned  (beauftragt)  to 
write a concept for a French migration mu
seum by the Jospin administration in the sum
mer of 2001. The concept is currently being 
considered internally by the the French gov
ernment

Stickling  Beeldverzamelgebouw  ('Stiftung 
Gebäude Bildsammlung'). Niederlande

This foundation created and supported by 
the Dutch government in Amsterdam in 2000 
digitalises visual European sources (photos, 
paintings) dealing with migration (history), 
starting from early modern times to the present.

European Museum Programme on "Work 
-Migration - Identity"

Within the EU programme Culture  2000 a 
collaboration of museums in  eight  countries 
-mostly labour history museums - exists. This 
cooperation is part of the WORKLAB project 
of the International Association of Labour Mu
seums. Participating museums are the Workers' 
Museum  in  Copenhagen/Denmark,  the 
Museum of Work in Hamburg/Germany, the 
Musuein of European Cultures in Berlin, the 
Neighbourhood Museum  Neukölln  in  Ber
lin/Germany, the National Museum of Labour 
History  in  Manchester/Great  Britain,  the 
Working World Museum at Steyr/Austria, the 
Museum of Science and Technology at Ter-
rassa/Spain  and  the Museum of  Work  in 
Norrköping/Sweden.  These  museums  have 
been cooperating since 2001 and are in the pro
cess of establishing local exhibitions as well as 
a roaming European exhibition on migration
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history which will be shown in the respective 
museums.

Netzwerk Migration in Europa e. V.
Officially and formally established in February 

2001 this association which has been in existence 
since 1996, coordinates various social, political 
and  scientific  initiatives  which  deal  with 
migration  and  migration  history  on  a 
European level. The idea and initiative of es
tablishing a European Centre for Migration 
emerged within this group. In cooperation with 
the  Ellis Island Immigration Museum (New 
York) as well as with seven further institutions 
(Berlin Commissioner  for  Foreigner's  Af
fairs'; DoMiT  e.V./ Dokumentation  and Mu
seum on Migration from Turkey;  Génériques 
Paris;  Kreuzberg  Museum  für Stadtentwick
lung und Sozialgeschichte (Berlin); Stichting 
Beeldverzamelgebouw,  Amsterdam;  Lower 
East Side Tenement Museum. New York; As
sociation for a Migration Museum, Switzer
land)  the  Network  developed  the  concept 
"Migration in Museums: Europe and America 
in Dialogue". This concept and application for 
funding  are  currently  under  consideration 
within the European Recovery Program of the 
German government. The application project 
aims at developing a concept for a large exhibi
tion on migration history in  2005  and the 
elaboration of a concept for a European Migra
tion museum. Within this project experiences 
in the US shall explicitly be discussed and con
sidered, necessitating a transatlantic exchange 
of ideas.

Local Initiatives
Numerous smaller, mostly local or regional 

initiatives and exhibitions have recently dedi
cated themselves to the topic of migration his
tory. Taking only Germany as an example the 
following can be named: the current exhibi
tions of the Kreuzberg Museum Berlin '"Wir 
sind  die  nächsten...  Türkiye'den  Berlin'e": 
Die zweite Generation" (We are the Next: The 
Second Generation of Turkish Immigrants in 
Berlin); the exhibition  "Fremde Heimat"  (At 
Home, a Stranger) organised by DoMit and the 
Ruhrlandmuseum Essen, which is currently 
being displayed in Cologne; the exhibition

"Für 50 Mark einen Italiener" (An Italian for 
Fifty Marks) in Munich in 2000; the exhibition 
Vom "Gastarbeiter"  zum "Neubürger":  die 
Geschichte der Einwanderung nach Emsdetten 
1960  bis  1980  (From Guestworker to New 
Citizen;  The History of  Immigration to  Ems
detten 1960 to 1980) the future projects of the 
Landeszentralen für politische Bildung  (Fed
eral Centres for Political Education) in Lower 
Saxony  and  North  Rhine-Westphalia;  the 
forthcoming virtual photo exhibition "Facets 
of Migration -  Germany Faces Migration", a 
cooperation  of  the  Network  Migration  in 
Europe e.V. and Génériques; the photo, exhibi
tion, film and broadcast project "Face Migra
tion" of the  Südwest-Rundfunk  (broadcast 
stat ion in  the federal  state of  Baden-
Württemberg).

b. Support through National and Regional 
Institutions and Elites

Within European public spheres there is no 
clear notion that migration is a European-wide 
and, for Europe, a unifying topic which not 
only  shapes  present  political  debates,  but 
which also played an immense role in the past: a 
role which will even increase in importance in 
future. The political class - be it representatives 
of domestic or foreign policy who decide upon 
migration  and  integration  policy,  be  it 
representatives of cultural policy who need to 
be won for the project outlined in this paper 
-perceive migration usually within their nation
ally (or regionally) confined categories of 
agency. This fact needs to be taken into consid
eration if support is to be gained and strategic 
alliances to be forged.

Thus, creating a consensus and finding sup
port for the project needs to integrate the na
tional and regional level and make arguments 
related to national and regional experiences 
and memories. This might be briefly explained 
by taking the German and French example. 
The migration history of Germany since 1945 
has been shaped by the incorporation of Ger
man refugees and expellees from the east (as 
well as their offspring  (Nachfahren)  ethnic 
German immigrants or Aussiedlet-} and by the 
recruitment of labour migrants. France also re-
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cruited labour migrants in the post-war period. 
Moreover, the French migration regime was 
marked by the process of decolonisation. The 
colonial past, however, had an impact on the 
recruitment of labour migrants, who did not 
only come from southern Europe (Italy and 
Portugal), but often from former French colo
nies in the Maghreb. Thus, ai first sight, differ
ences between the two  countries seem to 
prevail: in France little is known about specific 
forms of ethnic migration to Germany  (expel
lees, refugees,  Aussiedlet'),  in  German igno
rance about  colonial and post-colonial 
circumstances of migration to France is wide
spread.

If support by national elites is to be gained, 
these fundamental differences have to be taken 
into consideration without  letting them limit 
perspectives. On the contrary, a dual strategy 
should be followed which, on the one hand, 
recognises  differences,  thus  communicating 
with decision makers and  the public where 
they are, namely in the national realm. On the 
other hand, it should be argued that historically 
grown experiences and conditions which, at 
first, appear to vary greatly often show struc
tural commonalities, which might have lead to 
comparable social and  political challenges. 
Within the spectrum of labour migration and 
the long-term integration  of  labour migrants 
this is immediately apparent. The marginalisa-
tion and often social deprivation of labour mi
grants and  their  chi ldren in France and 
Germany is easily visible. The debates about 
forms, contents and the consolidation of a 
European Islam is also a prevalent and public 
topic in both countries. In these two domains a 
historical view can contribute lo  explaining 
where the causes of problems and debates can 
be localised and that these problems and de
bates cannot be grasped or solved without con
sidering their  historical preconditions. A 
similar argument can be made for the comparison 
of  post-colonial  migration  to  France  (Pieds 
Noirs and Harki) from Algeria and co-ethnic 
migration to Germany  (expellees, refugees. 
Aussiedlet-).  At first sight these two phenom
ena and processes differ radically. However, 
after closer analysis, commonalities can be dis-

covered which could be transformed into a 
common narration, and thus also be made fruitful 
for exhibitions. In both cases migration resulted 
from the consequences of a lost war (the French-
Algerian War and the Second World War), in 
both  cases  the  loss  of  spatial  and  political 
hegemony and influence over peripheral regions 
was key for the migration. One could, in part, 
even  analyse  both  migration  streams  as 
processes of decolonisation, assuming a broad 
definition of the term. Of equal importance is 
that the  inclusion of these migrants in the 
mother country was not perceived or under
stood as migration, even if an analytically social 
scientific or  social  historical  view  would 
classify these processes as classical processes 
of migration and integration.

This might serve as an illustrative example 
of how single threads of European Migration 
History can be woven together, to achieve a co
herent pattern: a consensus, which can provide 
the basis for the Europeanisation of the Old 
Continent's migration history and create an 
awareness about its  similarities and common
alities.

In this context it is important to include and 
strengthen the local level. Experiences as well 
as problems with migration and integration are 
manifested primarily in the local, not in the na
tional or European realm. Thus,  musealising 
and displaying migration history needs to take 
into consideration  this fact by incorporating 
the experiences, memories and  living environ
ments  (Lehenswelten}  of regional and local 
populations, so that the topic can be communi
cated and grasped.

Moreover, there is a tactical-pragmatic argu
ment fo • a regional approach. If one follows 
the idea that the European Centre for Migra
tion should be conceptualised pluri-locally, di
verse institutions need to be won over, or even 
newly founded, as cooperation partners. These 
institutions will be headed and financed by local 
authorities  (for  instance  as  city or  regional 
museums). The establishment of new institu
tions within a regional and local context pro
vides the opportunity to mobilise institutional 
and material support for the project. This sup-
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port could be materialised by way of con

structing exhibitions with established regional 
or local institutions or by way of transforming 
existing areas or buildings into exhibition sites. 
In particular those void and empty pieces of in
dustrial architecture which lost their function 
due to de-industrialisation or the transition 
from industrial to service economies and so
cieties in numerous European regions could be 
used. A direct  link between these sites and 
questions of labour migration history is obvi
ous.

2. Financial Aspects
The establishment and the ongoing work of 

the European Migration Museum will be made 
possible by way of the foundation's endow
ment which needs to be raised and the interest 
this endowment  will return in the long run. 
Moreover, the expenses for the roaming tem
porary exhibitions as well as the  decentral  ex
hibition locations of the European Migration 
Museum will be covered by material support 
(exhibition sites and locations and running 
costs thereof) and financial support of the various 
cooperating  European  regions,  cities  and 
communes. A total endowment of at least  100 
million Euro is needed, which shall be raised 
from private donators, from the European Union 
and the  Council  of  Europe  as  well  as  from 
individual European states and regions which 
are involved in the project.  40 million Euro 
needs to be invested into the establishment of 
the museum (construction of a central museum 
building; establishment of a permanent collec
tion; foundation of museum holdings and ar
chives; implementation  of  the  first  four 
exhibitions, which will be transformed into 
parts of the permanent  exhibitions;  subcon
tracts for museum and exhibition experts to 
conceptualise  the  permanent  exhibition).  60 
million Euro, which shall be raised in the first 
twelve years,  will become part of the perma
nent endowment of the Foundation European 
Migration Museum. The return on the invested 
permanent endowment will cover the yearly 
expenses of the museum (wages of employees, 
costs  for  permanent  exhibition,  implementa
tion of temporary exhibitions).

The initiators of the European Migration 
Museum will look for sponsors among founda
tions and philanthropists in the first two years 
before negotiating the project with state and 
supra-state institutions.

The burden sharing among the various part
ners within a public and private partnership 
shall look as follows:

a. Fundraising and Sponsoring: 
Non-governmental sponsors

The financing of the project cannot only rely 
on public money. Thus, it is intended to employ a 
mode of public private partnership in order to 
tackle the financial questions. Among private 
donors  entreprises,  foundations, private per
sons and migrant organisations are to be ad
dressed.  Among  European  enterprises  the 
automobile manufacturers are a key target as 
they employed large numbers of labour mi
grants in their production processes.

For a specific exhibition (on migrant  chil
dren and youth) the Network Migration in 
Europe has already turned in an application at 
the Mercator-Foundation in Essen. Another 
application will be launched at the ZEIT Foun
dation. With regard to potential private donors, 
(economically) successful migrants will be tar
geted.

b. European Union and Council of Europe
The European Centre for Migration will re

alistically only be established as a European 
entreprise  if European institutions support it 
politically  and  financially.  Four  strategies 
could be implemented:

- The incorporation of the Council of Europe 
in Strassburg, which provides the opportunity 
to support and subsidise exhibitions as Euro
pean exhibitions.

- The incorporation of the EU Commission, 
in particular the General Directorate Education 
and Culture as well as European Programmes 
such as Culture 2000), but also the General Di
rectorate Justice and Home Affairs, which co
ordinates current EU migration policy (for
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instance, the recent initiatives of the EU com
missioner Vittorino),

- Funds within the EU structural and regional 
funds, which systematically  subsidise certain 
structurally disadvantaged or weak target re
gions in Europe, usually within projects, Forg
ing a coalition of structurally weak regions in 
which emigration and immigration had special 
importance to develop an application is one 
strategy to allocate money for the project from 
these significant funds, which go far beyond 
the relatively insignificant means available for 
cultural projects. More specifically  an applica
tion could be developed which links European 
sending countries for labour migrant such as 
(southern) Italy and/or Portugal with industrial 
or even post-industrial regions of Walloma, 
Lorraine or the Ruhr area, which were  all 
former regions of destination for Italian and 
Portuguese labour migrants.

Another topic with high European relevance 
comes to mind, namely linkmg historical and 
current, but in particular  anticipated future 
East-West-niigration  after  HU  enlargement. 
Thus, one could underline the important inter
relation between migration and migration  his
tory to understand the historical preconditions 
of present and future migrations.

c. Subsidies by individual European states 
and regions.

In this case however, contributions will be 
proportionate according to number of inhabi
tants, economic power and degree of represen
tation in the museum.

3. Concept and Implementation: 
Exhibitions, Collections and 
Documentation, Research

Apragmatic approach to real ising the project 
is the organisation of various large exhibitions, 
which cover the most important topics of Euro
pean migration history and thus provide a first 
basis for the creation of a large collection and 
the Centre.

a. Exhibtions
The European Centre for Migration with its 

pluri-local focus plans a permanent as well as 
changing exhibitions. The permanent exhibition 
will be established at the central location of the 
Centre, the changing exhibitions will  first be 
shown  at  the  central  site,  then  as  temporary 
exhibitions at the  decentral  exhibition  sites 
and in the European partner museums. Within 
the initial founding  years  it  is  planned  to 
display four major temporary exhibitions, to be 
shown throughout Europe, which will eventually 
result in permanent exhibitions. The objects and 
artefacts of these exhibitions will become the 
basis for the collection of the museum. The four 
initial exhibitions  will  have  the  following 
focuses:  I.  Europe  between  Emigration  and 
Immigration:  European  Labour  Migration 
Movements,  2.  The Age  of  Revolutions 
(1789-1989):  Political Changes  -Flight  and 
Migration,  3.  The  Century  of  Refugees: 
Forced Migration in 20th Century  Europe., 
4.  Europe in the World the World in  Europe; 
Colonisation Decolonisation  -  Migration. The 
exhibitions will centre the focus on the aspect 
of  migratory  experiences  and  experience 
(Erfahrung  und  Erlebnis),  thereby  learning 
from  the  concept  of  the Ellis Island 
Immigration Museum. Thus, a high degree of 
vividness and plasticity  (Anschaulichkeit)  can 
be guaranteed and the exhibition can be linked 
to visitors' personal or learned experiences.

First  Exhibition:  Europe  between  Emigra
tion and Immigration: European Labour Mi
gration Movements

The first exhibition of the European Migra
tion Museum will focus on various forms of la
bour  migrat ion in  Europe,  particularly 
(inner-European as well as transatlantic) East-
West migration at the end of the 19th and the 
beginning of the 20ln century and South-North 
migrations in the second half of the 20th cen
tury. Thus, migrations from the periphery to 
the centre will be crucial.

Second Exhibition: The Age of Revolutions  
(1789-1989): Political Changes

- Flight and Migration
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Flight and migration as a consequence of the 

European revolutions in the last 200 years and 
more will be the theme of the second exhibi
tion. The ideological, political and social con
flicts and struggles of modem times led to 
decisive changes of established orders. These 
changes often forced followers of the old order 
or in the case of counter-revolutions followers 
of the new order into emigration. The same is 
true for proponents of revolutionary changes in 
the wake of revolutions. From the French 
Revolution to the European revolutions of 
1848,  the Russian October Revolution to the 
revolutionary changes of the year 1989 in Central 
and Eastern Europe, European history provides a 
rich seam of material for the topic of political 
migration.

Third Exhibition: The Century of Refugees:  
Forced Migration in 20th Century Europe

The century of Refugees will be the topical 
focus of the second exhibition, for which the 
following topics will form the core focus: the 
forced migrations of the Balkan Wars, and of 
the time after World War I (Treaty of Lau
sanne); the population movements of World 
War II and its aftermath (Potsdam Agreement, 
westward movement of Poland); with the pos
sible addition of the flight and expulsions in the 
1990s, particularly in former Yugoslavia, will be 
central to this exhibition.

Fourth Exhibition: Europe in the World- the 
World in Europe: Colonisation  -  Decolonisa
tion - Migration

A fourth exhibition during the period of 
founding the museum will be dedicated to co
lonial migration and migration movements in 
the context of decolonisation since the end of 
World War  II. Migratory movements between 
former colonies and former European "mother 
countries" and the resulting cultural, political 
and social transfers will form the core of this 
exhibition.

b. Collection and Documentation
The collecting activities of the museum will 

predominantly stretch over four areas, namely

official documents, photos and films, artefacts 
and biographical narrative interviews with mi
grants.

Collection  of  Documents:  Document  Ar
chives

The collection of documents will be realised 
in cooperation with state administrations as 
well as state and private archives, which generate 
documents  or  have  already  collected 
sources which originated in the context of 
European  migration  movements.  Moreover, 
NGOs and immigrants' own organisations (as
sociations,  interest  groups,  welfare  organisa
tions, churches, mosques) will be integrated 
into this documentation in order to collect and 
preserve sources of the present for future his
torical research and scholarship. The collec
tion of documents  will predominantly be 
directed towards registering primary sources 
in existing archives so that they can be loaned 
from respective holdings and archives when 
needed for exhibitions. To a lesser degree it is 
also intended to make copies or facsimiles of 
important primary sources.

Visual Documentation: Photo and Film Ar
chive

The European Migration Museum  will es
tablish a European-wide collection of photos 
and films. The purchase of established collec
tions (or user rights to established collections) 
is planned as well as the permanent documen-
tion of the ongoing European migration pro
cesses by way of instructing the museum 
photographers or subcontracting professional 
photographers. For the collection of historical 
photos and paintings a close cooperation with 
the  Dutch  foundation  Stichting  Beeldvcr-
zamelgebouw is intended. The foundation is 
currently establishing a European digital ar
chive of photos and paintings related to migra
tion history. The film archive of the museum 
will closely cooperate with the Centre's Oral 
History Archive, by recording and videotaping 
biographical interviews with migrants.

Collection of Artefacts: Archive of Material  
Sources
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In order to create a permanent exhibition it is 

necessary to establish a broad collection of ar
tefacts. This collection will be realised by way 
of buying in items and trying to allocate dona
tions of artefacts to the museum. This collec
tion of artefacts will have n predominant focus 
on everyday migrant life: the working and living 
conditions  of  migrants  will therefore  be 
central. Next to the Photo and Film Archive the 
Archive of Material Source1- will be the basis 
for visualising migration history in the Euro
pean Centre for Migration, to circumvent  the 
danger of making the Centre and its  exhibi
tions into a three-dimensional book, domi
nated by texts.

Biographical Documentation of  European 
Migration History: Oral History-Archive

With selected members  o i l  European migrant 
groups biographical, or  life course,  interviews 
will be conducted in order to create a basis for 
an Oral History Archive on migration history. 
These interviews  will  be 'Conceptualised and 
recorded in close cooperation  with university 
and extra-university research centres. Moreover 
cooperation  with  the  Oral  History  Research 
Office  at  Columbia  University,  New  York 
(http://www.columbia.edu/cu/Iibrar-
ies/indiv/oral),  the  section  for  oral  history 
documentation of the Immigration Museum on 
Ellis Island in  New York 
(http://www.nps.gov/stli,  serv02.htm)  and  the 
Institute  for  History  and  Biography  in  Ha-
gen/Germany is planned. The vast experience 
of all three institutions in conducting and docu
menting life course interviews will be included 
into the concept of the European Centre for Mi
gration.

For  documentation  purposes  a  network  of 
existing institutions  will be established at the 
earliest possible point which can contribute ex
pertise  and  experience,  so  that  the  demands 
and foci of collections can be conceptualised

c. Research
A lively and current integration of European 

migration historiography, which is a relatively 
young  still professionalising discipline, can 
only be guaranteed when linking the European 
Centre for Migration closely to current re
search. Thus, it is planned to establish a section 
for research and documentation within the 
Centre. The central location of the Centre will 
play the role  of a coordinating and idea initiat
ing clearing house. For the initiation of new 
ideas workshops and symposia  will regularly 
be conducted, which  will bring together vari
ous scientists from different backgrounds and 
countries, so that research results can be dis
cussed and research strategies be worked out to 
fill research gaps.

VI. Time Schedule and Sequence of 
Implementation

The European Centre for Migration will face 
the challenge of establishing a representative 
and coherent collection, which can become the 
basis for a permanent exhibition, temporary 
exhibitions, a research centre and a forum for 
conferences. This will only be possible over a 
longer period of time and by way of support 
and cooperation with established institutions 
and organisations (museums, archives, state 
admimsirations, research  institutions, NGOs, 
migrant self-organisations). It is intended to 
establish the collection in its first fourteen 
years  predominantly on the basis of the 
sources, documents and artefacts that result 
from the four temporary exhibitions during

 

- fundraising
- digitalisation of the second exhibition for the virtual European Centre for Migration 
- exhibition of "Europe between Emigration and Immigration: European Labour 
Migration Movements" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European 
cities
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Task_____________________________________________
"incubation phase" of the project: establishment of contacts with potential supporters 
from science, culture, economy and politics
- presentation of the concept in Brussels in the circle of members of the European 
Parliament (April, 10 2001)
- presentation and discussion of the concept at the Social Science History Conference 
in Chicago, November 17, 2001 (round table discussion with Leslie Page Moch, Leo 
Lucassen, Driss El Yazami and Diana Pardue)
-   fundraising (foundations, private sponsors)  _____________________________
- fundraising (foundations, private sponsors)
- presentation and discussion of the concept at the Fourth European Social Science 
History Conference in The Hague, 27 February to 2 March, 2002 (round table 
discussion with Jan Lucassen, Patrick Weil, Bruno Groppo/Brunello Man-telli, 
Eleonore Kofman and Nancy Green)
- negotiation with the EU, the European Council and with national cultural ministries or 
potential; regional/local providers of decentral exhibition sites
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibition
- digitalisation o! selected documents and photos for the virtual European Migration 
Museum
- fundraising
- negotiation with the EU, the European Council and with national cultural ministries or 
potential regional/local providers of decentral exhibition sites
- preparation of the first exhibition
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibition
- digitalisation of selected documents and photos for the virtual European Centre for 
Migration___________________________________
- fundraising
- opening of the first exhibition in Brussels ("Europe between Emigration and Im
migration: European Labour Migration Movements")
- preparation of the second exhibition
- conceptualisation of a central location for the European Centre for Migration 
(architectural competition)
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibitions
- digitalisation of selected documents and photos for the virtual European Centre for 
Migration     ___________________________
- fundraising
- digitalisation of the first exhibition for the virtual European Centre for Migration
- exhibition of "Europe between Emigration and Immigration: European Labour 
Migration Movements" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European 
cities
- opening of thejsecond exhibition in Paris ("The Age of Revolutions (1789-1989): 
Political Changes (Umsturz) - Flight and Migration")
- preparation of jthe third exhibition
- beginning of trie construction of the main exhibition building (in Amsterdam, Berlin or 
Paris)
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibitions
- digitalisation of selected documents and photos for the virtual European Centre for 
Migration
-conceptualisation of the permanent exhibition_________________
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- fundraising
- digitatisation of the second exhibition for the virtual European Centre for Migration - 
exhibition of 'Europe between Emigration and Immigration: European Labour 
Migration Movements" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European 
cities

- exhibition of "The Age of Revolutions (1789-1989): Political Changes (Umsturz) j - 
Flight and Migration" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European cities
- opening of the third exhibition in Warsaw ("The Century of Refugees: Forced 
Migration in 20th Century Europe")
- preparation of the fourth exhibition
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibitions
- digitalisalion of selected documents and photos for the virtual European Centre for 
Migration
- conceptualisatipn of the permanent exhibition ___ __ __ _  _ _ ___
- digitisation of the third exhibition for virtual European Centre for Migration
- exhibition of "Europe between Emigration and Immigration: European Labour
Migration Movements" in existing and cooperating institutions in various Euro-      :
pea n cities

!
- exhibition of "The Age of Revolutions (1789-1989): Political Changes - Flight      | and 
Migration" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European cities   ]
- exhibition of "The Century of Refugees;: Forced Migration in 20th Century

j
Europe" in existing and cooperating institutions in various European cities             j
- opening cf the fourth exhibition in London ("Europe in the World - the World in    j 
Europe: Decolonisation and Migration")
- collection of objects, documents, artefacts and photos for the permanent exhibitions
- digitalisation of selected documents and photos for the virtual European Centre for 
Migration
- conceptualisation of the permanent exhibition

2015
- digitalisaticn of the fourth exhibition (virtual European Centre for Migration in the 
Internet)
- opening of the centra! location and the permanent exhibition
- continuation of cooperation with existing local, regional and national museums in 
Europe (temporary exhibitions)

from 2016 on   - continuation of cooperation with existing local regional and national museums j in 
Europe (temporary exhibitions)
- opening of decentral museum sites in various European cities (e.g. Antwerp, 
Granada, Cologne, Luxemburg, Malmö, Marseille, Narva, Pecs, Uzhgorod, Utrecht, 
Wroclaw etc.)
- planning and organisation of temporary exhibitions ______

8. Legal Status and Organisation

a. Legal Status
The foundation European ("entre  for Migra

tion: Forum and Museum shall be constituted 
as a foundation to guarantee the necessary or
ganisational and intellectual independence and 
to prevent pressure from nali onal, ethnic or po
litical groups.

b. Administrative and Supervisory Bodies
Bodies of the foundation European Centre 

for Migration: Forum and Museum are the

board of directors, the acting director, a scien
tific advisory board, a board of representatives 
with one representative each of the European 
Parliament,  the European Commission,  the 
European  Council  and  each  co-financing 
European slate which is involved. Moreover, 
the Foundation has a circle of supporters and 
friends which is not eligible to vote on Founda
tion affairs.

© Netzwerk Migration in Europa - Network 
Migration in Europe e.V.

Rainer Ohliger, Berlin/Paris 2000/01

2. I owe this thought to Dirk Hoerder
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Locating Histories
Deirdre Figueiredo

The role and experiences of Leicestershire 
Museums Service in representing the pres
ence and development of South Asian com
munities in the city of Leicester.

I should begin by saying that this paper de
scribes an area of work undertaken by me as in a 
previous post of Cultural Development Officer 
for  Leicestershire  Museums  from  1991-
1996, which included curating a contemporary 
collection of South Asian arts and crafts. I 
think it still has resonances for today and the 
approach developed by that museum service 
over a fourteen year period remains significant 
in the history of regional museums in England.

For those who aren't familiar with England, 
Leicester is located in the East Midlands, a city 
best known for its textile trade. The majority of 
Leicester's communities from Asia, the West 
Indies and Eastern Europe, arrived in the city 
during post-war migration. In the 1970s a fur
ther large group of South Asians arrived as 
refugees from Uganda in East Africa at the 
time of mass expulsion of all Asians by the re
gime of Idi Amin. The 1991 census showed 
that people defining themselves as being from 
an 'ethnic minority' made up 28% of the total 
population.

I will just give you a brief background and 
context to what became a 14 year process cul
tural development:

In  1982,  Leicestershire County Council re
viewed the policies and priorities of all its serv
ices under the Urban Policies Strategy for the 
promotion of good race relations and the alle
viation of urban deprivation. The museum 
service became aware that it had little South 
Asian material in its collections, the area from 
which the majority of the ethnic minority 
population originated. Also in terms of visitor 
profile to museums, ethnic minority groups 
were  substantially  under-represented.  It  was 
felt the museum and the activity it would gen
erate could make a valuable contribution to-
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wards alleviating the problems of cultural mis
understanding and tensions between different 
community groups.

The general acquisition policy was amended 
to include the following statement:

'In view of the special interests and needs of  
the ethnic minorities and the desire of many of  
the indigenous populations to learn more of the  
cultures and minority groups represented in  
the County 's population, efforts will be made to  
acquire for display and educational purposes,  
examples of the arts and craß s of the principal  
ethnic minority groups represented in the  
County-.'

There was a recognition that these communi
ties should have a real stake in and feel owner
ship of the city's cultural institutions. That the 
museum should have direct relevance to their 
living heritage and in fact provide a context for 
their contemporary lives in Britain. After  all 
museums have the power to create or destroy 
damaging stereotypes.

The key note in these developments was that 
the Indian collections were made in direct and 
lengthy consultation with the Indian communi
ties. For the first time here was a community 
being invited to define themselves through ob
jects of their choice and from their perceptions 
of heritage. They identified three main areas of 
interest: dress and personal decoration, religion 
and performing arts. Most of the core collection 
was purchased or commissioned on a field trip 
to India visiting relatives of people in Leicester 
and buying from cultural production  centers 
with  which  people  in  Leicester  had 
connections. In forming the collection, com
prising over 2000 objects and textiles making 
it the largest collection in Britain of contempo
rary material from Western India, a conscious 
decision was taken to categorise it as part of the 
Decorative Arts collections (as opposed to social 
history or ethnography), recognising its intrinsic 
artistic value. However, it maintained



 
its own identity  within a framework which 
took into account the cultural, religious and 
functional significance of  the objects. Hence 
the collection is built up of assemblages or 
units relating to a number of themes such as 
pilgrimage, marriage or dow?y textiles.

Looking back on it now, 1 must sltess that the 
forming of this collection addressed a particular 
need at the time which focused very much on 
first and second generations and the desire  to 
retain tradition, material culture and a heritage 
from 'back home". Tine needs and interests of 
third and fourth generations are very different 
and  require  a  different  type  of  collecting 
relating  to  and  referencing  popular  and 
youth culture, fashion, new technologies, music 
and even sport.

Later the collection was supplemented with a 
policy to collect directly from Leicester. This 
was the point at which I joined the service. I 
saw my role as further democratizing museum 
collections,  spaces and practices  after  all I 
was one of only three professional 'black' mu
seum curators in the whole country.

If I had to summarise the key principles 
which I applied and tried lo work to 1 hey would 
be:

•To recognize that  culturally diverse com
munities were not homogenous, and  whilst 
there was validity in bringing people together 
because of common or shared experiences, 
there were a subtle and complex range of iden
tities, groupings related to age, generation, re
ligion, sex all  of which required different 
considerations.

•That the nature, shape and meaning of com
munity was never static but constantly evolv
ing and changing therefore new alliances 
would have to be made.(For example - 1991 
census showed a small but significant demo
graphic shift of Asian families out into Greater 
Leicester  and  the  surrounding  county.  This 
changing profile reflected economic success, 
stability and confidence within the Asian com-

•That self determination, self definition and 
access to decision making provided a route to 
ownership and equity.

•That there needed to be a balance of cultur
ally specific product together with integrated 
work on the broader and universal themes of 
life which concern us all.

•Finally and perhaps most importantly, that 
as a curator in a traditional white, middle-class 
museum setting, I should relinquish the exclu
sive role of 'gate-keeper' or mediator of cul
ture because to remain so would be to limit or 
restrict other people's expression within the 
narrow confines of my own knowledge and ex
perience. 1 tried therefore to be facilitator and 
enabler. I was also aware that I would need to 
exploit and draw on my own cultural back
ground to gain that all important trust.

The main strategies employed were:
•To develop audience advocates who would 

play an informal but active role and provide a 
constant interface between communities and 
the museum.

•To  develop  an  extensive  outreach  pro
gramme and  satellite community projects 
which were linked to 'in-reach" activities  (like 
exhibitions and events) so that there was a 
physical  impact  on  the  museum.  This  ex
tended to opening spaces within the museum 
up for use by communities for their own cul
tural events.

•To encourage other curators to diversify in
terpretations of permanent display so they 
would be more inclusive and have a meaningful 
resonance for all people of Leicester, (eg: the 
Tiger display in Natural History collection  re-
displayed  to  reflect  Indian  and  Chinese  my
thologies)

The outreach work included handling ses
sions, (for Asian as well as very deprived all 
white  communities),  reminiscence,  oral  his
tory and arts projects.

These were usually organized in partnership
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guage development and literacy),  and eco
nomic development.

Creativity was used as a catalyst to engage 
people in cultural production.

Returning to the contemporary collecting 
from Leicester, it was necessary to re-consider 
what type of object could be in the museum 
collection or in fact to re-define the nature of 
collections in order to fill gaps and represent 
culture in all its non-Western facets. One way 
of acquiring and sourcing new material was 
through temporary exhibitions:

101 Saris From India
Six months in advance of the exhibition 1 or

ganized a series of reminiscence workshops 
using the collections as a stimulus. For one of 
the sessions we decided to introduce a creative 
and associated activity of mahendi (traditional 
hand painting with henna). During this activity 
the group began to sing spontaneously. When 
asked what they were singing, they replied that 
they were sari songs which were usually sung 
to a bride whilst mahendi was being applied to 
her hands and feet. It transpired that the songs 
were not properly written down anywhere.

We decided they should be properly tran
scribed  bi-lingually  and  performed.  Their 
great sense of achievement led to a further em
powering process in which the women were 
able to record and publish an illustrated bi
lingual audio cassette of the songs through the 
Leicester Multicultural  Archive project who 
also distributed them. (Slides of recording studio 
and example of song).

A copy of these songs was also deposited 
with the collections and were a fantastic inter
pretation tool for the wedding saris held in the 
collection - dispensing with the need to write a 
label from a curatorial viewpoint.

During those same sessions, the women 
brought in their own wedding saris, photo al
bums, invitation cards and other ephemera 
which were discussed and selected quotes re
corded. These were used in the exhibition and 
some facsimiles made for the collection. An 
important message was also conveyed to com-

munities that as citizens of Leicester, their per
sonal archives were of great value to the whole 
community and should be preserved. We also 
discovered a woman who had kept three gen
erations of saris worn by women in her family.

For the exhibition 'Now Showing' I acquired a 
small collection of Bollywood posters from the 
30s to  the  70s.  We made a  radio broadcast 
about the forthcoming exhibition and which 
brought out some more personal archives. 
Ephemera such as programmes and posters of 
the first Asian cinemas in Leicester in the 
1960s  along with memories of family outings 
told an important story and was vital evidence 
in building a picture of community life. No
body in mainstream cinema in Leicester was 
aware that there were Indian cinemas in the 
60's and that a spectrum of cultural and social 
activity revolved around them.

The Muslim World exhibition provided an 
opportunity to engage the Pakistani commu
nity in a dialogue around Muslim way of life 
and the objects, rituals and artifacts involved. 
A small collection of pilgrimage items from 
Pakistan was made but in addition we wanted 
to reflect the positive achievements of the 
Muslim community in Leicester and the con
tributions they were making to the success of 
the city. We commissioned an artist and so
cial/oral historian to work together, in partner
ship with the libraries department, to interview 
and make images of Muslim professionals 
such as the first Muslim Councillor and the 
first Muslim woman headmistress. They also 
worked with ordinary Muslims to portray eve
ryday way of life.

However, the most rewarding and enriching 
experience came from another aspect of this 
project. I was very keen that there be a visible 
presence in the exhibition of Muslim women's 
in Leicester - their thoughts and feelings - fur
ther, a presence that would leave a collective 
legacy in the collection.

We worked with the Victorian & Albert mu
seum to initiate a major textile project for 
which two groups of women were recruited 
from  Leicester.  There  isn't  an  opportunity 
here to go into the details but many of the
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women contributed their work in the face of 
much adversity and restriction. A trip to the 
V&A was for most, the firs) I irne they had ever 
been out of Leicester and So a national mu
seum. It was a profound experience. They had 
no idea the V&A held some of the most signifi
cant Islamic and Indian art nor had they any no
tion of what one  could learn about from 
visiting such museums. On the strength  ofthat 
visit one woman said on the ret -urn journey, that 
she would persuade her husband to agree to let 
her daughter go to college.

The textile panels produced for the exhibi
tion, (and later added to the collections), be
came an empowering tool of communication 
and expression - having the ability to tran
scend language barriers - instead affirming and 
asserting identity through images and the  vis
ual.

At the exhibition opening, such was the 
power of the group of textile panels that they 
stole the show and made the local headlines 
-much to the initial amazement and then pride 
of the men folk. It gave the women a lot of con
fidence in their ability to achieve things inde
pendently of their family obligations. One 
woman went  on to  teach  evening sewing 
classes at the local community college.

In reconsidering what type of objects have a 
place in museums in terms of establishing a 
sense of belonging and connectivity, I believe 
in the creation of contemporary collective  arti
facts. The women's panels I have just men
tioned are one such example. Another was The 
Symbols of the World  textile project. This 
was a l O x 10 ft wall hanging made up of 75 in
dividual or group panels, made tor the museum 
foyer. The aim was to have a permanent piece, 
inspired by objects in the collections representing 
world cultures, to give a strong visual message 
when  people  came  in  that  this  was  a 
museum for everyone and everyone was in
cluded and belonged.  The participants  were 
from a range of backgrounds and aged from 7 
to 75. For some it was a catalyst for teaming 
new skills and producing new design ideas fusing 
tradition with innovation

The textile was hung in the foyer. An unex
pected outcome was that it inadvertently be
came an  instructional learning tool and 
teachers or group leaders would bring groups 
in and conduct whole learning sessions in front 
of this. People somehow connected with it I 
think partly because it was clearly a commu
nity project.

If I had tried to do a display of the same 
theme using objects, it would have been a lot 
more difficult  -  it would need showcases, la
bels etc whereas this textile hanging was one, 
striking, simple and effective piece.

In terms of other sorts of collecting, I also 
found that a lot of artistic and cultural activity 
was taking place around transient practices 
such as mahendi (hand painting) and floor-
based design - rangoli. So. we set out to collect 
the uncollectable -  something that is supposed 
to be transient but embodies within it rich and 
relevant aspects of current cultural practice 
and identity. It is also another instance where 
skill is handed down through families without 
written evidence of how it is done or what it 
means.

Through a process of interviews, staging of 
live events, photography, digital recordings etc 
we have collected assets which show how the 
artform was  adapted to English circumstances 
and this has been incorporated into a web site. 
The floor-based art form is currently the subject 
of a continuing major project which my organi
sation Craftspace Touring is undertaking. It 
will result in a touring exhibition and web in
terface with on-line learning tools.

Finally, I would like to briefly emphasize my 
belief in the powerful possibilities for contem
porary art/crafts and artists to have a role in 
building a more complete picture of the histo
ries of communities, especially in instances 
where the evidence may be lost.

Artists can also portray or express truths 
about events in history, especially where that 
truth is too painful to verbalise.

I think we have come to a point in Britain 
now where  it  is  acknowledged,  (partly 
through t the efforts of Black History month
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and the Museum of London's 'People of London 
Project),  that  migration  of  peoples  of  many 
different races has been taking place for cen
tury upon century. All brought with them dif
ferent languages, systems and cultures. The 
more recent post-war arrivals are part  ofthat 
continuum and their contributions should also 
be embraced. Migration in the context of peo
ple's cultural lives is often initially about dislo
cation, especially amongst first and second 
generations, but this can often be as a result of 
systematic lack of access, equality of opportu
nity and prejudice.

Museums have a role to play in helping to 
re-locate cultural identities bringing with it a 
confidence then to move on - to re-interpret 
and to re-invent or even dislocate and impact 
on mainstream cultures in positive ways.

Some young people, of first generation 'et
hnic minority' parentage, struggle with issues 
around cultural dualities but when asked who 
they are many will self-identify as British 
Asian or even now European. In their work 
and their play they are making the move from 
the margins to the centre or the mainstream, 
re-defining it as they go. The landscape of 
popular and street culture has changed so much 
with  rapid  hybridization  -  we  now  have 
Hinglish - a mixture of Hindi and English and 
even Binglish - a mixture of Bengali and Eng
lish.

The re-orientation of national identities is an 
inevitable consequence of all forms of migra
tion as well as the processes of globalisation. 
The city of Birmingham in England where I 
work will, by 2020, be the first city in England 
to have a majority black and mixed race popu
lation. It isn't that far away and I think therein 
lies a big challenge for the sustainability of 
those heritage and cultural industries that base 
themselves on eurocentric models. What types 
of museums or cultural spaces will we have in 
the future and will they have walls? How will 
we want to consume our collective or individual 
hertiages and living cultures?

A South East Asian cultural group in Van
couver, Canada has come up with very radical 
proposals for new models of'a museum' oper-

ating under re-worked values and ways of doing 
things.  Certainly  as  the  demography  of  the 
population changes in England, if the work
force isn't diversified significantly and if we 
aren't informed by a better understanding of 
our connectedness to each other then they (mu
seums) will not be viable.

Mahatma Ghandi said "No culture can live, 
if it attempts to be exclusive" - and he was a 
very wise man so we should heed his advice.

Stuart Hall, an eminent social historian and 
cultural theorist described the characteristics 
of contemporary society in his keynote address 
at the Arts Council of England's 'Whose Heri
tage' conference in Manchester in 1999.

Talking about 'black and ethnic minority 
communities'  "these  are  people  who have 
formed communities in Britain which are both 
distinctively marked, culturally, and yet have 
never been separatist or exclusive. Some tradi
tional cultural practices are maintained  -  in 
varied ways - and carry respect. At the same 
time, the degrees and forms of attachment are 
fluid and changing  -  constantly negotiated, es
pecially between men and women, within and 
across groups, and above all. across genera
tions. Traditions coexist with the emergence of 
new, hybrid and cross-over cultural forms of 
tremendous  vitality  and  innovation.  These 
communities are in touch with their differ
ences, without being saturated by tradition, 
they are actively involved with every aspect of 
life around them, without the illusion of as
similation and identity. This is a new kind of 
difference - the difference which is not binary 
(either  -  or) but whose 'differences' (Derrida) 
will not be erased, or traded."
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Gabrielle, one of the People s History Museum s Living History characters. Her story is based on 
the real-life stories oj  'three women who moved from the Caribbean to Manchester in the  
1950s.  Gabrielle acts out her life story to groups of school children and museum visitors who 
interact with her and help her decide whether to take the. plunge and move to England.
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Minutes - WORKLAB
General meeting 24 November 2001
Myna Trustram
Present

Michael Parr,  Torsten Nilsson (Arbetets  Mu
seum); Pete Brown, Sarah Gore, Catharine 
Rew (People's History Museum);  Anne-Lise 
Walsted, Peter  Ludvigsen, Morten Bo Alm-
strup  (Arbejdermuseet);  Jürgen Ellermeyer 
(Museum  der Arbeit); Udo Wiesinger (Mu
seum Arbeitswelt); Eusebi Casanelles (Museu 
de la Ciencia i de la Tecnica de Catalunya); 
Elisabeth Tietmeyer (Museum  of European 
Cultures,  Berlin); Silke Vorst (Museumspäda
gogischer Dienst Berlin); Myna Trustram 
(Manchester);  Annette  Vasström  (National
museet, Denmark)

1 Annual report
The principal activity over the last year has 

been the Migration, Work and Identity (MWI) 
project. MWI would not have been possible 
without Worklab. It is working well as Work-
lab's  first  project,  with  the  partners  co
operating closely together. It was noted how
ever that members who are not part of MWI 
have had little, apart from the conferences, in 
which to be involved.

It was suggested that members support 
DoMit (Documentation and Museum of Turkish 
Migration) in an application for EU funds.

2 Membership
There are 14 institutional and 16 personal 

members. Due to an administrative error, 
membership invoices have not been sent out, 
but they will be soon.

3 Newsletters
Paper versions of the newsletter will con

tinue to be produced. The design needs im
proving. The conference papers (November 
2001) will be in the WORKLAB Newsletter 
no. 5 and on the website from December 2002.

4 TICCIH
The possibility of formally  establishing 

closer links with TICCIH was discussed. TIC
CIH would like to represent more the social 
side of industrial heritage and suggests that 
Worklab becomes a section of the organisa
tion. Eusebi Casanelles (Chair of TICCIH) was 
asked to send Worklab members information 
on TICCIH's activities. It was suggested that 
links between the websites could be made and 
that  Worklab's chairperson joins TICClH's 
board. Agreement is needed before  2003, 
when TICCIH's next congress will be held. 
Members were asked to come to the next meeting 
with further ideas on possible co-operation.

5 Worklab's programme after MWI
A few ideas were discussed:
•Collaboration with new members of the EU 

when it expands in 2004.
•Collaboration with IHP(International  Heri

tage Protection), a Nordic organisation which 
has documented a match factory in Lithuania.

•A project on the theme of the relationship 
between individuals and the state e.g. the wel
fare state.

•Try to encourage members from Mediterra
nean countries.

6 Board members
Existing members except for the Swedes 

have accepted re-election for another term. 
Udo Wiesinger was  elected new member. 
Myna Trustram is secretary, Annette Vasström is 
treasurer and Peter Ludvigsen is chair. Morten 
Bo Almstrup is accountant.

7 Finance
The income statement for  1  Jan  31  Dec 

2000 and I Jan - 23 Nov 2001 was accepted.
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Minutes - Migration, Work and Identity
12-16 June 2002, Museum Arbeitswelt, Steyr, Austria
Myna Trustram
Present:

Myna  Trustram (Manchester); Jaume Mata-
mala (Museu de la Ciéncia i de la Técnica de 
Catalunya); Cath Birchall. Pete Brown, Ca
tharine Rew (People's History Museum, Man
chester);  Anne Lise Walstcd,  Peter  Ludvigsen, 
Morten  Bo Almstrup  (Arbejdermuseet,  Co
penhagen);  Mikael  Parr,  Torsten  Nilsson, 
Maud  Fjellrnan (Arbetets Museum, 
Norrköping);  Rita  Klages  (Nachbarschaftsmu
seum,  Berlin); Elisabeth Tietmeyer (Museum 
Europäischer  Kulturen,,  Berlin):  Silke Vorst 
(Museumspädagogischer  Dienst,  Berlin); 
Birte  Stüve (Deutsches Technikmuseum,  Ber
lin);  Udo Wiesinger. Michael John (Museum 
Artbeitswelt, Steyr); Jürgen Ellermeyer, Kerstin 
Römhildt (Museum der Arbeit, Hamburg)

Peter Ludvigsen began the meeting by say
ing that last year's report was well-received by 
the Commission. The report for the second 
year will be done in a similar manner and will 
go to the Commission early October 2002.

Worklab newsletter  wil l  be published in 
autumn 2002.

Reports from the partners:

Hamburg
They were dismayed to find that the Auslän

derbeauftragte  officer post has been abolished 
in Hamburg. Assistance to immigrants is being 
withdrawn under the new policy. This has al
tered the focus of their work. They are meeting 
and interviewing people who use and work in 
the organisations which  will be abolished. 
There have been demonstrations in Hamburg 
against the new policy.

Interviews and workshops are being held 
with young people. Video interviews are being 
conducted with migrants. They started with 
friends and then interviewed key people in im-

migrant organisations. They have done  40  in
terviews of 1 - 6 hours each, with people aged 
20-40 years. It is hard to find older people who 
will agree to be interviewed. So far they have 
covered southern Europe, South America and 
Africa. They plan to cover eastern Europe and 
Asia.  The  interviewees  offer  intense,  emo
tional stories. They deal with the question of 
how the immigrants and guest-workers are 
treated and the issue of integration. They are 
asked about living in Hamburg and being a 
"Hamburgian". The workshops for young people 
are based on music, literature and video and there 
are two for small children. They will produce a 
small  exhibition  of  material  produced  in  the 
workshops. They will show short video films 
in the exhibition. Some people are shy of  the 
camera: there are advantages and disadvantages 
to the use of video. Fewer school classes have 
come than anticipated. The work is very time-
consuming.

Steyr
A detailed concept has now been developed 

for  the  exhibition.  Michael  John  took  us 
around the museum and showed us where the 
various parts of the exhibition will be installed. 
Existing disPeter  Ludvigsenays  will  be 
adapted and the following themes will be in
cluded:

The emotions of migration - fear, joy, love, 
hostility.

The period of the Hapsburg monarchy and its 
legacy.

A gasthaus used by migrants. Reconstructions 
of migrants' workshops. National socialism- 
forcedlabour and race. Interwar period 
(brickworkers). 1945- 1955, 1960s.
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Reconstruction  of  migrants'  flats  1910 

-1990s.
Living between two societies - two cars, one 

going to Yugoslavia and one returning.
Demographic, economic and social informa

tion.

Film of guestworkers and their children.
Train entering the museum - to attract the at

tention of non-visitors.

Heimat  -  using objects borrowed from mi
grants, students, pupils and organisations.

Hall of fame - testimonials of prominent mi
grants.

Marketplace - food.

Manchester
The People's History Museum is now showing 

Moving  Lives,  an  exhibition  about  the  Car
ibbean  population  of  Manchester.  The 
objectives of the exhibition are to invite par
ticipation; build new audiences; make the mu
seum more relevant to more people and to test 
living history as an outreach tool. Their out
reach officer has made contact with Caribbean 
community groups, performed the  Gabriella 
show for them and then collected objects for 
the exhibition and made interviews. They feel 
their objectives have been met. Their second 
exhibition, Moving Stories, will be about the 
South Asian population of Greater Manchester. 
Here they will be working with an oral historian 
and a photographer. An Asian living history 
character will also be developed.

Berlin
The exhibition, Heimat Berlin?, will open in 

July at the Museum  Europäischer Kulturen. 
Eight  photographers  from  different  back
grounds were invited to choose a topic to re
flect aspects of everyday life in Berlin from 
their perspective as migrants or as children of 
migrants. There will be an accompanying pro
gramme of events.  Heimat  Berlin? is planned 
as an "appetizer" for the next exhibition in 
2003 which will show everyday objects of the 
"new" Berliners.

The  Deutsches  Technikmuseum  has  run 
workshops with migrants from Turkey, Russia 
and people from a mixed language course. In 
the future they plan to work with Greek, Viet
namese and another mixed group. In the work
shops the migrants were given the opportunity 
to become familiar with the museum and to use 
the collections to talk about their experiences 
of work. In further workshops people will se
lect objects and be recorded whilst they talk 
about what they mean to them. The museum's 
aim is to learn how they can improve the pres
entation of their collection so that the experi
ences of migrants are included.

The Berlin Platform is an initiative (from the 
Berlin MWI partners) to promote better under
standing of migrants and other inhabitants of 
the city. The Platform aims to involve a wide 
range of organisations which work with mi
grants. It will distribute its findings by means 
of exhibitions, workshops, conferences, publi
cations and a website.

Norrköping
Migration is a very topical issue in Sweden, 

as indeed it is everywhere. It is said that Swe
den needs migrants but not refugees. They 
have been working in 21 towns and villages 
with a museum and a migrant group. The Mu
seum of Work in Norrköping is the coordinator 
and gives tools and guidance. Seventeen exhi
bitions, a book, video and a film have been pro
duced. They have worked with migrants from 
Finland,  the Baltics,  Italy and Yugoslavia. 
300,000 Finns have come to Sweden in the last 
50 years. The material from the 21 locations 
will now be presented in  Norrköping.  Each 
project will be presented with a textile banner. 
There will be programmes, debates and semi
nars on the theme from September to Christ
mas.

Copenhagen
The aims of the Danish programme are to at

tract a different audience to the museum and to 
document the lives of migrants. Migrants nor
mally only come if they are brought by a 
teacher. They are working with people from 
Yugoslavia, Turkey and Pakistan who came in
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the 1960s and i 970s. Thcv want to produce a 
"cheerful" exhibition using the colours of the 
rainbow and want to provoke discussion. They 
want to avoid the usual text and photographs 
on boards: texts will be in suitcases. The exhi
bition will include, amongst other things, a his
torical look at migration into Denmark: a 
portrait gallery of famous Danes revealing 
their varied origins; an interactive element; 
homes and workplaces; language and music: 
shared values. Visitors will exit the exhibition 
via the rainbow.

Discussion about the travelling exhibition 
"Crossing Borders"

The designer of the exhibition showed the 
partners a sample of the display method for 
photos and brief text (no objects). Partners 
must provide their own lighting.

The text will be in English. Translations will 
be on leaflets, along with the sources of the 
photograpns. The exhibition will also he on the 
wcbsite. Sound equipment will be: included. 
Any parts which get damaged can be replaced 
relatively cheaply.
Costs of repairing damage is to be covered by 
the venue responsible.
Each venue is responsible for maintenance 
costs.
Partners will be told the value of the exhibition 
for insurance purposes. Each venue will be 
supnlied with two perfect copies and a copy on 
a CD. Each venue is responsible for sending it 
to the next venue and for making sure the next 
venue gets two perfect copies and the CD.
There will be instructions on how to assemble 
it.
It is washable.
There will be two or three spare supports. Caps 
(hats) can be put on supports. Each section of 
the run consists of 3 parts each 160cm long i.e. a 
total of 480 cm. It will come with a video tor 
showing films and slides.
There will be a computer. The exhibition 
will be packed in cases.

Transport costs can only be paid during the life 
of the project i.e. up to 1. 11.03. Each venue 
must provide its own publicity which can be 
based on the general leaflet.

Copyright needs to be cleared by each part
ner before sending material to Steyr. There is 
no money in the budget for copyright costs.

The exhibition will be a collage. It will start 
with a historical dimension, multiculturality in 
Europe and end with a section showing how 
Europe will be a more diverse place because of 
immigration. It  will show dreams and difficul
ties.

Michael John outlined the material sent so 
far and repeated the themes of the exhibition:

A kaleidoscope/collage about migration to 
Europe.
Constraints and dreams. Migration as part of a 
common European experience.
Reasons for migration. Relations with 
indigenous population. Identity. Racism 
and xenophobia,

The photographs will be ordered by time and 
region.

There will be three sections:
1. History of migration into Europe.
2.  Migration in the different cities/countries 

represented in the partnership.
3 Conclusion - about today.

Discussion about the conference and 
meeting 2-5 October 2003

The conference will be held at Museu de la 
Ciéncia l de la Tecnica de Catalunya, Terrassa. 
It will be free.

Jaume Matamala i Cura outlined ideas so far. 
He will invite Yasmin Alibhai Brown and Is-
macl Haidaja to speak Yasmin is a journalist 
from the UK and Ismael has written on 
African-European relations. He teaches at the 
University of Granada and is responsible for 
the Biblioteca Mahmud Kati.
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Proposed schedule

2-3 October - conference.
4-5 October - meeting for MWJ partners.
It will be the last meeting of MWI and so we 

will discuss the final report.
It will be the official opening of the travel

ling exhibition in Terrassa.
We will invite someone from the Commis

sion to attend.
There will be two lead languages - Spanish 

and English. The museum will arrange inter
pretation.

We discussed the objectives of the confer
ence and the target audience. A suggested 
theme  is  recent  migration  into southern 
Europe. This can be compared to earlier times 
when the pattern was for migration from southern 
Europe. This will mark a shift for MWI to a 
whole of Europe perspective rather than the 
northern perspective. Michael John mentioned a 
book,  Majorca  de los Alumanos  by  Carlos 
Garrido, (about German migration to Majorca) 
as an interesting source of themes. Interchange 
between Spanish and Islamic cultures.

One speaker will present the achievements 
of MWI. Michael John will speak about the 
Crossing Borders exhibition. Jaume Matamala i 
Cura  will send information on hotels in Bar
celona.

Discussion about the website
Torsten  Nilsson  introduced the website. In 

March it received 120 visits, in April, 166 and 
in May 91. The purpose of the website is to pro
vide information to other professionals about 
the project. The travelling exhibition and sam
ples of the partners' exhibitions will go on it. 
There will be links to partners' websites. Sug
gest information on Worklab and MWI is 
added to the bottom of emails. Torsten Nilsson 
will update the information on activities and 
the links. Email addresses also need updating. 
Pete Brown will check the English if you send 
it to him.

Discussion about evaluation of the project
The commission doesn't require internal 

evaluation. But a discussion was held to assess 
the importance of the project to the partners.

Jürgen Ellermeyer: To do an exhibition you 
must have a European dimension. It has been 
useful "conflict training"! The funding has 
been insufficient for what they want to do but it 
can be used to attract further funding.  Politi
cians can "boast about it".

Udo Wiesinger:  They have learnt about dif
ferent methodological approaches. It is inter
esting to see the different conditions in each 
country. We must tell the Commission in the final 
report of the importance of the meetings with 
partners  which  have  been  held.  Personal 
meetings are very important. We are learning 
about working with partners and dealing with 
conflict.

Pete Brown: We are all in similar museums 
but it is interesting to see the different ap
proaches.

Elisabeth Tietmeyer: They didn't join for the 
money because they get very little! It is good to 
get contacts and to work with sister museums. It 
is useful to discuss together and to get different 
perspectives and to discuss methodology.

Rita Klages: It is useful to compare methods 
and to work with different partners.

Catharine Rew: Agrees that the funding can 
be used to attract further funding. In Manchester 
the  European  dimension  is  not  so  relevant 
because they are dealing with Caribbean immi
grants. It is good to be able to bring three peo
ple to the meetings because they take 
enthusiasm back to the museum.

Peter  Ludvigsen:  From his involvement in 
the Euroclio programme he can see that the 
cash flow has not been handled as efficiently as it 
might have been. It would have been better to 
centralise the money and pay invoices directly. It 
is good to be able to steal ideas from partners 
and to use the network.

Anne-Lise Walsted: Would have liked  more 
time to discuss the travelling exhibition. With-
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out the funding they would have done the same 
exhibition but not so soon,

A discussion on what the partners would like 
to do once MWl is cornphwh igscneted in No
vember 2003

The travelling exhibition  will continue to 
tour after the end of the project. Peter Lud-
vigsen will ask the Commission for funding to 
send it to Expo in Japan 2004,

Udo Wiesinger is waiting to hear the result of 
an application for an EU grant to produce ma
terial for interpreting migration in museums, in 
particular with adults. The aim is to assist the 
education of interpreters.  Will start in Septem
ber  if  successful.  The  partners  are  Steyr, 
Norrköping,  Copenhagen. Vienna, Athens and 
Ljubljana.

The criteria for Culture 2003 is music. No 
details yet for 2004.

Mikael Parr said that Norrköping would like 
to continue to collaborate with Worklab and 
wants to find new topics. He is interested in a 
documentation project, not necessarily an ex
hibition. Also, women's and gender history in 
museums. Torsten Nilsson said they want to do 
further projects and mentioned a tyre company.

Udo Wiesinger would like to build a large in
ternational network to work on migration. Peter 
Ludvigsen  said  they  will incorporate 
migration themes into the planning of future 
activities in the museum so that it is a natural 
part. The Commission won't fund the same 
network again. He would like to do a project 
which will attract older school students (14-18 
years) to the museum. How can museums give 
this age group a good experience?  Udo Wi
esinger is also interested in this age-group and 
in bringing young people and adults to meet in 
the museum.

Discussion on other migration projects
Peter Ludvigsen will go the meeting in Bot

trop of the Migration Network in Museums 
group (Jan Motte and Rainer Ohliger). He will 
offer them the travelling exhibition. Eilisabeth 
Tietmeyer knows of another group in Berlin 
that wants to set up a museum on migration.

She believes the subject should be integrated 
into existing museums. Jürgen Ellermeyer said 
he was sceptical too. He thought that Généri-
ques (a French initiative) and the Swiss initia
tive,  Verein für ein Migrationsmuseum,  are 
good, developing projects.
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Industrial Heritage around the Baltic Sea
Peter Ludvigsen

The shipyard in Klaipeda, 2001.

The Nordic-Baltic Industrial Heritage Plat
form Project  2000-2002,  functioned as a co
operation between the Baltic and the Nordic 
countries to preserve the industrial heritage of 
the region. The initiative was taken by the Fin
nish National Board of Antiquities. The idea 
behind the project is that the Nordic countries 
have a high degree of expertise in the subject of 
preservation, while the Baltic countries still 
have a great number of old, functioning indus
tries, but need to learn about the documenta
tion and  preservation  of  this industrial 
heritage. The co-operation was funded by The 
Council of Nordic Ministry and the participant 
institutions themselves.

During the Project various models of co
operation were tried by means of pilot projects: a 
web-site (www.ihp.lt) was established and a 
network of researchers, conservators and mu
seum staff. Parallel to these initiatives a series

of courses on various subjects within the field 
of industrial history and preservation was held. 
In June 2001 a course , "Old factories - New 
Usage", took place in Estonia. The planning 
was made in co-operation with by and large the 
Finnish partners. In Latvia the Swedes were 
partners in the theory course, "Industrial Heri
tage in a Time of Changes - Town and Land
scapes". Part of the course took place in 
Norberg in Sweden and the other in Liepaja on 
the Latvian coast of the Baltic.

A Successful Course
Finally, The Workers' Museum in Denmark, 

the Norwegian National Board of Antiquities 
and the Ministry of Culture in Lithuania 
planned a course called "Documentation of 
Living Industrial Heritage". This project was 
unique because such documentation is seldom 
carried out until the industry in question has



 
become redundant and has stopped produc
tion. In this case however, a match factory 
which was still in operation was documented

The match factory is situated in Kaunas and 
manufactures LIEiPSA-matches for the Lithua
nian and Russian markets, using equipment 
and machines dating from the I -)30s. It was a 
rare opportunity for cultural conservators to 
practise their skills in the midst of the real 
world, and the course was successful.

The last course of the project was held in 
summer  2002.  It was run in  Malsingborg in 
Sweden (which included a  trip to Denmark) 
and in Klaipeda in Lithuania The mam purpose 
of the course in Hälsingborg was to analyse the 
changes  which  occur  when  nearly  all 
industrial  production has vanished from a 
medium-large industrial  city and harbour. The 
town  of  Klaipeda  is  confronting  a  great 
change, similar to that which  Hälsingborg  un
derwent. The harbour has lost its importance 
as an industrial harbour, the ndustries have 
disappeared  and  today  t he  role of  the 
working-class districts from the 20lh century 
has changed. The current functions, contempo
rary history and modern development were 
brought into focus.

Practice and Reality
The trip to Denmark was a prelude to the sec

tion of the course taking place m Klaipeda. The 
Lithuanian city was once one of the Soviet Un
ion's important ship building areas. Today the 
Danish  shipyard  Lindøværftet  co-operates 
with one of the city's large shipyards, but close 
to the medieval fortress is situated the small 
Paul Lindenau shipyard which the city has 
listed as an industrial heritage site. Naturally 
the city is also interested in preserving the for
tress which is situated within She shipyard area. 
The thirty experts on the preservation of heri
tage who participated in the course were asked 
how they would solve she problem of many 
various interests existing within the same area? It 
was interesting to  observe the skills  of  the 
participants in a situation not only concerning 
ruins but a living reality; the problem is of 
theoretical relevance, but is ilso of current in-

terest which can bring all theories down to 
earth and subject to political decisions.

The visit to Denmark included a visit to 
Kronborg Castle, where there is a similar situa
tion of a ciosed-down shipyard situated next to a 
castle.  The problems of  conflicting interests 
have not yet been solved.

For the theoretical part of the course the 
Workers" Museum in Copenhagen contributed 
analyses  of  the  museum's  attempts  in  the 
1990s to establish a living museum centre and 
holiday resort, "Dokken'Y'The Dock", on the 
former naval base on the island "Holmen" in 
the centre of Copenhagen harbour. Today an 
opera house is being built on the site.

The Industrial Heritage Project terminates at 
the end of 2002 with the publication of a final 
report. Dining the last phase of the project it is 
important to consolidate the co-operation es
tablished across the borders, especially across 
the former Iron Curtain, so that the network 
continues in the future.
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London's Voices
Alex Werner

The Museum of London has recently launched a website, Voices Online, to provide access to its 
growing oral history archive. Voices Online allows users to browse the full transcripts of nineteen 
interviews with Londoners, many from migrant communities. Users can move easily between the 
interviews to compare experiences and listen to extracts. Voices Online is one of the  first 
initiatives of the London's Voices project, a three-year programme of projects and events aimed at 
widening access to the Museum's oral history resources.  To access Voices Online and  for 
information about the London's Voices project go to www.museum-london.org.uk/ and follow the 
links to the London's Voices pages.

MIMEX - a new EU project
Udo Wiesinger

The EU commission has accepted the pro
posal for the MIMEX project, within the 
Socrates-Grundtvig programme. Some of the 
museums involved in the Migration, Work, 
Identity project are participants in this new 
project.

Main target of the project is producing of 
modules of mediation to the subject migration 
for adults. The modules should be suitable to 
mediate information, to reduce prejudices and 
to improve acceptance and integration of mi
grants.

In the project we will develop curricula for 
the training of mediators to guarantee efficient 
realisation of the programs. The trained media
tors will test the modules in concrete museums, 
exhibitions and events. This will happen in co 
operation with organisations of migrants in the 
regions of the partnership. Especially there 
will be modules of mediation in some exhibi
tions of the culture-2000 project "Migration, 
Work and Identity".

Target groups of the mediation will be a public 
as large as possible, especially groups of migrants.
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The products should be suitable for other 
museums and exhibitions with the subject mi
gration in other regions too.

Members of this new partnership are:
1.  Museum Arbeitswelt,  Steyr, Austria (co

ordinating museum).
2. Arbejdermuseet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
3.  Polycollege  Wiener  Volksbildungs

verein, Vienna, Austria.
4.  Znanstvenoraziskovalni  center  SAZU, 

The Academy of the Humanities, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia.

5. IDEC S.A., Piraeus, Greece.
6. Arbetets Museum, Norrköping, Sweden.
7. Ausländerberatung Linz, Austria. 
Silent partners:
Nachbarschaft Museum, Berlin, Germany. 
Museum der Arbeit, Hamburg.



 

Conference in Barcelona 2-3 October 2003
The final conference of  the Culture  2000 

Project,  Migration,  Work and Identity,  will 
take place in the Museum of Science and Tech
nology in Terrassa, near Barcelona in Cata-
lunya (Spain) 2-3 October 2003, The theme of 
the conference is recent migration into Southern 
Europe  from  both  north  and  south,  thus 
making the Migration, Work and Identity project 
shift from a northern European perspective to 
the whole of Europe.

For further information please contact the 
museum in Terrassa.

If you want to attend the conference please 
contact The Workers" Museum in Copenha
gen,  Denmark:  amfajarbejderrniiseet.dk. Par
ticipation in the conference is free.

Museu de la Ciéncia i de la Técnica de Cata-
lunya (Museum of Science and Technology in 
Catalonia)
Rambla dTgara, 270 E 08270 
Terrassa, Barcelona, Spain Contact: 
Jaume Matamala i Cura Telephone 
(+34) 93 736 89 72 FAX (+34) 93 
736 89 60 i matarna I afoicorreu. 
gencat.es

Contributors
Umut Erel, Hamburg, graduate; student, Nottingham Trent University.
Thomas Faist, dr., University of Bremen, Germany.
Deidier Figureiredo, dir,,. Craftspace Touring, Birmingham, Great Britain.
Ulf Hedetoft, prof, Academy for Migration Studies in Denmark, Aalborg University.

Jette Eykke Jensen, adviser. The Danish Federation of Trade Unions,

Michael John, prof, University of Linz, Austria.

Bengü Kocatürk-Schuster, DOM IT. Cologne, Germany.
Peter Ludvigsen, dir., the Workers" Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Mehmet Omit TMecef, senior lecturer, University of Southern Denmark.
Rainer Ohliger, researcher, Network Migration in Europe, Berlin, Germany,

Ann-Belinda Preis, dr., UNESCO, Paris, France.

Khaled D. Ramadan, artist.
Öle Sohn, author, MP for the Danish Socialist Peoples party.
Myna Trustram, freelance museum and arts consultant, Manchester, UK
Alex Werner, Deputy Head., Department of Later London History and Collections, Museum of 

London, UK
Udo Wiesinger, dr., leader of the scientific department. Museum of the Working World, Steyr, 

Austria.
Uffe Østergaard, Jean Monnet prof., dir The Danish Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
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The Board of WORKLAB:
Peter Ludvigsen, chair.
Director, The Workers' Museum
Rømersgade 22
DK- 13 62 Copenhagen
Phone      +45 33 93 33 88
Fax +4533145258
E-mail      pl@arbejdermuseet.dk
www.arbejdermuseet.dk

Myna Trustram, secretary.
28 Derby Road
Heaton Moor
GB - Stockport SK4 4NE
Phone      +441614319872
Fax +441614319872
E-mail mynatrustram@netscapeonline.co.uk

Annette Vasström, treasurer
Head of Department,
Nationalmuseet, The Department of
Modern History, Brede
DK-2800 Lyngby
Phone      +45 33 93 33 88
Fax +4533145258
E-mail annette.vasstroem@Natmus.dk

Culture 2000 Project Migration, Work and 
Identity: www.migration-identity.org

Udo B. Wiesinger
Museum Arbeitswelt
Wehrgrabengasse 7, A-4400 Steyr
Phone      +4372527735123
Fax +43725277351 11
E-mail
Udo.wiesinger@museum-steyr.at

Jürgen Ellermeyer
Curator, Museum der Arbeit
Maurienstrasse 19
D-22305 Hamburg
Phone      +49 40 29 84 23 64
Fax +494029843179
E-mail
Juergen.ellermeyer@museum-der-arbeit.de

Gerard E. Corsane
University of Leicester
Department of Museum Studies
103-105 Princess Road East
GB-Leicester LEI 7LG
Phone      +441162523963/7
Fax +441162523960
E-mail      gec@le.ac.uk

WORKLAB: www.worklab.dk 
Arbejdermuseet: www.arbejdermuseet.dk

 

WORKLAB
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Payment: Visa, Eurocard, Mastercard, JCB, 
Diners Club International Please delete what 
not applicable.
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